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NOW YOU CAN BUILD
A MORE POWERFUL LAPTOP
WITHOUT CREATING A MONSTER.

Our laptop Systems Solutions let you pack in alot more computer without packing in agiant power supply.
From Chips, you get systems logic, graphics display controllers, communication controllers and BIOS in
atightly coupled solution with an incredibly modest appetite.

rAdvanced power management features like

programmable power-off for the backlight and communication ports, SMARTSLEEP, standby and
modem wake-up slash power requirements by as much as half.

rEven the sophisticated graphics display

controller automatically powers down to different levels as needed. You can get up to 64 flicker-free,
undistorted shades of grey or color, SMARTMAKI,"" in exactly the size and shape you want.

rGive us

acall. Our CHIPSets, BIOS and design services could help you make your next laptop or notebook akiller.
Without turning it into amonster. 1-800-323-4477. FAX (408) 434-0412.
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Best Western has a
plan to spruce up its hotels
from coast to coast.
Because each Best Western has always been
independently owned and operated, you could always
count on an affordable place to stay that matched the
part of the country where your travels took you.
Now, thanks to an ongoing renovation program,
agood thing will just keep getting better. With new
layouts. New furnishings. And new guest amenities.
All designed to make things more comfortable. But
not necessarily more expensive.
From coast to coast, we're changing everything
but our name. And the friendly service and unique
experience you've come to expect from Best Western.
For an application to our fee-free Gold Crown
Club call 1-800-BEST GUEST.
Ask your travel agent. Or call our toll-free
reservations line.
1-800-528-1234.
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"I've heard ofputtingplants
in your room,
but never spruce trees!"
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m eNew cpectracan peciranamometer Br
i
ngs Near
Real-Time Testing To The Production Line. Now you can HEAD
perform precise spectroradiometric measurements in near
real-time in production test and inspection environments.
•Determine the spectral and photometrickolorimetric
output of displays.
•Test automotive panels and displays for correctness and
uniformity of color.
•Make accurate measurements of reflectance/transmittance, source color temperatures and flash lamp spectra.
And that's just the beginning!
The SpectraScan's new system software is easy to use, requires minimal training,
and allows maximum system flexibility The software's six basic functions make it
simple to define hardware and software measurement parameters. Our optional
SpectraView - Software package includes all the capabilities of the standard software
plus such added capabilities as CIE LUV/LAB calculations, reflectance/transmittance
measurements, user-defined ("Hot") function keys, and more.
The SpectraScan SpectraRadiometer is truly a"Head for the future." It is fully
compatible with your PC or equivalent computer, with avariety of new features
including optional dual apertures, pressurized detector chamber, expanded spectral
range, and awide variety of objective lenses.
Call or write today to find out how you can head for the future with near
real-time spectroradiometry.

FOR TILE
FUTUREs

CIRCLE 253 for salesman's call

PHOTO RESEARCH"

The Light Measurement People°

CIRCLE 254 for literature

Division of lKOLLIVIORGENT
9330 DeSoto Avenue, P.O. Box 2192, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192 USA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070 TLX: 69-1427 Cable:' SPECTRA
International Sales Representatime AUSTRALIA COHERENT SCIENTIFIC Ph: (08) 2714755 CANADA OPTIKON CORPORATION
Ph: (
.
519) 885-2551 FRANCE 1NSTP.CM.AT S.A. Ph: .I)69-28-27-34 HOLLAND INTECHMIJ WV. Ph: (20) 56-96-611 INDIA PHOTONICS
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COMPANY Ph: (03) 586-5251 SWEDEN SHEN AB th: (8) 79-21.10p ILK. MICRON TECHNIQUES LTD. Ph: (02) 02-841261' WEST GERMANY
OPTEEMA ENGINEERING GmbH Ph -191 212-67-352
•
All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen.
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TO DRAM OR NOT TO DRAM
I

nthe wake of U. S. Memories' demise, the unsettling question that still remains is, should the
U. S. semiconductor industry return in force to the dynamic RAM business? The question is all
the more pressing considering the number of companies in the Far East that have begun
MII building state-of-the-art production facilities largely to manufacture DRAMs, compared with a
mere handful in the U. S. that have remained in the business. Dataquest Inc., the San Jose, Calif.,
market research firm, estimates that 70% to 80% of the submicron fab capability is in Asia.
One reason U. S. companies have not played alarge role is that they are innovators who move
quickly into amarket and make excess profits by being first with the next hottest product. As the series
of articles on the PC's impact on the semiconductor industry shows (see p. 71), U. S. companies are innovating more and manufacturing less. Whole segments of the industry rely on excess fabrication facilities in the U. S., Europe, and the Far East to construct in silicon their unique designs.
"These companies have nothing other than their product differentiation," says Al Stein, chief executive officer of VLSI Technology Inc. in San Jose. 'There is no global presence, no manufacturing capability, no technology, just good design and astuteness in being able to differentiate their
•
products. If that is indicative of the U. S. industry, it is not enough."
Electronics agrees. To be competitive in the world market, asemiconductor company must have
state-of-the-art process technology and be able to manufacture leading-edge products. Japanese
and other Asian companies have accepted this premise and are building large fabs. To fill such facilities, these companies are all making high-volume commodity products—and today that means
DRAMs. "DRAMs are abase-line process driver," says Shojiro Asai, deputy general manager of Hitachi Ltd.'s Central Research Laboratory in Tokyo. "In the Japanese market, there is awhole new generation of second-tier
producers coming out with DRAM memory offerings, including Seiko, Ricoh, and others." They join such firsttier players as Hitachi, Mitsubishi, NEC, Old, and Toshiba. Korean companies Samsung and Gold Star
and other Asian companies are also developing
DRAM production capability.
But getting in is only half the battle. The trick is
to prosper in this unpredictable environment, one
affected by political as well as market forces. "Historically, there have been factors that have made the
business extremely profitable as well as extremely
unprofitable," Mai muses. The key to winning is
establishing alevel of chip yields that exceeds the
norm. "We expect yields on the order of 50% in a
new process," says Mai. "We can start receiving profits
at 40% to 50% yields, depending on the demand during
the ramp-up phase. The ultimate yield we shoot for is on
the order of 70% to 80%."
The history of the semiconductor industry in the
U. S. is one of chasing easy profits by being first
to market But the world has changed. Now
winning on the manufacturing line is the key
to success. Those not willing to compete in
manufacturing will not be amajor force
in the market in 10 years. El

e<4.4-4ei
JONAH McLEOD
EDITOR
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Why 8,000 of the
worlds leading companies
design PCBs with P-CAD:
A Supercharged
Product
If you're like most PCB
designers and engineering
managers, you want PCB
CAD software that'll help

With Master Designer you have it
all: full analog support, including
filled polygons. curved traces, trace
hugging and trace plowing.

you do your job, not dictate
how you're going to do it.
That's why nearly half the
world's PC-based PCB
design is done with P-CAD:
No other software can get
your product to market faster
with more reliable, more
manufacturable boards. And
it's incredibly flexible, too.
The P-CAD Master
Designer lets you design
huge boards of up to 2,500
components, 4,000 nets,
and 800 component definitions. Zip through our
library of over 6,000 parts,
point and click—no need to
type in part numbers. Layout
information is incorporated
right into the schematic,
improving your design speed
and accuracy. Managing
ECOs is asnap, with complete forward and back
annotation.
Powerful add-on modules
like Digital Design Lab"

Analog and Digital Simulators help you perfect your
design before you build it.
For flexibility, nothing
matches P-CAD's Master
Router automatic routing
system. It's fully re-entrant
with features like unlimited
net classes plus route-bywindow to give you the control you need to select the
best routing strategy for your
design. Routing priorities
can be specified up-front to
ensure that critical signals
are routed efficiently. Clean
routing with fewer vias

Use all the current technologies:
SMT, high-speed circuits. fine-line,
ultrafine-line and more.

reduces your manufacturing
costs. For the really tough
designs, our 100%-completion Rip-n-Route option
lets you fine-tune routing
on-the-fly and create manufacturable boards without
manual clean-up.
Everything about P-CAD
is fully integrated. You go
from schematic capture to
simulation, verification, and
routing, right up to manufacture, from asingle database
with asingle user interface.
Programmable function
keys and macros allow you
to customize your system
for the way you work best.

Virtually all popular hardware configurations are
supported, including hardware pan and zoom for
lightning-fast redraws. An
open architecture combined
with the famous P-CAD

With the flexible P-CAD autorouting
system, you're never locked into
preset design strategies.

Database Interchange
Format (PDIF) database
translator makes it easy
to integrate with MICRO
CADAM' mechanical
design, drafting systems like
AutoCAD® and documentation software like Ventura®
and Interleaf? complete
with PostScript® support.

From A Dedicated
Company
P-CAD Master Designer
comes with alot more than
terrific software and superb
documentation. P-CAD

users enjoy the comfort of
knowing they're never alone.
They also get outstanding
support from technical field
representatives in over 100
locations with over 19 training centers. But that's not
all. P-CAD maintains atechnical support center and
hot line, user groups and a
24-hour electronic bulletin
board. All from the company
that is the acknowledged
leader in PCB design and
analysis software. That's why
over 14,000 P-CAD installations are slashing PCB design

Let Digital Design Lab run, test,
and debug your circuit before you
even build aprototype.

times and boosting profits
around the world.
When you combine a
powerful product with a
dedicated successful company it all adds up to the
highest-performance PCB
design system available on
any platform.

Call P-CAD today, toll-free:
800-523-5207
(in CA 800-628-8748)
Find out how to put Master Designer to work for you now!
P-CAD, 1290 Parkmoor Avenue
San Jose, California 95126 USA
(408) 971-1300 Fax (408) 279-3752

-cad

A CAOAM COMPANY

P-CAD is aregistered trademark and Master Designer. Master Router. Digital Design Lab. Rip-n-Route are trademarks of Personal CAD Systems. MICRO CADAM is atrademark of CADAM
Inc. Ventura is aregistered trademark of Xerox Corporation. Interleaf is aregistered trademark of Eastman Kodak Co. AutoCAD is aregistered trademark of Autodesk. Inc. PostScript is a
registered trademark of Adobe. All product specifications are hardware and design dependent and are subject to change without notice. °Copyright P-CAD 1989
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REPORT

cd to facilitate the removal or circumvention of any mechanism designed to
o the editor The Counsel of the prevent the copying of acomputer proEuropean Community has issued gram shall be guilty of copyright ina proposed directive that, if adopted, fringement. This means end users will
will form the basis for the legal protec- not have the right to make archival
tion of computer software throughout backup copies of copy-protected softthe 12 EC countries—and possibly set ware for their own use. In the U. S.,
aprecedent for other countries all over end users of computer software are exthe world. The potential also exists that pressly permitted by U. S. law to make
the EC may exert economic and trade acopy for archival purposes.
pressures to the point where even U. S.
Laws such as those presently conlaw may be altered.
templated by the EC will serve only to
There is great concern that the pro- promote aresurgence of copy protecposed directive, purportedly under the tion and should be carefully considguise of conforming the EC laws to ered by all. The U. S. Trade Representathose of the U. S., in reality departs tive is now accepting comments togreatly from current U. S. laws and im- ward considering the U. S. government
poses great hardship upon the industry position on the directive. It is vital that
and end users of mass-market software.
the views of those opposed to copy
Contained within the directive is a protection be heard.
provision—Article 6, Section 2—which
Michael D. Brown, Chairman
states that anyone who makes, imports,
Central Point Software Inc.
possesses, or deals with articles intendBeaverton, Ore.

HARI TIMES FOR SOFTWARE

T

MOUSE-TRAK.
THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL IN THE WORLD
Your hand rests on asoft wrist pad
while your fingers operate the trackball.
eliminating arm and wrist movement.

2" polished phenolic ball

Stainless steel shafts

User definable input keys.

Speed control button for Instant
change in cursor velocity.

•Built For Accuracy And Precision Control.
•Stationary. Eliminating arm and wrist movement.
•Engineered For Total Compatibity.
•User Definable Keys.
•Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity.
•Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can
be selected for Momentary or Alternate Action.
•Complete with cable, instruction manual,
software and aOne Year Warranty.

mouse-tralz
Order aMouse-trek risk free for 30 days.
If not completely satisfied, return it for acomplete refund!
ITAC Systems, Inc. Call toll free 1-800-533-4822 /FAX (214)4944159

Mouse-trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc. with distributors in the following countries
FRANCE
Electronique
Tele. 33 (1) 30.64.70.80
FAX 33 (1) 30.64.71.46

SWEDEN
Specma Specialmaskiner
Tele. 46 (31) 89.16.00
FAX 46 (31) 45.60.53

WEST GERMANY
The Chameleon Group
Tele. 49 (211) 379 057
FAX 49 (211) 365 499

ENGLAND
Elecuone Ltd.
Tele. 44 01 429-2433
FAX 44 01 429-3530

BELGIUM
Detron N.V.
Tele. 32 (02)466.94.91
FAX 32 (02)466.62.75

SWITZERLAND
Datacomp AG
Tele. 41 01 740 51 40
FAX 41 01 741 34 23

AUSTRALIA
Hypec Electronics Pty., Ltd.
Tele. 61 (02) 808 3666
FAX 61 (02) 808 3596
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o the editor: In your news brief
on Mentor Graphics Corp.'s Falcon framework [Electronics, March
1990, p. 22], you said that "Falcon will
have an installed base to rival that of
Cadence Design Systems Inc." This is
inaccurate. Mentor has more than
20,000 seats, to Cadence's 7,000. It's
not even close.
We continue to be frustrated with
inaccurate information being generated
by our competitors. The industry numbers do not support the contention
that we are the "challenger" against Cadence in computer-aided design.
Also, Mentor is not a company
"whose software is dosed to third-party design tools," as you said. More
than 200 third-party tools currently
work in the Mentor environment (preFalcon). And Iwould be happy to supply you with the names of some companies that have had little or no success working with Cadence's "open
framework."
Will Anderson
Vice President, Public Relations
Karakas, VanSickle, Ouellette
Beaverton, Ore.

MORE ON AMIGA

Tdisappointed

Models are available in
atwo or three button version.

Stainless steel ball bearings /7,

NOT EVEN CLOSE

1

o the editor: Iwas extremely
with your magazine's multimedia coverage [Electronics, February 1990, p. 48], especially its
coverage of Commodore Computer
Inc.'s Amiga. The majority of your coverage read to me very much like Apple
and IBM marketing hype. The Amiga is
not an "also-ran" in the multimedia
market, as one would gather from the
18 or so lines of text in which your
magazine even mentioned it. It is in
fact the pioneer in the personal computer multimedia field, and Commodore is working very hard to strengthen the position it has enjoyed, since its
introduction of the Amiga in 1985, as
the technology leader in that field.
If you are going to continue to report on this subject, Iwould strongly
suggest that you look beyond the Apple and IBM marketing departments
for your information.
Leland Hosforti
New Arts Technologies
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

The Only 1 GS/sec
Digital Oscilloscope With...
Simultaneous 4 channel
digitizing:
• 1GS/sec at 8 bits for transients
um 20 GS/sec at >10 bits repetitive
• 50k samples per channel

2 Msample waveform storage
FFT, math, and averaging
> 30 pulse parameters
Statistics

Logic, glitch, interval, & TV
triggering
LeCroy 7200 modularity lets you
choose 2 to 4 channels with 400 MHz
bandwidth. Uniquely. the 7200 never
gives up sampling rate or waveform
memory as you increase the number

PASS/FAIL decisions

Eliminate oscilloscope obsolescence...
...with the 7200. you can add plug-ins
as your needs change and as
technology advances.
e
encore
'recces

of channels.
Only LeCroy makes advanced
analyses so easy! Automate voltage.
time, frequency. and even PASS FAIL
measurements. Qualify these
measurements with histograms
and trend data. Store the

r L

Progra•

100 to 50.000 point FFTsl
View both the waveform and the spectrum
at the same time.

P1156
erst
Cerbeig.ee

srsta.

MO,
rte.

waveforms and all calculated
results on the built-in hard disk
and floppy.
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Select Cv-,-

Accurate puise
pulse parameter
calculations in real time. You get
answers, not just waveforms.

Display up to 8 live, stored, or analyzed
signals simultaneously.

Call (800) 5LECROY
or (914) 425-2000 ext. 6038
for literature or a demonstration.
LeCroy Corporation.
700 Chestnut Ridge Road,
Chestnut Ridge. NY 10977-6499

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation
CIRCLE 243 FOR LITERATURE
CIRCLE 244 FOR DEMONSTRATION
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Did you hear about the 74-pounder they
caught in the Columbia River?

o

It worked without asnag.
This is astory about the one
that got away. And then came
back as reliably as ever.
In 1987, bandits stole four HP
signal generators from atruck
in Spokane, Washington. Luckily,
police managed to recover three
of them. But the last one disappeared without atrace.
Six months later, aman fishing
the Columbia River hauled in
aheavy metal box. Well, within
afew days, we had the missing
signal generator back. There was
mud in every nook and cranny.
But rather than clean this catch,
one of our Service Engineers
decided to plug it in. To his surprise, the instrument emitted
asignal. Even more remarkable,
it met specifications.
Stories like this underscore why
HP rates highest for reliability
among engineering managers.
We're still not satisfied. In fact,
in 1979 we started aTotal Quality
Control program to increase quality ten-fold in 10 years. We'll
reach that goal this year.
It just goes to show you that
when design and manufacturing
productivity are at stake, there
is no reliable substitute for HP.
And that sometimes the best
fish stories are actually true.

There is abetter way.
HEWLETT
PACKARD
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'Did you know that new 1Mb Video RAMs increase throughpu1
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SERVICE IS OUR KEY COMPONENT

"1Mb Video RAM?"
"Yeah. With the fancy new Flash Write,
Block Write and split Pansferfunctions to
improve performance:'
"Not bad:'
'And greater density for high resolution
color graphics:'
"Come on. We need something we can use today."
"Ibshiba's got 'em. In quantity."
First the good news. lbshiba, the leader in 1Mb DRAMs, introduces anew
high density 1Mb Video RAM for today's high resolution color graphic applications.
Now the great news. It's available in volume production, giving you access to
the quantities you need. Tbday. With capabilities that'll take you into tomorrow.
Toshiba's high density, 256K x4bit and 128K x8bit Video RAM supports
next generation video board or graphic terminal applications by allowing you
to store, manipulate and
PACKAGE
SPECIAL FEATURES
ORGANIZATION
transmit more information
than ever before.
i
15
>
2
1'
'Ix
.
.c
m
g
Amulti-port feature
...
...
-x
combining
RAM and SAM
'à
SOJ
ZIP
.reel
X4
X8
gives
you
easy
and fast
X
X
X
X
TC524256A
access
to
data.
Bit Masking
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TC524258A
X
X
X
TC528126A
is achieved through the
X
X
X
X
X
X
TC528128A
Write Per Bit feature.
With this feature, selected planes of data can be modified using just aWrite
cycle instead of aRead-Modify-Write cycle.
Use the Block Write feature to write four times faster and simplify high speed
window clear/fill. Use the Flash Write feature to accomplish high speed clear
of selected planes without u
-12
-10
TC524256A/8A &TC5281264/8A
To speed things along
I
2ONS
10ONS
RAS ACCESS TIME (MAX)
even more, RAM read/write
35NS
3ONS
COLUMN ADDRESS ACCESS TIME (MAX)
cycle times have been
7ONS
6ONS
FAST PAGE MODE CYCLE TIME (MIN)
35NS
25NS
improved through fast page SERIAL ACCESS TIME (MAX)
4ONS
3ONS
SERIAL CYCLE TIME (MIN)
mode. Asplit SAM register
provides the best method to s'mplify SAM to RAM and RAM to SAM transfer timing
in the system.
Want more good news? Toshiba's service is every bit as good as their new
Video RAM. With the people and the design specification information you need
to get the job done. Call for your complete data sheet today. (1-800-888-0848
ext. 517).
«›
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In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

TO131-1113A AMERICA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, INC.

01989 Toshiba America, Inc.
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AMAF Model 1000 Lincompex

Howard Leveque
Director of Engineering
AMAF Industries, nc.

We came to TRW with our Model 1000
Digital Lincompex, arack-mounted unit
used to suppress noise in strategic voice
communication systems. It weighed 22
pounds and drew 115 watts of power.
TRW's engineers helped us redesign the
unit using just afew off-the-shelf digital
signal processing ICs and softwareprogrammable memory chips.
"We ended up with our Model 220f)
LINK-PLUS, an all-digital, software-driven
module that far exceeds the capabilities
of traditional Lincompex units. It weighs
less than 3ounces, draws only 0.5 watts

of power, and is small enough to fit in the
handset of the world's most powerful
tactical radio communication systems.
''And thanks to TRW's value engineering,
the LINK-PLUS is affordable. TRW's
manufacturing specialists showed us the
smartest, most cost-effective way to
produce the unit, in volumes from 10
to 10,000.
"If you'd like to know more reasons why
TRW engineering makes our LINK-PLUS
the best value in the radio communications market today, call us."

LaIL2E)
AMAF Industries, Inc.
Columbia, MD 21045
301.982.1585
FAX: 301.997.3485

.m•

AVI

TRW Electronic Systems
Group
213.814.1842
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DIAG\OSTIC EQUIPMENT VENDORS CLUSTER IN ARUST BELT CITY

HERE, MEDICAL IMAGING THRIVES
BY FRANCIS LA VOIE

Pcality Imaging

Na
:NO. COLO. 1 ID :7-2:11-78
HE SHORES OF
LAKE
CT Study size: 43 slices
Erie aren't circled in red on
CT Study date: 61NA709
most high-technology maps of the U. S.
After all, the region around Cleveland
is smack in the center of the Rust Belt,
and the city itself has long suffered
under the sobriquet of "the mistake by
the lake." But the people who use the
latest technology for their products
have discovered the city and its environs, and the unlikely alliance shows
every indication that it will be a successful one.
One technology in particular that appears to be prospering is diagnostic
medical imaging. But this isn't really
new for Cleveland; one of its oldest
residents is Picker X-Ray—now Picker
International Inc. and based in Highland Heights—a world leader in the
diagnostic imaging field. The news is
that Picker has been joined by anumDIAGNOSTIC AID
ber of newcomers, making the area a
center for the development and use of
With the Voxel Flinger 3-d imaging system from Reality Imaging Corp.,
advanced medical-imaging technology.
the user can electronically "cut away" soft tissue to reveal the vertebrae.
The industry is prospering even as it
It has just acquired amajority position
faces new challenges, both domestic turer of computerized axial tomograin Ohio Imaging, a small Bedford
phy
(CAT)
scanners,
magnetic-resoand foreign.
Why has that part of northeastern nance imagers (MRI), and nuclear- Heights company. "We needed to upOhio attracted such aconcentration of medicine equipment. At its peak, the grade our capabilities in nuclear imagplayers in this ultrasophisticated game? company, based in Solon, employed ing technology," says Spademan.
'They had some innovative products,
One reason is that Cleveland has sever- some 2,500 people. But by 1986,
al world-class medical facilities; for ex- things had turned sour, and Tedmicare which we needed. And they were at
the stage where they needed financial
ample, foreign heads of state regularly turned up its toes.
muscle." Ohio Imaging is typical of
According
to
one
ex-staffer,
"Technicome to the Cleveland Clinic for treatseveral small entrepreneurial diagnostic
care
was
very
good
at
being
first
with
ment of heart-related ailments. Also, it
is an area of relatively low living costs new products, but their 'Damn the ex- imaging companies that have sprung
when compared with either coast and pense, let's get the project out' philoso- up in the Cleveland area over the last
phy, while great for R&D, never few years, many of them formed by exan easygoing, unassuming life-style.
But that isn't the whole story. As seemed to translate into a workable Technicare personnel.
Another small area company, Reality
one medical-imaging executive puts it, marketing plan."
Imaging
Corp. of Solon, is also doing
Rob
Spademan,
director
of
commu'This has become agreat place to find
quite
well.
One of those established by
nications
for
Picker
International,
sees
people with the expertise to develop
products like ours. In fact," he adds, Tedmicare's demise as part of abroad- ex-Technicare employees, it was found"the only other place where you might er consolidation that occurred about ed in 1986 and produces a three-difind the concentration of talent neces- four years ago. "There were actually a mensional image-processing system
sary to develop such sophisticated number of such 'adjustments' in the that "stacks" the two-dimensional improducts would be in Silicon Valley or industry," he points out. "But for the ages—or slices—from a CAT or MRI
last two years, things have been pretty scanner into a solid volume. The 3-d
the Boston area."
The growth of the medical-imaging stable. It looks like the situation and image can then be rotated or otherwise
business around Cleveland has not the players we have today are the ones manipulated on the screen.
Dennis Heg,ler, Reality Imaging's
been without its casualties. Technicare we'll have for anumber of years."
sales
and marketing vice president,
But
Picker
isn't
taking
any
chances.
was alarge, highly regarded manufacELECTRONICS aMay 1990
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says he feels that the outlook for small,
highly specialized manufacturers of diagnostic imaging equipment is good.
'Ile future of 3-d imaging, in particular, is very bright," he says. "As scanning equipment gets more and more
complex, the best way to look at the
growing volume of data is in three dimensions. It isn't uncommon, in an
MRI study of the head, to take more
than ahundred slices of data. In those
cases, looking at the slices individually
isn't always the best way."
Big or small, the imaging industry
won't have as easy a
road in the future as
it's had in the past.
For one thing, it will
have to fight for a
piece of a shrinking
health dollar. And already, there are critics
who feel that it has
been claiming more
than
a justifiable
share. Recently, it was
estimated that for the
fiscal year ended
Sept. 30, 1989, Medicare had disbursed
more than $40 million for a raft of sophisticated imaging
techniques.
That report came
amid studies showing
that up to one fourth
of America's health
dollars are wasted on
unneeded tests, many of them performed mainly because the facilities are
available and, say critics, have to be paid
for. Physicians counter that sophisticated
and expensive tests are necessary partly
because of the threat of malpractice
suits; patients sometimes sue if they believe that they've been denied access to
the "best available technology."
But medical researchers and practicing physicians themselves are launching a direct attack on what has been
termed "one of medicine's most troublesome problems—the epidemic of
unnecessary procedures that compromise quality of care and add billions to
U. S. health costs."
The American Medical Association,
Rand Corp., and aconsortium of academic medical centers are in the midst
of jointly developing guidelines for
dozens of procedures, so that physicians will know what diagnoses, tests,
and treatments are effective for avan-

O

ety of ailments. Proponents hope
ell'i
that l
such guidelines will cut down on the
growing trend toward unnecessary
tests that, according to the Rand researchers, add more than $50 billion to
an already staggering $600 billion annual U. S. medical bill.
As if that weren't worry enough,
there's another cloud looming on the
horizon for the Cleveland medical imaging community: increased foreign
competition. Officially, makers of sophisticated medical equipment say they
aren't overly concerned with the possibility that, say, Japanese
competitors
might stage an allout push and drive
U. S. manufacturers
out of business, as
they did in some sectors of electronics.
A spokeswoman
for the Washingtonbased Health Industry Manufacturers Association points out
that U. S. makers of
advanced-technology
medical equipment
currently provide a
positive contribution
to the balance of
payments. And she
expects the American manufacturers to
keep their edge in
the world marketplace. "Many of our
member companies are rising to the
[foreign] challenge and reorienting
themselves to take advantage of the
growing opportunities overseas," she
says. 'They expect global trade to be
an important part of their future."
There are already several foreign players in the game. But by and large, they
are known quantities—like Siemens AG
of West Germany, aformidable presence
in the U. S. for many years. The HIMA
spokeswoman doesn't see the likelihood
of an unknown suddenly emerging to
dominate the industry, but not everyone
is so sanguine.
Says Picker's Spademan, "Right now,
the Japanese are only bit players. But
they are doing just what they did with
cars. They are getting established, selling
only at the low end of the market—and
learning. It's the classic Japanese strategy:
start at the bottom and work your way
up. Eventually, Ithink they'll be aforce
to be reckoned with." U

NE THRF,AT
COMES FROM
CRITICS OF MEDICAL
PRACTICE, WHO SAY
THAT U\ NEEDED
TESTS ADD BI WONS
TO THE U. S. HEALTH
BILL EVERY YEAR
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The best address for
Siemens Semiconductors:
iC) Wien

Tel. (02 22) 71711-56 61
4C) Melbourne, Vic. 3121
Tel. (03) 420 7111
CD Bruxelles
Tel. (02) 536-2111
São Paulo-SP
Tel. (011) 833-2211
rftJ Mississauga L5T 1P2
Tel. (416) 564-19 95
CD Zürich
Tel. (01) 495-3111
0
Berlin 10
Tel. (0 30) 3939-1
Düsseldorf 1
Tel. (0211) 399-0
Frankfurt 1
Tel. (0 69) 797-0
Hamburg 1
Tel. (0 40) 2889-0
Hannover 81
Tel. (0511) 877-0
München 80
Tel. (0 89) 92 21-43 80
Nümberg 1
Tel. (0911) 654-0
Stuttgart 1
Tel. (0711) 20 76-0
c3) Ballerup
Tel. (42) 65 65 65
(D Madrid
Tel. (01) 555 40 62
C) Paris
Tel. (1) 49 22-3810
C) Sunbury on Thames
Tel. (09 32) 75 2615
Amaroussio
Tel. (01) 6864-111
a) Hongkong
Tel. 5-8 33 02 22
CD Milano
Tel. (02) 6766-42 41
Bombay 400018
Tel. 493 87 86
Dublin
Tel. (01) 30 28 55
0
Tokyo 100
Tel. (03) 201-24 01
C) Oslo 5
Tel. (02) 63 30 00
C) Den Haag
Tel. (0 70) 333 33 33
CD Alf raglde
Tel. (01) 418 3311
(D Buenos Aires
Tel. (01) 30 0411
C) Taipei
Tel. (02) 523 47 00
(0 Seoul
Tel. (02) 275-6111
0
Stockholm
Tel. (08) 72810 00
0
Helsinki
Tel. (9) 0510 51
Singapore 0513
Tel. 776 00 44
CD Istanbul
Tel. (01) 15109 00
Iselin
Tel. (2 01) 906-43 00
Santa Clara
Tel. (4 08) 980-45 00
Cupertino
Tel. (4 08) 725-7910
CD Johannesburg
Tel. (011) 407-4111

SIEMENS

High Speed Communication.
overhead, as well as reducing external
glue logic.
These features provide the potential for
HSCX applications in avariety of fields,
such as proprietary LAN controlling
networks, assembly One LANs, fast
diagnostic systems, and traffic systems), as well as standardized areas
such as Switching Systems and ISDN
(X.25, Terminal Adaptors, and Modems).
For easy access to the wide variety and
complexity of synchronous data transfer, Siemens also provides aPC-based
evaluation kit.
The HSCX has already made aname
for itself by providing the power needed to drive even the most complex
communications systems. In fact, the
biggest names in the industry already
rely on the HSCX —with agreat deal
of success. Finally the HSCX will be

sourced also by AMO. It's amazing
what you can accomplish with good
communication skills.
If that goes down well and you want to
find out more, contact your local Siemens
office or just write to:
Europe:
Siemens AG, Infoservice HL 1575,
Postfach 2348, D-8510 Fürth
USA:
Siemens Semiconductor Group,
2191 Laurelwood Road,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Quoting: „HSCX:'

TopTech
Semiconductors
Siemens
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Siemens has opened awhole new line
of communication which now makes
it easier to successfully combine highspeed data transfer with high-level
data-link control.
The Siemens High-Level Serial Communication Controller (HSCX) has all
the features you need for asuccessful
communications system. The HSCX
comes with two independent bi-directional channels, and has astorage
capacity of up to 17 frames in its four
on-chip 64 Byte FIF0s. At atransfer
speed of up to 6Mbit/s, it supports a
number of synchronous standardized
protocols (HDLC, LAPB/LAPD, X.25,
SDLC), and agreater number of
non-proprietary protocols.
And by inverting data into programmable time slots automatically, the
HSCX considerably lowers your CPU

in

Make asplash
resolution CRTs.

SCANSWITCH family of semiconductors, simple answers to
horizontal deflection and video amplification problems.
timebase/video circuits. Only two of these
tions. These hybrid video amplifiers have a
For high resolution and ultra high resoluICs are required to design acomplete multi130 MHz minimum bandwidth at 40V and
tion CRT applications, the SCANS WITCH
mode monitor system, replacing alarge
60V swings. Capacitive loads are driven
family of semiconductors increase perfornumber of chips and discrete devices.
directly or through transmission lines with
mance while reducing design complexity
no output tuning or need for critical exterThe set consists of two companion chips—
and cost.
nal components. These amplifiers offer
amultimode monitor horizontal, vertical
The SCANSWITCH family consists of
and video combinaapplication specific
tion processor, and a
horizontal output
ANALOG
multi-sync monitor
transistors, damper
INPUTS
VERTICAL
TTL-to-analog
diodes and video
inputs interface.
TTL
amplifiers. They're all
CRT
INPUTS
Let's not forget the
designed to improve
VIDEO
T11../
switching power supperformance in
ANALOG
HORIZONTAL
ply. Complete your
monochrome and
CONTRAST ,_. ADAPTER
V+
monitor design with
color CRT monitors
BRIGHTNESS -)--•
one of Motorola's
with horizontal scan
TTUANALOG
broad line of statefrequencies of 50 kHz
1
1
FLYBACK
of-the-art integrated
or greater. You get
a.
COMP. VIDEO
circuits and discrete
reduced power dissipaHORIZ. TTL
BASE
TIME
VERT. T11
DRIVE
power semiconductors.
tion and the ability to
BASE
work over the wide
Get more
HORIZONTAL
range that's required
CONTROLS
information.
for multi-sync
If you'd like more
monitors.
information on any of
For personal comthe devices in our SCANSWITCH family,
minimum power dissipation for all monoputer monitors, single-chip ICs are available
call us toll-free any weekday at
chrome and color applications.
to reduce design complexity and system cost.
1-800-521-6274. Or complete and return
Multimode horizontal, vertical and
Horizontal Output.
the coupon below to Motorola, P.O. Box
video processor.
A new family of Switchmode III bipolar
20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.
power transistors and companion damper
The SCANSWITCH multimode monitor
diodes, ranging from 1,000 volts to 1,500
chipset simplifies multimode monitor
volts, have been specially designed for high
designs by reducing component count and
and very high resolution horizontal deflecdesign complexity in multimode monitors.
tion circuits. The transistors are optimized
This family of devices includes four intefor dynamic desaturation, fall times and
grated circuits, one exclusively for TTL-tostorage times. Their companion diodes are
analog conversion, and three variations of
optimized for forward recovery times, avalanche energy and reverse recovery times.
Together, they're the perfect solution.

MOTOROLA

Video Amplifiers.
The SCANSWITCH family includes two
new high speed video amplifiers designed
for ultra-high resolution graphics applica-

To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Please send me more information about the SCANSWITCH family of semiconductors.
431ELECS050090
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Matrox has redefined high-end price/performance for .maging in the 1990s.
The IMAGE Series board set provides optimized hardware resources and
complete software support to meet your most demanding applications.
Based on 12 custom gate arrays and a120M byte/sec IMAGE expansion bus,
the IMAGE Series' unique architecture delivers high performance imaging and
graphics and processes images in real—time.
No matter how complex the application. IMAGE Series gives you acompetitive
edge with aspectacular combination of speed, flexibility and price.
•640 x480 or 1280 x1024 resolution
•36 bit planes

•TMS 34020 GSP

•X-Windows support

•Acquisition modules

•Available on the AT, EISA and VMEbus

•IMAGE softwre library

•1000 MIPS pipelined processor

AI-IMAGE 4/55.
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Call for acomprehensive information package:

1-800-361-4903
It Lanada: (514) L85-2630. Metros is atrademark st Metros Electronic Systems Ltd.
AT is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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THE 20 MOST WANTED
3udging

from the Defense Department's
1990 list of critical technologies, not much has
improved in a year with
changes mostly of a cosmetic nature. The list,
first published last year,
contains what the Pentagon deems the 20 most
important technologies
in which improvements
are needed.
Fifteen of the titles are
the same as last year. Two
new ones—high-energy
density materials and weapon system environment—
have been added, and
some others have been
combined. Signal processing replaces automatic target recognition, and two
others have been deleted
with aspects of the technologies included elsewhere.
The Pentagon has assigned
priorities to the list, with
pervasive technologies
ranked first, enabling technologies next, and emerging technologies third. El

Critical Technologies
PERVASIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Composite materials
Computational fluid dynamics
Data fusion
Passive sensors
Photonics
Semiconductor materials and microelectronic circuits
Signal processing
Software producibility

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
Air-breathing propulsion
Machine intelligence and robotics
Parallel computer architectures
Sensitive radars
Signature control
Simulation and modeling
Weapon system environment

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Biotechnology materials and processes
High-energy density materials
Hypervelocity projectiles
Pulsed power
Superconductivity

TMEN

CANADIAN COMPANY NUS HMV SET INTO THEATERS VIA SPACE

While broadcasters and
regulators fiddle over standards for terrestrial-broadcast
high-definition TV, aCanadian film company will be
burning up the sky in June
with the first commercial use
of HDTV on a 24-ft theater
screen. HDC Communications Group Ltd. of Vancouver, B. C., will use a directsatellite-broadcast system developed by Scientific-Atlanta
Inc. to link its postproduclion facilities in Vancouver
with Los Angeles, says HDC
president Lee Stringer.
The HDB-MAC system will
be used to edit film being
postproduced by HDC in
Vancouver, but commercial

programming is also being
considered. Sporting events
are high on HDC's agenda.
For example, the HDB-MAC
system (MAC stands for mul-

tiplexed analog component)
was used last December to
beam the Sugar Ray LeonardRoberto Duran fight from las
Vegas to Los Angeles. U

... AS DISK-DRIVE RESTRICTIONS ARE EASED
One immediate effect of
the more relaxed feeling
about technology exports
from the U. S. is that American companies no longer
will need licenses to ship
hard-disk drives with acapacity of up to 45 Mbytes to
most non-Communist nations. The move will "enable
U. S. manufacturers to corn-

pete on an equal footing
with foreign competitors
who don't face any exporting constraints," says Dennis
Kloske, Under Secretary of
Commerce for export administration. The Commerce Department estimates that the
value of U. S. shipments of
that class of drives totaled
$500 million last year. II
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EXPORT LICENSES
WILL BE EASIER
TO GET FROM DOD...

Look for the Defense Department to pay doser attention to the health of the U. S.
military industrial base when
considering export license requests. That's the word from
William Rudman, deputy Under Secretary of Defense for
trade security policy.
The result will be that
"there will be ahell of alot
more yeses than in the past,"
he said bluntly at a recent
Washington meeting of defense suppliers sponsored by
the Electronic Industries Association.
The new sensitivity at the
Pentagon is caused by promised congressional cuts in the
defense budget, as much as
2% annually through 1999.
Worried defense industry executives have been pressing
for aloosening of export restrictions to compensate for
the declining defense market
at home.
In addition to receiving
some assurance from Rudman, they heard Alan H.
Shaw, manager of international security and commerce programs in the congressional Office of Technology Assessment, say, "Policy
decisions about sales of
weapons are increasingly
clouded by considerations of
defense industry health."
The plight of the industry
also is being viewed sympathetically by the Commerce
Department, which also approves licenses. "One can
only express amazement at
how soon and how fast Europeans and Japanese have
moved into the defense electronics area," said Dennis
Kloske, Under Secretary of
Commerce for export administration. 17

The AMP Eurocard.
Don't leave
The AMP Eurocard connector
is now manufactured around
the world.
So all the benefits you expect
from AMP—selection, delivery,
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specials—are that much closer
to home, wherever you are.
In the U.S., for example,
production covers types C, R,
B, and Q. Plus half sizes and
expanded 3-row versions.
You choose the tail configuration you need—including our
ACTION-PIN compliant pins.
Our latest housing design allows
solderless insertion with
standard 'fiat rock' tooling.
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Available nearby: avariety of
AMP Eurocard connector sizes and styles for packaging
flexibility in DIN 41612 and IEC 603-2 applications.
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AMP Eurocard connectors
and packaging are designed with
automation in mind, too, with
high-temp housings, close tolerance tails. Position data are
identical on through-hole and

Made worldwide.
home to get it.
surface-mount housings, for easy
tooling transition to SMT designs.
And the support you need to
take advantage of all this—from
technical expertise to prototypes, to
specials, to full systems packaging
support—is right in one place,
right around the corner.

s
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For technical information or
For characterized backplane
product literature, call 1-800-522-6752. assemblies, contact AMP Packaging
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 9044,
17105-3608.
Austin, Texas 78766, (512) 244-5100.

THIS IS AMP TODAY
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DOES JAPAN LEAD THE WORLD IN THE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY SWEEPSTAKESP

Is the world about to see
Japan take the lead in another technology? One answer
will come around midyear in
areport from the U. S. Congress's Office of Technology
Assessment describing the
status of superconducting
technology in the U. S.
Interest in the report has
been sharpened by aJapanese forecast on the status of
superconductivity work in
that country. The optimistic
forecast, from the International
Superconductivity
Technology Center of Tokyo, has taken American experts by surprise. It says that

STRATUS BROADENS
PRODUCT LINK TO
INCLUDE MAINFRAMES

In adevelopment aimed at
showing that it doesn't intend to be asecond-tier contender in the market for continuous-processing computers, Stratus Computer Inc
has introduced 13 models
that extend the Marlboro,
Mass., company's product
breadth into the mainframe
class for the first time.
The new fault-tolerant
XA2000 family computers include two midrange, seven
high-end, and four mainframeclass systems. They give Stratus aprice spectrum from the
$37,000 Model 30 uniprocessor introduced last year to the
$9.1 million 48-processor
Model 2860 mainframe.
Stratus president William
Foster says the company has
become amajor force in critical on-line computing, acontention that few market
watchers would contest. Foster says the Stratus line now
includes models that challenge those of market leader
Tandem Computer Inc. Ei

although only two Japanese
companies have introduced
superconducting products
since 1987, 18 will do so between 1991 and 1995. Then,
according to the forecast, introductions in Japan will subside slightly from 1996 to
1999, but jump in the year
2000, when 19 firms will
market products.

IN THE U.

Another Japanese survey
predicts that by 2000 superconducting materials will be
designed into awide range
of products. It lists amagnetically levitated train, a free
electron laser, nuclear-magnetic resonance scanners,
sensors for geological exploration, military applications,
a large-particle accelerator,

and thin-film target material.
Japanese companies have
already proposed to build
levitated trains for apeoplemover in Las Vegas, and for a
route between Los Angeles
and Anaheim, Calif. A Japanese firm has said it could
build the Los Angeles-Anaheim train for around $30
million in five years. El

SUPERCONDUCTOR WORK IS GROWING SLUGGISHLY'

An analyst in the U. S.,
Sheridan Tatsuno, president
of NeoConcepts of Fremont,
Calif., says it's uncertain who
is ahead in the race to reach
the marketplace first, though
U. S. companies have introduced ahandful of products,
including medical equipment.
However, he adds, while
the Americans are taking a
wait-and-see attitude, the Japanese are creating new mar-

kets. Also, he says, around
90% of Japanese R&D funding
comes from large corporatiOnS; in the U. S., 50% comes
from the government and the
military, and smaller firms
can't afford to conduct studies
for commercial applications.
Also, Japanese researchers are
concentrating on the material
bismuth, while the Americans
are looking at awide range of
materials. "If the Japanese are

lucky, they'll probably hit it
big," says Tatsuno.
More bad news: the electronics industry is an important market for superconducting materials. But Tatsuno describes superconducting efforts in the U. S.
electronics industry as in
"sluggish growth," while in
Japan such endeavors are
"No. 1and growing faster,"
he says. El

DEC EXPANDS ITS COMMITMENT TO RISC AND TO UNIX

The most important nuggets in ablitz of products introduced at the same time
last month by Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass.,
reinforce the company's expanding commitment to

Unix-based RISC platforms.
They are the DECstation
5000 Model 200 RISC desktop workstation, DECsystem
5830 and 5840 RISC-based
multiprocessor systems, and
anew version of the compa-

RISC PROCESSORS CO FOR HIGH VOLUME

The pace is heating up in
the market for reduced-instruction-set computing as
CPU makers look more and
more to embedded applications for high-volume sales.
The newest players are Cypress Semiconductor Corp.
of San Jose, Calif., and LS!
Logic Corp. of nearby Milpitas. Both have introduced
slimmed-down and lowercost versions of their Sparc

RISC offerings, using the
plastic quad-flat package that
has become so ubiquitous in
the PC world.
Cypress's new CY7C611 is
an 18-mips, 25-MHz model
packed into a160-pin plastic
quad-flat package and priced
at $76 each in 1,000-unit
quantities. LS! Logic's entry is
a low-cost version of its
Sparc processor, the LG4901
device. /I
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ny's Ultrix operating system.
The four versions of the
workstation, as well as the
5830 and 5840 systems, are
the first from DEC powered
by the 25-MHz R3000 processor and R3010 floating-point
coprocessor from MIPS Computer Systems Inc., which deliver 24 million instructions/
s. That's less than the 27.5-to34.5-mips range in IBM
Corp.'s RISC/System 6000
family [Electronics, April
1990, p. 32], but still provides powerful acceleration
of graphics functions for
both 2-d and 3-d applications—the target market for
the workstations.
Ultrix version 4is the latest
DEC Unix variation, which is
intended to boost the performance of the multiprocessor
DECsystem 5800 series. El

Complete testing of SMT boards
doesn't have to be complex.
o

Here's your complete answer
for hard-to-test SMT boards.
The HP 3070 SMT-Series
combinational tester.
A totally integrated fixturing system solves the problem
of system-level performance
at the device under test.
Combined with an automatic

handling system, it means
higher throughputs, too. Testing high performance devices
such as ASICs is simplified
with advanced system architecture and simulator links.
And for faster, easier test
development, you get an SMT
library for nonstandard pinout devices, plus IPG Test
Consultant software.
CIRCLE 212

Call 1-800-752-0900 today.
Ask for Ext. 501E and we'll
send all the details on complete SMT board testing...
without the complexity.

There is abetter way.

rha

HEWLETT
PACKARD

The #.1 Workstation Memory Vendor Now
Supports the #1_ Workstation Company

Clearpoint Introduces HP-Compatible Memory
Clearpoint, the only manufacturer of memory for both
Hewlett-Packard and Apollo
systems, now offers memory
100% compatible with the HP
9000 Series 350/370
workstations. The HPME-93P
is backed by Clearpoint's
comprehensive support program:
• lifetime warranty
• next day repair/replacement
• 24-hour technical support
hotline.
The HPME-93P array board is available
in both 4MB and 12 MB configurations.
Using 1MB DIP technology, the array
board brings your system to its full
16 MB/slot capacity.
The HPME-93P is user-installable; no
jumper configuration is needed. The HP
9000 Series 350/370 includes built-in
diagnostic testing to insure easy
installation and ahigh-speed bus for
no-wait state processing.

Memory for the full line of
Apollo workstations...
Clearpoint's DNXRAM series.
The DNX4RAM, available in 4MB
and 8MB configurations, is aone board
memory solution for the Apollo Domain
4000 series — the DN 3500, 4000, and
4500. Populated with 100 ns fast pagemode DRAMs, the DNX4RAM offers
performance identical to Apollo boards.
Harness the full power of your Apollo
3000 series of workstations! The
DNXRAM offers 1MB or 2MB
capacities on asingle board. By using
256 Kb ZIP DRAMs, the DNXRAM
delivers twice the density per slot.

CLEARPOINT

The following are trademarks of the noted companies: Clearpoint/Clearpoint Research Corporation; Hewlett-Packard, HP, and HP 9000
Series 350/370/Hewlett-Packard Company; Apollo, Apollo Domain 3000/4000 Series, DN 3500, 4000, and 4500/Apollo Computer; Apple/
Apple Computer, Inc; Sun/Sun Microsystems; Compaq/Compaq Computer Corporation; DEC/Digital Equipment Corporation; IBM/ International Business Machine Corporation.

Other Clearpoint Workstation
Memory Families:
IJ

APPLE

O SUN
O COMPAQ
O DEC
O IBM
Call or write for
Clearpoint's comprehensive workstation
brochure and the
Designer's Guide to
Add-in Memory.

Clearpoint Research Corporation
35 Parkwood Drive
Hopkinton, MA 01748
1-800-CLEARPT (508) 435-2000
Telex: 298281 CLEARPOINT UR
Clearpoint UK Limited: 44-628-667-823
Clearpoint Europe B.V.: 31-23-273-744
Clearpoint Deutschland: 49-6430-2222
Clearpoint Japan KK: 81-3-221-9726
Clearpoint Canada: (416) 620-7242
CIRCLE 236
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EEsof LINKS ALL
ITS SIMULATORS
trend toward
The
frameworks that link

computer-aided engineering programs will get another convert this month
when EEsof Inc. unveils its
newly enhanced suite of
CAE tools—Version 3.0—
for high-frequency analog
designs as well as microwave board-level designs.
The release links all of
the Westlake, Calif., company's simulators under asingle graphical design framework, called Academy. Engineers can now move freely and share files between
simulators for linear-circuit
analysis, nonlinear harmonic-balance analysis, nonlin-

ear transient Spice analysis,
as well as system/subsystem analysis.
Moreover, several support programs work as
pop-up functions under
Academy, providing circuit
synthesis and transmissionline parameter calculations
as needed. Academy itself
features user-defined symbols, an interface for writing Academy layouts into
IGES file format, and the
ability to move sections of a
schematic without breaking
electrical connections.
In other Version 3.0 enhancements, EEsof has given Microwave Spice improved algorithms and a

comprehensive set of transmission-line models that
make it more applicable to
microwave design. Touchstone 3.0, a linear simulator, now includes data redisplay without reanalysis,

NATIONAL'S FDDI CHIP SET IS POISED FOR EVEN HIGHER INTEGRATION

Nanona!
Semiconductor
Corp. has leveraged its advanced process capabilities
in its Fiber Distributed Data
Interface chip set. By using
compatible biCMOS and
CMOS, mixing analog and
digital circuits on-chip, and

following process-compatible design rules, the Santa
Clara, Calif., company has
laid out an easy migration
path to higher integration
and lower cost in future generations of chips.
The new chip set con-

AMR DELIVERS LOW-POWER ISBN

The integrated services digital network continues to attract more monolithic solutions, the latest being aterminal controller circuit from
Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
that can operate on telephone-line power during
power outages.
The Am79C30A Digital
Subscriber Controller is the
first ISDN control circuit to
conform to the CCITFs requirement for "restricted
mode" operation—that is,

less than 380 mW in active
mode and 25 mW when deactivated, says the Sunnyvale, Calif., company.
It provides the standard
192-Kbes full-duplex digital
path between the terminal
and the PBX. It also supports
Siemens AG's popular I0M-2
chip-to-chip interface.
The Am79C30A will be
available in the third quarter
of 1990, and will be priced at
$10 each in purchases of
10,000-unit quantities. Ei

sumes about half the power
and has amuch smaller footprint than first-generation
FDDI chip sets. In the logic
design itself, additional registers and counters have been
built in for advanced station
management functionality.
Four chips are available
now for $350 each in 100unit quantities. In the second
half of 1990, National will
unveil its Basic Media Access
Controller System Interface,
which will link the FDDI
chip set to the most popular
computer systems buses, including the Sun Microsystems' S bus, IBM's MicroChannel and AT buses, along
with the VMEbus.
The dock recovery device
and the clock distribution device feature mixed analog
and digital technology. The
basic media access controller
and the physical layer controller round out the set. /I
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and the ability to read and
write an unlimited number
of s-parameter files of up to
20 ports. Version 3.0 will
ship in the third quarter of
1990 with prices ranging
from $5,000 to $34,000. LI

DATA GENERAL'S NEW
EAGLE HAS MOOED

Data General Corp.'s first
computers to use its 20-MHz,
CMOS "waste microprocessor outperform rivals from
Digital Equipment Corp. and
IBM Corp., says the Westboro, Mass., company.
The Eclipse MV/5500 DC
and the midrange MV/9500
both deliver 5 million instructions/s, which translates
into $11,400 per mips fnr the
MV/5500 DC, compared
with $24,000 per mips for
DEC's MicroVAX 3800 and
$31,000 per mips for IBM's
AS/400 C25, says Data General. Both computers are
available now.
Fabricated for Data General by Hitachi Ltd. [Electronics, February 1990, p. 72], the
chip was code-named washi—japanese for eagle. LI

PRODUCTS
TO

CATALYST SHRINKS
DEFECT RATES
WITH SOFTWARE

One reason why manufacturers have trouble pushing
down defect rates to diminishingly small (six sigma)
levels is that product quality
often depends on how several factors interrelate.
Now, asoftware package
that runs on the Macintosh II
has been designed to improve manufacturing processes hampered by such
problems. Called Catalyst/
RPE, the program applies
multivariate regression analysis to factors that affect the
quality of end products.
Its developer, Catalyst Inc.
of Littleton, Mass., says the
package can help unravel
manufacturing processes that
simply can't be modeled by
changing one input variable at
a time. To use the package,
engineers decide on the most
important product qualities
and the input factors that
probably affect them.
The software calculates
the minimum number of test
runs needed to find optimal
settings for the inputs and
suggests trial values for each
experimental run. Once the

WATCH

ERROR BARS SHOW
RESPONSE VARIABILITY

INTERACTION

Strength

STRONG
EFFECT

25

RESPONSEd r
IN END
PRODUCT 37
Bright

INPUT
FACTORS

24
PS Index

Time

operator enters the result of
the trials, the program determines which factors affect
key responses most strongly
and which factors have significant interactions.
The operator can vary any
input setting to see the effect

36

120

tions. Interfaces are available
for the PC-AT or Macintosh
ff, but other interfaces are
planned, including for the
PS/2, Mac SE/30, Sun/VME
and DEC/Q-bus.
The systems target awide
range of compute-intensive
applications from robotics
and sound processing to
scienfitic and array processing and imaging. The DSI series can be configured with
up to 18 DSPs. 11

130

Temp

on responses. In beta testing,
the package has already
helped determine the optimum drying and curing time
needed to bond ICs to substrates and is also being used
to improve asemiconductor
fabrication process. 11

THIS PLII CAN DECODE UP TO 48 BITS

A field-programmable logic device with pinouts specific to buses that are 32 bits
wide or more is ideal for the
new generation of high-performance microprocessors.

Designed by the Santa
Clara, Calif.-based Signetics
Corp., a subsidiaty of North
American Philips Corp., the
7.5-ns, CMOS decoder does
the job of up to eight 20- or
24-pin programmable-arraylogic
devices.
Signetics'
PHD48N22-7 uses apinout design that has 36 dedicated inputs and 12 bidirectional input/output lines. If the designer uses the 12 bidirectional I/
O pinouts as inputs, up to 48
bits can be decoded.
Besides reducing component count, the device also
cuts power consumption by
75%. And since interconnect
delays are eliminated, propagation time is reduced by as
much as two to three times.
Available now, the 68-pin devices cost $22 each in 1,000piece orders. EX
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CI AUDIO ARRIVES
FOR PC COMPATIBLES

Model Grop

PLUG 450 MEGAFLOPS INTO YOUR PC OR MAC

If you need from 25 to 450
million floating-point operations/s on your desktop and
are willing to pay $12,500 to
$59,500, Dolphin Scientific
Inc. has adeal for you.
Based on AT&T Microelectronics' DSP32C digital signal
processor, the Long Beach,
Calif., company's line of multipurpose desktop PC- or
Mac-compatible
platforms
can replace current $100,000
solutions in some applica-

NO EFFECT

The compact-disk-quality
audio capabilities of Next
Computer Systems Inc.'s personal computer will soon be
here on IBM Corp.-compatible
PCs, thanks to two daughterboards from Ariel Corp.
The Highland Park, N.J.,
company's PC-56D and DAT56 use the same Motorola
Inc. 56000 digital signal pro
cessor used in the Next to
transmit, store, manipulate,
and re-create CD-level sound.
Priced at $895, the PC-56D
does the audio manipulation.
The DAT-56 is aDSP development system. It is priced at
$1,995 and interfaces with
digital audio tape, CD players, and professional digital
audio equipment. 11

FIBER-TO-THE-HOME
GETS ABIT CLOSER

The cost of fiber-optic telephone distribution systems
can be brought down to
earth using afamily of singlemode optical-fiber tree couplers from Corning Glass
Inc.'s Telecommunications
Products Division in Avon,
France.
The first products to hit
the market are monolithic 1by-4 and 1-by-S couplers that
allow simultaneous operation in the 820-, 1,310-, and
1,550-nm windows; a triplewindow 1-by-2 unit; a double-window 1-by-2 device for
the 1,310- and 1,550-nm operating windows; and asingle-window 1-by-2 coupler
optimized for low-loss 1,310nm operation.
The units are bidirectional
and can be used as passive
couplers. Coming will introduce single-mode couplers
as well as wavelength-division multiplexers this year . //
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Component Solutions For Your Power Systems
23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810
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25, 50, 75,

Super Want-Phase Accuracy Cassette Machantam

urns faster than your product?
In electronics, sometimes the life
of your product is measured in
months. But it can take years to get
aproduct off the "drawing board"
and onto the shelf.
Hewlett-Packard has abetter way.
Solutions that combine computer
products of the highest quality
with industry-leading applications.
Solutions that can dramatically
reduce your design and manufacturing cycle times. Solutions that
get your products to market before
their best years are over.
In order to retain aleading position
in an increasingly competitive
semiconductor market, Texas
Instruments looked to HP An
interactive network of HP Apollo
Division workstations, running
both proprietary and industrystandard design tools, helped TI
reduce its design cycle time by over
50%. And it did so during aperiod
when integrated circuit designs
were doubling in complexity
Even industrial-automation experts
like Foxboro have turned to HP
Powered by HP computer systems,
an underutilized Foxboro factory is
now running with unprecedented
efficiency. Inventory holding times
have been slashed and production
cycle time has been cut by more
than 75%.

467 R-45
vASTERING AUDIO CASSErrE

HP has achieved equally dramatic
reductions in design and manufacturing cycle times for our own
products, and our manufacturing
and R&D managers would like to
share their insights. lb learn more
about qualifying for an in-depth
seminar at an HP manufacturing
site, call 1-800-752-0900, Ext.
1029. We'll start by sending you
some informative case histories.

There is abetter way.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

ID, I

NEW GE INJECTION-MOLDING TECHNIQUE
PROMISES TO SPEED THE TRANSITION

PC BOARDS GO 3-D
Also, three-dimensional geometries
eliminate wire connections and "play
E LAT IS NO LONGER WHERE well in the design-for-manufacturing
it's at in printed-circuit boards. gospel that U. S. industry is adopting,"
The industry, long confined to two di- says Jerry Podesta, electronics marketmensions, is steadily evolving toward ing manager at GE Plastics. "We have
bonding copper to curvilinear surfaces, been trying to promote injection-moldand anew process from General Elec- ed circuit boards for along time, but
tric Co.'s Plastics Division in Pittsfield, only in the past year have we seen it
Mass., promises to speed the transition. pick up steam," Podesta says. "EventuThere are several advantages to ally, molding will be the way to go.
printing circuit traces on simple, geo- The only question is: when?"
Although producing 3-d circuit
metrically curved shapes. The biggest
gain is in manufacturing costs—that is, boards is more expensive than making
the simple matter of being able to put traditional two-dimensional ones, the
just one board in its end-product hous- technology can deliver reductions in
ing. As the size of electronic gear the overall cost of producing the prodshrinks, it is becoming more difficult uct by reducing the number of parts—
and more costly to squeeze flat boards and the labor needed to piece them tointo packages that have to be pleasing gether, says Podesta.
And the company's Ultem pc-board
to the consumer.
A prime example is portable cellular plastic can be injection-molded, which
phones, where circuits can be bonded means that the plastic can serve double
directly to the inside of the handset. duty: first as the product's casing and
No pc board is actually involved. The second as its board.
GE's technology is actually the comcircuit goes right on the housing.
bination of two developments
from the company's corporate
research and development
laboratory in Schenectady,
N. Y.—a scheme for chemically bonding copper to plastic,
and asophisticated system of
curing the resists, or lines, on
the board.
A year ago, GE unveiled a
process that chemically bonds
copper to Ultem. The chemical bond is stronger than the
traditional mechanical bond
created by etching the board's
surface, in which molten copper clings in the etch marks.
The chemical bonding system
has the advantage of not
weakening the board itself,
says Kenneth Browall, manager of the GE lab's metalization
program. In the year since the
bonding process was released, it has been improved
by substituting chemicals with
A GE technician prepares to dip a molded
an aqueous base, which are
3-d pc board into a fixing bath.
111' JACK SHAME
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more benign than the original baths.
But the process was of no great value until it could be used in amanufacturing environment, and GE recently
announced just that: a photoimaging
process that uses columinated ultraviolet light to cure the lines on simple
geometric shapes. The problem with
resists that run across 3-d shapes is that
conventional ultraviolet exposure systems do not cure them evenly. Columinated light, on the other hand, can
be focused directly on the resists for
precisely the time for proper curing.
Three-dimensional boards are not
new, but the other manufacturers
working in this technology do not use
chemical bonds to Ultem. Also, they
have kept their systems proprietary. By
contrast, GE has opened its specifications in the hope that it will sell more
Ultem that way. The chemical copperbond process works only with Ultem,
according to the company.
Columinated light systems use mirrors to minimize light dispersion. They
are already commercially available and
are being used in pc-board shops that
specialize in narrow line widths, says
Podesta. In general, however, they produce beams with 10% scatter; GE's systern requires 1% scatter.
However, an additional capital investment is needed to implement the
GE system. Users "also need amethod
for applying the resist," says Podesta.
One option is equipment that precisely
sprays the resist on the Ultem. The other is to use electroferric resists, in
which the resists are electrically deposited from aphotoemuision.
In its current implementation, the
technology handles only relatively simple 3-d geometries. "Limitations depend on light scatter and the energy
needed to cure the resist," Podesta
says. Present rules limit it to geometries
in which each step is less than 0.3 in.
deep—however, there can be more
than one step or depression.
Angles must be less than 80°, and
line widths and spaces must be greater
than 0.01 in. GE expects to cotrunerriali7e an imaging process for more
complex geometries sometime later
this year.
"NiVe see large-scale applications in
the computer and automotive industries especially," says Browall. "As the
technology becomes more and more
flexible, it will become amisnomer to
call them circuit boards." 1.1

The program
in aswitch.
Introducing Vivisun Series 2000, the programmable
display pushbutton system that interfaces the
operator with the host computer. The user friendly
LED dot-matrix displays can display any graphics
or alpha-numerics and are available in green, red
or amber. They can efficiently guide the operator
through any complex sequence, such as achecklist,
with no errors and no wasted time.
They also simplify operator training as well as
control panel design. Four Vivisun Series 2000

switches can replace 50 or more dedicated switches
and the wiring that goes with them. In short,
Vivisun Series 2000 gives you more control over
everything including your costs.
Contact us today.

CI AEROSPACE OPTICS INC.
;2 01,,(11(.1y Lane, Fort Worth, Texas 76112
(sr) 151-1141 •Telex 75-8461 •Fax (817)654-3405

SERIES

VIVISUN 2000
Programmable display switches. Making the complex simple.
CIRCLE 271

BEST OF

THE les
WORLD'S SMALLEST

NKK introduces the surface mount
G3T with patented STC contacts,
gull-wing terminals. VPS or infrared
reflow solderable.

NKK can show you exactly where the switch industry is
headed because we're already there. We have over
917,000 different ways to improve your products' reliability
and functionality — starting with the just-released
break -through switch ideas on this page. Send for our free
400-page catalog.
Contact
NKK Switches,
7850 E. Gelding Dr.,
Scottsdale, AZ 85260.
Phone (602) 991-0942.
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EASY DOES IT

ULTRA-MINI

Washable M2B subminiature
pushbuttons feature
very-light-touch, snap-acting
contacts. Straight, right
angle, vertical PC terminals.

New ND switch is half the size
of ordinary binary coded
DIP rotaries. Washable and
universal footprint pattern.

LEGENDARY

WORTH A MILLION

410 wolio
New compact, industrial-grade NB
snap-in LED pushbutton with split
legend up to 4ways. Built-in resistor.
Numerous options.

Million operations from unique LED
illuminated JB keypad switch. Red,
green or yellow LED options.

DOUBLE DUTY

TURNING POINT

Logic-level for PCB or power rating
for snap-in panel mounting, from
very low-profile UB pushbuttons with
full-face LED illumination.

Washable Binary Coded DIP rotary
DR-A switch can be PC or panel
mounted. Crisp operation. Right
angle or straight terminals.

CIRCLE 210

100,000 CHOICES

YB pushbutton yields literally
100,000+ part numbers with
variations in mounting, illumination,
circuitry and color.

Glil
for complex application-specific ICs,
which present knotty problems for
automated software-designed tests that
work just fine in instances where circuits can be segregated into automous
modules. While automated-test-vectorgeneration techniques work well on
such combinational circuits, says Miller,
they lose much of their effectiveness
when
applied to unconstrained seproduct
that
plugs
and
plays
in
virtualBY JACK SHANDIE
quential circuits.
ly any computer-aided environment.
In sequential circuits, the ATVG softIn case you haven't already guessed,
N THESE DAYS OF EVER
rising quality consciousness, Expeffest has embedded an expert sys- ware becomes trapped in illegal circuit
states or fails to distinguish signal dekeeping bad chips out of the hands of tem in Test Design Expert.
"Expefrest looks at the test problem pendencies controlled by inherent cirgood customers has become Job One
in the executive suites of most semi- the way a test engineer does," says cuit delays. Since the software has no
conductor companies. Adequate testing Charles Miller, vice president of mar- knowledge of what the circuit is supketing. "If you give atest engineer any posed to do, it has no way to distinis imperative.
But quality assurance has to com- circuit, he can create a test program guish between alikely solution and a
pete with time-to-market considerations that offers 100% fault coverage. By un- dead end.
ExperTest claims that board-design
during boardroom debates. There is lit- derstanding what the circuit is suptle sense in delivering aperfect product posed to do and taking that into ac- houses, for example, can pay off the
well after its time has come. Moreover, count, he looks at the problem differ- $150,000 price of purchase quickly
designing integrated circuit tests is a ently than the assumptions inherent in when compared with a manual testvector design that achieves ashippedsemidark art that is as time-consuming automated test-vector generation."
Other companies have products in product quality level, or SPQL, of 75%.
as it is murky.
That's why Expel/Test, a Mountain the works, says Ron Collett, associate Test Design Expert delivers SPQLs of
View, Calif., startup, has created anew director of Dataquest Inc.'s CAD/CAM 93% or better, says Miller.
If it uses conventional functional
solution with anew approach by com- Industry Service in San Jose, Calif.
bining human intuition with the speed "Crosscheck Technology and acouple testing, atypical company that designs
and power of automated test-vector- of full-line suppliers are also looking at two boards ayear with two or more
solutions," he says. Dataquest estimates ASICs per board could easily find that
generation techniques.
The result is a software product that, on average, 20% of the product- 25% of the boards it sends into the
called Test Design Expert, which Ex- development cycle is eaten up by test- field will be faulty On average, the
pefrest claims will pay for itself after ing—so the returns on faster, better ASICs might cost $50 each, reworking
being used for two or three designs. tests can be significant. ExperTest's aboard that fails the functional testing
To conform to the new interest in CAE software is a"good sign," says Collett. would cost $50 in additional labor, and
a faulty board that makes it into the
frameworks, Expeaest has also made "The problem needs to be solved."
field and has to be returned for repair
A
new
approach
is
needed
especially
Design Expert an an open architecture

TEST-VECTOR-GENERATION SOFTWARE USES
STRUCTURAL AND BEHAVIORAL MODELS OF ASICs

TESTING ICs TO THE MAX

Well tell you where
you can •
ut this.
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year for maintenance.
Dataquest's Collett
points out, however,
that time saved with
BEHAVIORAL
STRUCTURAL
products such as Test
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
CAE
Design Expert deSYSTEM
pends on "how good
the chip designer's
TEST DESIGN
FAULT
BACK
EXPERT
simulation
vectors
REPORT
ANNOTATION
were initially—that is,
TEST
how much can they
VECTORS
be applied to the test
TOOLS TO IMPROVE
problem."
TEST COVERAGE
FAULT
The magic of ExSIMULATION
perTest's technology
depends on its emTSSI
MANUFACTURING
FORMAT
bedded expert system. Somehow, the
costs the company $500. Those costs software has to infer the circuit designrun up quickly if the company ships er's intent—something that is almost
intuitive with a human test designer.
thousands of boards per year.
ExperTest claims its higher SPQL So in addition to astructural descripproduces at least a3: 1cost differential tion of the circuit—that is, the gatein these costs alone. In one example, if level information—the knowledge base
the hypothetical company mentioned needs a behavioral description of the
above ships 2,000 boards a year, the ASIC. By including both descriptions in
cost of rework, returns, and bad parts its expert-systems knowledge base, Exwould be $850,000 for conventional pefrest's software, can—just like ahufunctional testing but only $170,000 man test designer—use particular operwhen using test Design Expert, accord- ation codes or place the circuit in a
specific state to identify illegal states or
ing to Expeffest.
Bigger savings accrue in the labor cost blind alleys in advance.
Test Design Expert uses the VHDL-T
of designing the test. Here, Expel'Test
daims at least a5:1advantage. The De- behavioral circuit model, a registersign Expert system requires additional transfer level subset of the full VHDL
purchases, however, which amount to (VHSIC High-Level Description Lan$150,000 for the software (depending on guage). Modeling acircuit with VHDLthe licensing agreement), $60,000 for a T requires that all latches and flip-flops
workstation, and another $60,000 per be identified specifically. The model it-

GENERATING BETTER TEST VECTORS

self is built
control
signals
as afollowed
series of by
conditions
operations
ion
on registers. State machines can be
modeled using case statements or ifthen-else statements. But exact timing
is not important as long as the relative
sequencing is correct. Test Design Expert can derive timing information
from the structural description.
Test synthesis with Test Design Expert is compute-intensive, but can usually be accomplished in overnight runs
on aSun Microsystems Inc. Sun 4/330
workstation, says Miller. Expeffest has
developed a guide that correlates the
complexity and type of circuits being
studied to fault-coverage percentage
and computation time.
Six circuit types have been defined:
combinational circuits with full scan,
such as a 32-bit multiplier; fully synchronous ICs with external clock, such
as a full-scan CPU circuit; nearly synchronous chips with some internal
docks, such as a variable-length shift
register; nearly synchronous circuits
with control by counters or complex
state machines, such as a reduced-instruction-set-computer
CPU;
"constrained" asynchronous circuits, such
as aserial data formatter; and "unconstrained" asynchronous circuits, such
as aSmall Computer Systems Interface
controller. Expected fault coverage is
100% for the first three types, 99.5% for
the fourth, 97% for the constrained ICs,
and 93% for the unconstrained. Computation times vary, but generally do
not exceed an hour. U

-
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REEMERGES AS ASTANDARD
LANGUAGE
AN
HP
TEST
nUTTING

TOGETHER AND
programming atest instrumentation system just got alot easier. The
reason is the recent release of SCPI, an
extension of the IEEE 488.2 standard
for GPIB-based automatic test equipment systems. The new specification,
which was hammered out by an ad
hoc working group of instrument manufacturers, defines astandard programming command set and syntax for instruments. At the same time, the group
announced its intention to form aconsortium to maintain the standard and
provide future enhancements.
SCPI—which stands for Standard
Commands for Programmable Instrumentation
and
is
pronounced
"slcippy"—was hatched out of acomprehensive set of commands originally
developed in 1989 and released by
Hewlett-Packard Co. under the name
TMSL (for Test and Measurement System Language). At first, HP retained
some proprietary rights to TMSL and
imposed licensing restrictions.
But other instrument manufacturers
chafed under the restrictions and persuaded HP to rescind them with the
proviso that astandards group or consortium would be established to manage the new standard. The 24 companies that had signed the license agreement were released in October 1989,
and their fees returned. HP then turned

over the intellectual property rights to
the working group.
Six months later, after intense negotiation, SCPI emerged, combining TMSL
with another standard developed by
Tektronix Inc. called ADIF (for Analog
Data Interchange Format). 'The committee has been going through it and
modifying some things to make it
more general," says James Truchard,
president and chief executive officer of
National Instruments Inc. in Austin,
Texas, which is represented in the
working group. 'We have been cleaning it up to make it more solid technically, without some particular company's interest skewing things for apanicular application," he says.
SCPI will solve a number of problems that have plagued test system designers, says Fred Bode of Bode Enterprises in San Diego, who is technical
chairman of the working group.
"When IEEE 488.2 emerged, it standardized only about a dozen commands," Bode says, "but there was no
standard vocabulary. You had to learn
anew vocabulary for each instrument,
even if you bought an upgrade to an
existing instrument from the same
company. It made software maintenance very difficult, and if you wanted
to update for any reason, it was more
trouble than it was worth."
The new extension will make life

easier for test-system programmers because along with IEEE 488.2, it offers a
higher degree of interchangeability of
both the software commands and the
instruments themselves. San aims not
only at interchangeability within a
product line but also between instruments from different manufacturers. It
defines the specific programming commands and syntax that each instrument
class—such as multimeters, oscilloscopes, or function generators—from
various manufacturers must obey.
"I think it will breathe new life into
the General Purpose Interface Bus, in
that it is anew level of capability," says
Ron Wolfe, strategic marketing manager at National Instruments. "You'll be
able to tell the difference between an
old instrument and one that conforms
to the new SCPI standard under 488.2.
Users have been pleading for this kind
of standard for 10 years, and all the
problems, except perhaps data-transfer
speed, have been addressed by these
new standards."
According to Bode, who publishes
the VXI Newsletter, SCPI will be afavorable development for VX1-based instrumentation systems as well. "VXI designers are finding that software costs are
very high," he says, "and now we're giving them astandard way to command
instruments themselves, not just the controller or host."—Samuel Weber

Every powerful new
idea has its place. And
yours is here.
Presenting innovative new ways to convey
the products you make
from place to place. Efficiently. Safely. Smartly.
For data on this complete system from the
leader in material handling
and storage call toll-free
1-800-321-1414. ext.
100 today.
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The Transputer. The Guide.
Send for the Transputer Guide, the
definitive reference for the 16-bit and
32-bit transputer family. Find out how
easy and economical it is to go from 25
MIPS and 3.6 MFLOPS with asingle T800
chip to 250 MIPS and 36 MFLOPS with ten
T800 chips. Read how the transputer can
switch between tasks in less than 1,us. Get
the Guide and get complete information on
the numerous software languages and
toolsets now available for the transputer —
the low-risk, low-cost path to increased

TIRANSPU'TER
GUIDE

computing performance.

Get The Guide.
Please rush me afree copy of the Transputer Guide.

MultiptGCessittg
Made Simple.

Name
Company

Phone

Address
City

Return the coupon to SOS-THOMSON
Microelectronics, 1000 East Bell Road,
Phoenix, Arizona 85022, or circle the bingo
number. For faster service call 602/867-6259.

Zip

State

Multiprocessing Made Simple.
aregistered trademark of SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Group.

e

and INMOS are registered trademarks of INMOS Limited. a 1989 all rights reserved SOS-THOMSON Microelectronics.

NUMBER 10 IN A SERIES

Manufacturers now
`C their way around
costly, complex
parallel software
development tasks.
The transputer has been heralded as the simple "hardware"
solution to high-performance parallel processing. Now,
Parallel Cworks hand-in-glove with the transputer to
simplify software development.
The INMOS Parallel Ccompiler, one of many high-level
languages available for the transputer, allows straightforward
porting of existing software. This new twist on afamiliar
language also streamlines the development of high-performance
applications.
Software written in Ccan be executed sequentially on asingle
processor or distributed over anetwork composed of any
number of transputers. This unique hardware/software
solution enables products to have virtually unlimited
performance capabilities. Moreover, the designer now has the
complete flexibility to fine tune cost/performance parameters
to meet abroad range of end-user requirements.

Inmos

SGS-THOMSON

umencawnemoce

INMOS is a member of the SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Group.
'Asia is auadernark of the U.S Government
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Tiny Glitches
Lead to
Giant Wobbles
We take it for granted that the Earth rotates
stably on its axis and that the stars are fixed in
the sky above us.
Yet, Hipparchus discovered more than two
millennia ago that there were very
slight discrepancies in the measured positions of stars over the
years. Compelled to look further,
he found the difference to be
greater than what could be attributed to error and analyzed it.
Hipparchus
Hipparchus realized that the position
of the stars was actually shifting at aconstant
rate, year after year. This was later shown to be
caused by the Earth slowly wobbling like atop
as it turned on its axis.
Stabilizing Today's Communications
The slightest deviations can be extremely
important. In high-speed communications, tiny
errors can garble the whole message.
Anritsu specializes in the highest levels of
measuring accuracy for all types of communications. Anritsu supplies reliable test equipment for sophisticated R&D, as well as daily
maintenance, in wire, radio and optical communications systems.
Advancing on the leading edge of these
technologies, Anritsu provides practical answers for any testing need.
Continue the
tradition of pioneering with Anritsu.
MP1608A 5GHz Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION
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10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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NORWEGIAN STARTUP BUILDS AN OPEN-SYSTEM
SUPERCOMPUTERS

SUPERCOMPUTER AROUND THE 88000 RISC CHIP

1,000 MIPS OR MORE
veiled in 1992. Target price is around
$500,000, Jacobsen says.
Perhaps Orion's most significant feaY COMBINING THE ARchitecture of the Motorola ture is its "binary software compatibility,"
88000 RISC processor with emitter-cou- which means it will run what Jacobsen
pled-logic technology, ayear-old Nor- rails shrink-wrapped industry-standard
wegian computer company hopes to software under the Unix System V operbreak records for supercomputer price, ating system. He says that was the prime
performance, and, above all, software reason for striking adeal with Motorola
compatibility. The ECL version of the Inc. for use of the 88000 reduced-instruction-set-computing architecture when de88000, from Dolphin Server Technology AS of Oslo, is expected to yield a velopment started.
parallel processor module that operates
The choice of the 88000 was made
at 300 million instructions per second before Intel Corp. launched its RISC
when running unoptimized code. Peak processor, Jacobsen says. "At that time
the choice of a RISC architecture was
performance should be 1,000 mips,
says company president Per Christian limited to Sparc, MIPS Computer SysJacobsen. Up to 16 of the modules will tems, and Motorola," he says. "We
be used in a machine that Jacobsen evaluated all three chips and concludcalls the Orion, scheduled to be un- ed that at that time the Sparc's technol-

E.p

LIXI ®MICROFOCUS

MEET US ON THE
NEW FRONTIERS
OF PRECISION

Real-time X-ray inspection system
with up to 2000x magnification
From X-ray
module to
complete
systems -Lixi
meets your
unique needs.

•6.4 MHz programmable filters.
•NO-32 channels, 6.4 MHz throughput.
•16,000 crosspoint analog switch matrix.
•0.03° phase match, 0.03% amplitude match.
•System Friendly integration of filters, amplifiers,
frequency-band translators, other conditioners in
Precision 6000.
•32-channel transducer amplifier.
•Band-pass filters with û>1000.

Above: TRIMPOT
potentiometer
Below: Capacitor
Send us adefective
sample. We'll send
you apicture of the
defect as seen
through the LIXI
X-ray system.

Lie
C) 1989 UM, lnt1181 is aUademark al WI Inc.

ogy would be difficult to scale to the
performance we wanted. Motorola and
MIPS were about the same technically,
but we liked Motorola's commitment
to industry standardization. That is very
important to a small company like
ours—we need to be able to surf on
the waves made by the big computer
companies and software houses."
Jacobsen sees computing power as
more than amatter of mips. "We have
designed the Orion as afast transaction
processor, and our simulations indicate
that it will be able to handle more than
1,000 transactions per second, based
on the industry TP1 benchmark stan- dard," he says. That defines atransaction as fetching a record from a data
base, processing and rewriting it.
'There are other machines that can
achieve this level of performance," Jacobsen concedes, "but most use specialized hardware, proprietary operating systems, and need specially developed software."
At least one supercomputer user,
John Fitch, aprofessor at Bath University in England, agrees that adherence
to open industry standards could be a

Call 607 277 3550. Or write Precision Filters, Inc.,
240 Cherry St., Ithaca, NY 14850.

PRECISION FILTERS, INC.
Llxl, Inc.
1438 Brook Drive
Downers Grove
Illinois 60515, USA

Tel: 708/620-464
Fax: 708/620-7776
Tlx: 6871077 DKROB
CIRCLE 377
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boon. "For users, areally open system
would be very good news," he says.
Proprietary architectures often require
users to write their own operating systems and compilers, "which is not
easy." Fitch says the Motorola 88000
architecture does seem "remarkably
clean" and that through the 88 Open
consortium it is rigidly defined.
Fitch has just bought two Stardent
3000 machines, for just over $200,000,
to be used for a research project into
the simulation of unpredictable events
such as forest fires and battlefield management. With two R3000 processors
from MIPS Computer Systems Inc. running at 32 MHz, he calculates they give
about
100-mips performance (or
51,000 Dhrystones). That, he claims, is
the equivalent of 1.5 times the power
of a Cray 2 computer. By that yardstick, if Dolphin meets its targeted
price and performance it would be
well positioned in the market.
But Fitch points out that Dolphin is
stepping into what is likely to become
ahighly competitive arena. He says he
already has been offered processors
based on ECL implementations of the
MIPS processor architecture that can
provide 100-mips performance and
more. 'That is an air-cooled system,"
he comments. "Liquid cooling could
boost that considerably." At the same
time, other companies, such as Data
General Corp. of Westboro, Mass., are
nearing market with ECL implementations of the 88000.
The secrets of Orion's speed and
power lie inside aseries of 11-cm liquid-cooled modules. Each will contain
eight Orion execution processors and
two tiers of 4-ns cache memory also
designed with ECL application-specific
integrated-circuit technology.
"We have designed some hardware
logic that takes care of task allocation
among processors," Jacobsen explains.
This allows instructions to be distributed automatically to the processors. Program-execution speed is further enhanced by aproprietary technique that,
according to Jacobsen, allows program
instructions to be executed "out of order" in cases where this would not
affect the results. Just how this is
achieved is one of Jacobsen's cornmercial secrets that he believes will give
the company an edge.
Also, "Each module will be a selfcontained processor, incorporating an
instruction-folding capability that allows up to three instructions to be exe-

ULTRA-MINIATURE
cuted each clock cycle," he says. Clock
rate will be 125 MHz. Development of
the liquid-cooled package is being carried out in collaboration with Siemens
AG of West Germany. The chips inside
are designed with National Semiconductor Corp.'s ECL ASIC process.
More ingenuity has gone into the
design of the Orion's system architecture. This is based on aproprietary 16bit parallel internal-ring data highway
clocked at 1 GHz. Jacobsen claims it
will be able to transfer data at arate of
2 Gbytes/s between processor nodes.
While the Orion's internal ring-bus
structure will be strictly proprietary, interface to external peripherals will be
by means of industry bus systems including VMEbus, FutureBus, or the
newly defined IEEE 1596 scalable fileaccess interface standard.

M

ARKET'S FOR THE SYStem are expected to be mainly in Europe, although Jacobsen expects to gain some revenues from U. S.
companies that have military-equipment offset obligations to the Norwegian government. Jacobsen intends to
sell the machine to original-equipment
manufacturers and says that he is already in negotiation with "several bigname computer firms."
Ironically, the current depression in
traditional mini- and mainframe computer markets provides the opportunity for
Orion, Jacobsen says. With profit margins all but wiped out, most of the larger
companies are opting to buy ready-built
systems that conform to internationally
accepted standards rather than commit
çrarce financial resources to developing
their own hardware.
Jacobsen says that the mini makers
are following the example of personal
computer makers. "They have turned to
systems integration, buying high-level
components or complete systems and
either assembling or relabeling as amore
profitable method of bringing new products to market quickly," he says.
The minicomputer slump is also the
background to Dolphin's own birth.
The company was brought into existence as aresult of the near collapse of
Norwegian
flagship
minicomputer
maker Norsk Data AS last year. Norsk
Data reorganized to concentrate on
systems integration rather than designing and building its own hardware; its
100-person R&D department then spun
out to form the core of Dolphin Server
Technology AS. II
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DC-DC Converter
Transformers
and Power
Inductors
These units have gull wing construction which is compatible with tube
fed automatic placement equipment
or pick and place manufacturing
techniques. Transformers can be
used for self-saturating or linear
switching applications. The Inductors are ideal for noise, spike and
power filtering applications in Power
Supplies, DC-DC Converters and
Switching Regulators.
• Operation over ambient
temperature range from
—55°C to +105°C
• All units are magnetically
shielded
• All units exceed the requirements of MIL-7-27 (+130°C)
• Transformers have input
voltages of 5V, 12V, 24V and
48V. Output voltages to 300V.
• Transformers can be used for
self-saturating or linear
switching applications
• Schematics and parts list
provided with transformers
• Inductors to 20mH with DC
currents to 23 amps
• Inductors have split windings

Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
\ .:14 NEW YORK CALL

914-699-5514
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In the experimental data-transfer link, a laser beam is focused onto an
on-chip transistor. Siemens researcher Josef Popp is adjusting the link.
OPTICS

SIEMENS USES TRANSISTORS, NOT DISCRETE
LIGHT DETECTORS, IN OPTICAL COMPUTING

NOW, EASIER OPTICAL
RV JOHN COSCH

COMPUTERS, THE
O PTICAL
kind that use light pulses rath-

er than electrical signals to transport
data and are potentially 100 to 1,000
times faster than today's most powerful
supercomputers, are still years, if not
decades, away. But researchers around
the world are trying to shrink that interval, even as they attempt to miniaturize and simplify the elements of
such computers.
For example, even as scientists at
AT&T Bell laboratories announce that
they have managed to reduce the size of
the components of their optical computer, the first one announced [Electronics,
April 1990, p. 92], their counterparts at
West Germany's Siemens AG have come
up with adifferent way to process the
data-carrying light beams in future information systems.
The Siemens method, developed by
Ludwig Treitinger and Josef Popp at
the Corporate Research Laboratories in
Munich, stands out because of its simplicity: instead of employing special
discrete light detectors, it exploits the
photodetection properties of the tran-

sistors that are already part of the chips
in the system. After detection, the chips
process the data in normal fashion.
On-chip transistors well suited for the
detection job are double polysilicon selfaligned bipolar or bipolar-CMOS types
of the npn variety, Treitinger says. In
such devices, the double polysilicon feature improves the light-detection properties, while bipolar or biCMOS designs as
well as the self-aligning concept enhance
device speed.
In principle, pnp transistors will also
work, but npn versions—they ale normally used in logic circuits—are faster.
Since there can be no light detection if
the transistor is covered with metal, the
metalization steps must be altered slightly during chip manufacture. But it is not
necessary to redesign the chip.
Besides allowing computer engineers to use existing chip designs, the
new Siemens scheme offers another
advantage: a substantial reduction in
signal delay in the circuit. Ordinarily, in
a chip measuring, say, 15 mm by 15
mm and moving data through the wiring at 50 ps/mm, it takes abit about
1.5 ns to propagate from one comer of
the device to the opposite corner—too
BECIRON1CS •May 1990
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long to suit designers of high-speed
1.
1
optical computers.
The delay can be cut to acceptable
levels simply by coupling the light
beam via optical fibers into anumber
of photodetecting transistors on the
chip. This would not only solve timing
and phase-difference problems, it
would also eliminate the need for
much wiring and thereby save real estate on the chip.
Further, microprocessor chips could
do with far fewer bus lines. Less wiring
would enhance device yield during
chip manufacture and help cut circuit
failure rates. The new technique also
makes possible glass-fiber connections
between transistors on different chips
and component boards.
Treitinger, who says he has heard of
no similar approach being pursued
elsewhere, views his on-chip photodetection method simply as a proposal.
"It's only one of the many possibilities
for optically triggering components in
future high-speed systems," he says.
Because of its simplicity, the concept
could find practical applications before
the end of this decade.
To prove the method's feasibility, researcher Popp has put together asmall
data-transfer link using agallium-aluminum-arsenide semiconductor laser with
an 840-nm wavelength as the light
source. In this setup, the laser beam is
modulated with the output of aword
generator and focused onto an on-chip
vertical npn polysilicon self-aligned bipolar transistor with asurface area between 50 and 100 gm'.
'We were surprised to find how well
the transistor is suited for photodetection," Popp says. However, an on-chip
silicon transistor does not reach the levels of sensitivity and bandwidth common for discrete GaAs photo devices, so
it cannot be used as adetector in longdistance data-transmission links. But it is
well suited for the short links inside an
information-processing system.
Popp's experiments have shown that
the transistor can be used for detecting
optical signals with data rates up to
1.25 Gbits/s. With low-noise amplifiers
and flip-flops, the high and low states
of individual bits can be made dearly
distinguishable. The transistor produces aphotocurrent of about 50 mA
with 1 W of optical power coupled
into it. The transistors can handle
much higher bit rates—up to 10 Gbits/
s—if only their base-collector diode region is used for photodetection. El
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At TI, we cover your ASIC
needs from silicon to software
to service and support.

ON

ASIC

Programming is quick and easy using
readily available, third-party design
software and programming hardware. For
your high-volume production
requirements, programming and testing
services are available both from TI and
authorized distributors.
When low power and reprogrammability are important, an erasable
PLD (EPLD) gives you the freedom to
make design changes quickly and easily. For high-volume production requirements, EPLDs are also available in onetime-programmable plastic packages.
To move your EPLD design rapidly
from concept to silicon, the TI EPLD
Development System accepts avariety of
entry formats. These include schematic
capture, Boolean equations, statemachine diagrams, and truth tables. TI's
desktop CAE tool runs on an IBM&
compatible PC-AT".

F

ew ASIC suppliers match TI's
breadth of choice and depth of
support in helping you develop the
most efficient round peg for around
hole. As you see below, our ASIC
family spans the architectural spectrum
from PLDs to standard cells.

PLDs: High performance,
low risk

FPGAs: Best of two worlds

PLDs are alow-risk, affordable design
solution for high-speed-logic consolidation. Stocked on TI distributors'
shelves, they allow aquick ramp to
volume production.
TI offers more than 40 PLD functions in industry-standard architectures, including the high-speed, 7.5-ns
TIBPAL16XX-7 and TIBPAL20XX-7.
For high-performance applications, TI
also offers unique functions such as the
programmable sequence generator,
TIBPSG507, and one of industry's
fastest programmable address decoders,
the 6-ns TIBPAL18N8-6.

Like PLDs, FPGAs are user programmable, provide rapid design and debug,
are simple to use, and are virtually riskfree. Like masked gate arrays. FPGAs
feature high gate densities, high performance, alarge number of userdefinable I/0s, and agate array-like
design environment.
Currently available are TI's
TPC1010A (1200 gates) and the
TPC1020A (2000), with higher densities to follow. Unlike PLDs and gate arrays, FPGAs have aunique architecture
that allows 100% observability of the

TI's ASIC PRODUCT SPECTRUM

ARRAY CELL

100K

RRAY
;0"1.111
FIELD-PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAY

ERASABLE PLD

Ai

DESIGN

ll» INCREASING PERFORMANCE

internal circuitry. This provides
flexibility of design verification, either
"in-circuit" or "in the programming
box."
The TI Action Ingic System
(TI-ALS) is apowerful development
tool for implementing your FPGA
designs while avoiding NRE fees. The
TI-ALS accepts designs from popular
CAE software packages including
Viewlogic", OrCAD", Mentor
Graphics", and Valid" — resident on
PC386, Apollo", and Sun-3" platforms.

di I
need ahigh-speed
part with unique
functionality. Standard
architecture is abig
priority, too. Plus, I'm
going into production
and need volume
delivery now.

Gate arrays
for greater differentiation
For applications requiring higher-density, high-performance ASICs with fast
prototype delivery, TI's TGC100 Series
1-micron gate arrays are an excellent
choice. Offering gate-array complexities up to 26K gates and 256 1/Os,
the TGC100 Series utilizes familiar
general-purpose logic libraries. You can
define macros and pinouts, as well as
specify packages with pin counts up to
256 pins.
A comprehensive design kit provides
the information you need to easily
implement your gate-array design.
ASIC design centers, located at TI's
Regional Technology Centers, are
staffed with design specialists who arc
ready to help you.

Standard cells: As specific,
as complex as you need
For ultimate performance and system
integration, TI's TSC500 Series is
your choice. The extensive cell
library contains high-performance
memory, register files, FIF0s, and
MegaModule" building blocks. Realizing the need to incorporate design-fortest into today's high-density ASICs,
TI also includes JTAG -compatible
SCOPE" testability cells in its library.
Thus, you can tailor astandard-cell
design to meet your exact system requirements. As with our gate arrays, a
design kit is available, as well as technical design assistance through TI's
ASIC design centers.

For details about the support and service TI
offers, please turn the page.
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A PERSPECTIVE ON DESIGN ISSUES:

ASICs
Choice not compromise

"At Texas Instruments,
you have the choices
you need to get the
ASIC you need. That's
the difference between
an ASIC device and an
ASIC solution."
A

nASIC solution is more than achoice of silicon. To keep
you from compromising on asquare peg for around hole, an
ASIC solution involves many considerations: Your performance
needs. How much control you want to exercise. The amount of support you require. What you can spend. How narrow your market
window is. It's the result of you and your supplier weighing all the
choices and reaching abalanced decision. At Texas Instruments,
that's the way we like to work.
"A solution should not limit you to 'classic' ASICs — gate arrays
and standard cells. That's why TI includes user programmables in its
ASIC lineup. We manufacture high-performance, programmable
logic devices (PLDs) and high-density, field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs).
"Such abroad choice allows you to make better value judgments
about control, NRE investment, and cycle times.
"TI advocates open-system GAD architectures instead of confining you to proprietary CAD systems. We support both PC- and
workstation-based design systems.
"We provide as much advice and counsel as you need or want just
about anywhere in the world. Our documentation is so comprehensive it can fill your bookcase as it fills your needs.
"We are looking to future solutions. For example, we are developing submicron CMOS and BiCMOS gate arrays and standard cells
with densities over 100K gates. We are extending our support by
developing software that migrates FPGA designs to maskprogrammed gate arrays.
"An ASIC solution also brings with it assurances of the supplier's
dependability, stability, and capability to produce and deliver.
"At TI, we invite you to experience the difference between compromise and choice — the difference between an ASIC device and
an ASIC solution."

Walden C. Rhines, Ph.D.
Executive Vice President, Semiconductor Group
Texas Instruments Incorporated
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On my schedule,
felivery delays and
innecessary risks are
nit. Our design
-equires the density of
tgate array, but we
teed to handle all the
mogrammation
)urselves.
V

eTI Solution:

ield-Programmable
Gate Arrays

The system my
team is designing calls
for ahigh-density, highperformance ASIC. I
want to call the shots
on pin count, pinout
definition, and the
package itself. Fast
prototype cycle time,
JIT delivery, and low
cost are mandatory.

We are developing
aunique product that
requires high-speed
memory and other
complex functions
integrated on the same
chip. Surface-mount,
high-pin-count
packaging is amajor
requirement.

The TI Solution:

The T1 Solution:

Gate Arrays

Standard Cells
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The sun never sets on
Ti's service and support.
That's literally true. We have
facilities and sites around the
world. From early in your design
cycle until you have the ASIC
solution you envision, TI support
and service are available
wherever you are.
This around-the-world service
and support include that which you
have come to expect from TI: Comprehensive documentation and technical literature. Workshop training at
our Regional Technology Centers.
ASIC design and applications
specialists to provide one-on-one
advice and counsel. Development
hardware and software.
Our design flow is straightforward and minimizes the possibility
of surprises.

Tailoring the "fit"
In these special instances, we will
tailor our procedures to your
needs, striving to be as "application specific" as the term implies.
For example, certain business
issues become very important
when aprogrammable ASIC is
best for you. Here, rapidly changing market conditions require absolute supplier dependability.
We can work with you to maintain your inventory levels. We
can adapt our production to support your ship-to-stock or just-intime programs. And if you'd like,
we can deliver programmed or
unprogrammed PLDs and other
ASICs symbolized to your

Ti's MegaChie Technologies are the
means by which we can help you and your
company get to market faster with better,
more competitive products. Our emphasis
on volume manufacturing of high-density
circuits is the catalyst for ongoing advances
in how we design, process, and manufacture semiconductors and in how we serve
our customers.

in order to achieve the ASIC
solution best for you.

Four free ASIC DataFiles:
Your choices start
here and now

ASIC
DESIGN
SPECIALISTS
TRAINING &
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

Our worldwide wafer-fabrication
capability is unmatched and moving
into the submicron era. We have disclosed a106K gate army fabricated
with our EPIC"-II, 0.8-micron
BiCMOS process technology.
Such extensive service and support satisfy the majority of our
customers' requirements, resulting in round pegs for round holes.
But what if you are one of those
whose ASIC solution must be a
peg of unusual shape?

specifications to reduce your internal handling.
We are well aware that an ASIC
solution is more than silicon, more
than standard service and support.
You may want us to analyze your
evolving ASIC designs and needs
with you in relation to our evolving technologies. We can "tweak"
our design flow to suit your requirements and integrate our design
tools within your proprietary CAD
systems when required. If your
design calls for aproprietary function, we can also create acustom
cell to suit your needs.
We at TI are willing to go the
extra mile in service and support

We've put together an ASIC
DataFile — an informative package of data sheets, product bulletins, and other pertinent
literature — on each type of
ASIC we offer: Programmable
logic devices (PLDs and EPLDs),
field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), gate arrays, and standard
cells. Choose the ASIC DataFile of
greatest interest to you, or refuse to
compromise and get all four. Call
1-800-336-5236, ext. 3706, and tell
us what to send and where.
Or write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, PO. Box 809066,
Dallas, Texas 75380-9066.
" MegaModule, SCOPE, EPIC, and MegaChip
are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
PC-AT is atrademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.
Viewlogic is atrademark of Viewlogic Systems, Inc.
OrCAD is atrademark of OrCAD Systems Corporation.
Mentor Graphics is atrademark of Mentor Graphics
Corporation.
Valid is atrademark of Valid Logic Corporation.
Apollo is atrademark of Apollo Computer Inc.
Sun-3 is atrademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
ID IBM is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.
CI1989 TI
SRYRO9f
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THE BIG PLAYERS ARE PLOWING MORE 110\ EY

INTO RESEARCH AS THE EC URGES COOPERATION

EUROPE'S R&D PUSH

European companies completed work
on the so-called Secure, Open, Multimedia Integrated Workstation, known
as Metaviseur. Bull has already put
commercial versions on the market under the trade names DPX 1000 and
DPX 2000.
Since 1988, Esprit has supported the
emergence of second-generation multiprocessor workstations using CISC and
RISC chips and distributed processing,
according to aspokesman for the Directorate General XIII, which is the
computers and telecommunications division of the EC Commission. The processors used in the workstations are
either general-purpose or specific to
certain applications, like graphics or
data-base management. Processing capability is expected to reach 20 million
to 50 million inferences/s.
The current Esprit program attempts
to build a family of third-generation
workstations. The spokesman says that
this family of upwardly compatible, interoperable, and scalable workstations
is to run astandard software environment. Users should be able to work on
any one of the family, whatever their

The work of the two companies is
part of an EC project to increase the
S IF U. S. ELECTRONICS rate of picture compression for multiproducers didn't have enough media devices. The project is so new
to worry about as Japanese and other that details are not yet available; but it's
Far Eastern competitors pour resources clear that the Philips-Olivetti alliance is
into R&D, now it's Europe's big com- aformidable one.
panies that are closing the gap. TradiThen there are workstations, an area
tionally trailing U. S. investment by a where Europe has always been weak.
wide margin, the Europeans have been Despite the size of the European margaining ground and now are almost ket—expected to be worth about $20
neck and neck.
billion in 1992 in the estimate of DataBetween 1984 and 1988, the Europe- quest Europe in London—European
an research effort has doubled. In companies have been slow to enter the
1988, U. S. companies invested about arena, and although some European20% of sales in research, and European built machines are now available, the
companies put in 18%. The gap has market is largely dominated by U. S.closed even more since then; although built entries.
exact figures are not available, the EuSo in 1988, France's Bull SA, Germaropean research and development exny's AEG Olympia AG, and eight other
penditure is growing at about 13.5% a
year, according to the Paris-based Bureau d'Informations et de Previsions
Economiques. Not only that, but researchers of different nationalities and
from different companies are learning
to work together for the first time.
"In the last few years we have
learned to collaborate," says Fillipo Demonte, senior vice president for research at Italy's Olivetti Systems and
Networks SpA. 'When Igo to the U. S.,
Ialways get the feeling that everybody
in IC research knows each other. In
Europe this wasn't the case until acouple of years ago."
Fostered by the new collaborative
spirit, which shows up best in European Community programs like Esprit,
European R&D efforts are showing results. In areas like multimedia technolFor years, man has strived to achieve the perfect blend of function,
ogy, workstations, and application-speaesthetics, and efficiency in his design. Over 4centuries ago, Leonardo Da
cific integrated circuits, Europe is comVinci's "forward thinking" laid the ground work for some of today's most
ing up with very competitive products.
innovative concepts.
Take data compression. Philips InterAt Production Industries, the minds of our designers are not muddled by
national NV of the Netherlands is
the more traditional thoughts of others. When the task was given to develop
working together with Olivetti on the
improvement of data compression for
the Omni aclean slate was drawn, objectives set, and are-definition of the
multimedia products—even though
term "work station" was conceived.
Philips plans to market its own ComThat "re-definition" is available now.
pact Disc-Interactive multimedia box in
Omni ...the next renaissance
1991, and Olivetti is working with Intel
CIRCLE 379
Corp. on competing Digital Video Inby:
Production
Industries
teractive technology.
240 Teller Street, Corona, CA. 91719
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Tel. (714) 272-0555

Fax. (714) 272-2825

Double your income!
Computer repair business
-a $10 billion industry.
If you are presently servicing office machines or any other electronic equipment,
computer repair can double your income.
National research results indicate that computer technicians bill out at double the
hourly rate of office machine technicians.
Tech-Sery can put you into computer repair quickly, economically and efficiently
and with acomplete support program including a proven marketing plan.
We provide:
RECOGNITION
TRAINING
Hands on training: IBM, Compaq, Apple,
Nationally recognized trademarks and
and compatibles at 3 separate levels:
logos give you immediate recognition as
Level 1: 8086-8088 Based Machines
a professional computer repair specialist
DOS System Configuration
by being aTech-Sery Authorized Computer
and upgrades
Repair Center in your market area.
Level 2: 80286/80386 Machines, Letter
DOCUMENTATION
Quality and Laser Printers
We provide manuals, schematics, docurnen- Level 3: System Networks Configuration,
tation and advanced diagnostic software.
Installation and Repair
FINANCING
Available for qualified businesses.

NEW HARDWARE
CPU's: IBM, Apple, Compaq, and others.
Printers: Okidata, Epson, HP Lasers and
others at huge discounts.

OVER 125 DEALERS WORLDWIDE
Find out why more and more electronic
professionals are adding computer repair to
their businesses Of starting their own computer repair businesses.

PARTS & BOARD REPAIR
Single source for parts and board repair.
24-hour express turnaround.

Call Tech-Sery at (212)967-1865 now.
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AUTHORIZED DEALER
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SERVICING THE WORLD OF MICROS
C1989 Tech-Son Corp.
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253 West 28th Street, New York, NY 10001

Contact-free
soldering and de-soldering
of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in amatter of seconds with the Leister-Labor "S"
hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air
supply. Over 400 special nozzles available.
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Ask for free brochure UW 160
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
phone: (707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (201) 938-2700
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training. The Esprit panel obliges workstation proposals to comply with this
attempt to reach a common environment. The panel even insists that the
workstation projects be accessible in all
European languages.
Computer-integrated manufacturing
is another priority for European electronics research. "Systems engineering
is a traditional strength of European
industry," says Daniel Meyer, research
chief for Siemens AG of Munich. "It
results in ahigh standard of technique
in areas like automated manufacturing." In fact, the EC pumped $50 million into CIM research in 1989 and will
commit an even larger sum this year.
Europe's CIM research concentrates
on applications that are accessible to
small and medium-size enterprises.
Two top priorities are education of the
whole work force and technology enhancement of small and medium-size
businesses. The key to both of them is
the ongoing project, part of Esprit, that
defines an open-systems architecture
based on the ISO/OSI model for CIM.
The scope of the project will be expanded this year to achieve European
standardization in this area.
Other Esprit projects include the creation of communication networks for
manufacturing systems, computer-aided-design interfaces for CIM applications, product design and analysis systems, product-life tracking systems, and
open control architecture for robots
and shop-floor systems.
Another area that Europe is devoting
significant resources to is biCMOS technology. Chips that integrate bipolar
and CMOS at ahigh speed have always
been aEuropean specialty, but the EC
is putting another $80 million into the
effort every year.
"Europe doesn't blow its own trumpet for this," says Dataquest senior analyst Jim Eastlake. "Yet it controls a
large market for consumer and telecommunications applications for these
chips, which incorporate analog and
digital functions on the same circuit."
The success of Europe's marriage of
government support and company collaboration is undeniable, but will the
marriage last?
'The EC may not continue to support our research programs," says Eric
Risness, research director at London
based ICL Computers. "But the lessons
learned by this collaborative effort
should keep Europe in the forefront
for years to come." Et
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BOSCH OFFERS TRANSISTOR-DRIVE\ MOTOR
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AUTOMOTIVE

TIME FOR ATUNE-UP
BY JOHN OOSCH

T WOULD SEEM THAT THE
good old electric motor, which
has been around for decades, could
hardly be improved upon. But engineers at the West German automotive
accessories maker Robert Bosch GmbH
are demonstrating that the ubiquitous
direct-current motor still has miles to
go before it's perfected.
Aiming to simplify ad-c motor's control for use in cars and increase its
operating life in trucks, the Stuttgart
company has come up with apiece of

C

OMPARED WITH
MECHANICAL
COMMUTATION, THE
ELECTRO\ IC
ALTERNATIVE IS QUIETS() QUIET THAT SOME
CALL THE EC MOTOR
'THE WHISPER MOTOR'

high technology. One interesting part
is that, although the motor is more
complex than conventional d-c ones, it
is more economical.
The new motor does away with
brushes and commutators. Replacing
them are transistors which, taking over
the commutation process, switch the
current to the motor coils. This operation has given the motor its name: the
electronically commutated, or EC, motor. Bosch has built anumber of prototypes and is now preparing volume
production.
Gibpared with mechanical commutation, the electronic alternative has
several advantages. For one thing, the

EC motor runs so quietly that experts
have dubbed it "the whisper motor."
The irritating brush noise, which is perceived as a high-pitched whine, is
gone. So is the noise emanating from

the motor structure. Besides its low
noise, the new motor has other remarkable characteristics. High-frequency signal interference is minimized, and
so is mechanical wear. Aggressive environmental conditions such as dust,
salty air, and dampness are of no consequence. An air-gap winding eliminates all magnetic torque fluctuations,
or detent torque.
There is nothing new about electron-

ELECTRONIC &SOFTWARE

DESIGN SERVICES
WARRANTED
FOREVER

f
»N
GUARANTEED
ON TIME

Electronic and software design
work warranted forever

Guaranteed on-time delivery
for time critical projects.

If you ever find an error in
our work, we'll fix it for free.

No excuses, no delays. Designs
that work right the first time.

PRESCO is an independent engineering facility which specializes in developing advanced electronic products and embedded software. We can take your new product from the concept stage,
through prototype design and construction, to full scale manufacturing PRESCO will downsize your electronics with programmable gate array technology and write real-time software to
match your application. Our work is guaranteed to meet your requirements for high performance,
low production cost, and standards certification (UL, FCC, VDE, FDA).
What sets PRESCO apart is that ue get the job done right; on time, on budget, and in full
conformance to your specifications. Our design work is warranted forever and timely delivery
is guaranteed. Piesco's engineering team offers the following outstanding benefits:

•Twelve year track record in developing high technology products.
•Analog and digital circuit design -speeds to 300 MHz.
•Real-time software development -DSP code -embedded processors.
•7,000 sq. ft. facility, with fully equipped electronics labs, CAD support,
multi-user computer system, and complete technical library.
•All the benefits of custom integrated circuits at afraction of the cost.
The nation's most experienced FPGA design center.
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8Lunar Drive, New Haven CT 06525
tel (203) 397-8722 fax (203) 389-1129
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ic conunutation. In fact, the principles
behind the technique date back more
than 20 years. But up to now production of the motors has been limited to
sample quantities, and until the latest
version that is emerging from the
Bosch labs no EC motor has ever been
built in great numbers. The reason is
the age-old one of economy: the high
cost of the electronic parts involved.
Hoping that costs would come

down with volume production, the
automotive accessories industry was
waiting for household-equipment producers to make a start, while the
household-equipment people were
waiting for the auto-parts makers to go
ahead and take the first step. Now the
stand-off is broken as Bosch is doing
just that. Volume production of EC motors at Stuttgart will begin this year.
The long-term market for EC motors

Put your hands on the
best little low-cost
coaxial around.
When you need top quality, low cost connectors for your communications and test equipment, you need Hirose's FL series.
There are a lot of advantages with the FL
series, such as:
HIGH LEVEL MATCHING—frequencies up
to 1GHz with VSWRs of 1.2 are no problem.
LOW PROFILE— only 10.5mm in height
with a 5mm maximum diameter for
maximum conservation of board
real estate.
SOLDERLESS TERMINATION—both
center and outer conductors use crimp
termination for improved reliability.
POSITIVE LOCKING—Hirose's
exclusive design provides consistent performance, even with
vibration, for constant VSWR.
TEST POINTS—miniature size and
low cost make these connectors
ideal for multiple test points.
CUSTOM ASSEMBLIES—made to
your specifications, tested and
100% guaranteed by Hirose.
To put Hirose's new FL series
in your hands, write or call for
complete information, pricing
and a sample.
Used by most major cellular
manufacturers in the world.
se e%wry,
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Hizose Electric (U.S.A.) Inc.
2685-C Park Center Drive, Simi Valley, CA 93065
(805)522-7958 •Fax: (805)522-3217
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enormous. Worldwide, the demand
for small d-c motors for use in automobiles is astaggering 400 million ayear.
Bosch alone produces some 180,000 of
them a day at its plants around the
globe. Within three years, about 5% of
all d-c motors built for automotive use
may be EC types, Bosch says.
The new motor easily implements a
number of additional motor functions.
One is reverse mode: that is, fast
changes in direction for, say, servo motors. Another is soft-start, which involves starting the motor with reduced
starting torque.
Rotational speed can be constantly
regulated independent of torque. Offstate forward currents can be limited
so that noncritical current values maintain adetent torque on the shaft. This
can be crucial in restarting, for instance, frozen fan impellers.
is

BOSCH
its EC

PLANS TO OFFER
motors primarily for
heating and air-conditioning systems in
vehicles. For example, a 200-W external-rotor version with a high moment
of inertia and supporting quiet operation is suitable for, say, air blowers.
The smallest EC-motor version can
be used in the same application as a
sensor-activated blower with an output
of less than 0.1 W. Its function is to
supply air from the interior of the vehicle to the temperature sensor in the airconditioning control unit. Another miniaturized nonstop motor is intended for
seat backrest fans, which enhance a
passenger's comfort. Like almost all of
Bosch's EC motors, it is steplessly controllable and free of detent torque, a
feature that further improves comfort.
A throttle-positioning EC motor drive
also operates without detent torque. Its
special feature is that it eliminates the
need for a positioning potentiometer,
since EC motors all have an integrated
position detector.
Bosch experts have also proposed
an EC water pump to supply hot water
to the interior heating system. Here
again, the advantages of the EC principle can be exploited. There is no need
to transfer electrical energy to the rotor. Energy can therefore flow back to
the conveyed fluid. The winding and
the electronic parts remain dry, so the
pump needs no mechanical seals The
result is longer life and higher efficiency. Moreover, the pump runs quietly
and the fluid dampens rotor noise
even more. I/
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BELAY

Now acheap off-the-shelf
SSR that puts you in control. It lets
you control the cost
and the system's function in
military applications.
Here's what you get.
•Short Circuit Protection
•Status Indication
•Current Overload Protection
•Optical Isolation
•TTL & CMOS Compatible Control
•Built to meet the requirements
of MIL-R-28750.
•Cost Effective

ACTUAL SIZE

PART # CD2ICDW

CERAMIC PACKAGE

Review the electrical characteristics and call us for immediate application assistance.*
, - '
' •

'

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
.5°C to +105°C unless otherwise noted)
Min

Max

Units

6.0
15.0

Voc
mA

18.0

Voc

250

I.A
V.

Turn-On Voltage VIN (ON)
Continuous Load Current

0.3

V.

1.2

A

—55°C to +25°C

l
um p@ 60VDC

0.7

A

—85°C
+25C, 100ms

Bias Voltage (
VBN,
$)

3.8

Bias Current (1.,,,,$)
Control Voltage M i.)

0

Control Current (1..)
Turn-Off Voltage VIN (OFF)

3.2

2.4 (Typ.)

Output Trip Current ('TRIP)
On-Resistance (RoN )
Turn-On Time (TON )
Turn-Off Time (ToFF )
Status Voltage (Vswos)
Status Current (Isterus)
Notes:

1

See Note 1
V., As = 5V.
VIN

A
0.65
1.5

Ohms
ms

0.25

TS

18
2

V.
mA

All power FET relays may drive
loads connected to either
positive or negative referenced
power supply lines (source or
sink modes).

=

5V.

VSTATUS RSTATUS

3.8-6 VDC
VBIAS

1

7

STATUS OUTPUT
+V
r---I LOAD 1-0

RELAY CASE
o

Vs,,, - 0.3 Voc
See Note 2

1. Series resistor is required for bias voltages above 6V.. RS =(Ve lA s— 6V.) 15 mA
2. A pull up resistor is required for the status ou put. RSTATUS = (Vsvaus — 0.
3 )nerwrus
3. Output will drive loads connected to either te minal (sink or source).
4. Status circuit is abuilt-in test feature checking the input circuitry of the relay. Status output is low Ion)
when the input is on.

CONTROL

'OP-TELEDYNE SOLID STATE
A Division of Teledyne Relays

*For immediate application assistance call 1-800-284-7007.
Teledyne Solid State, 12525 Daphne Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250.
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Semiconductor Equipment and
Materials International

Presenting: Confidence
Ando offers all the ingredients of VLSI test confidence: speed, accurate timing and superior quality.
Excellence is atradition at Ando, giving you
the confidence to meet market needs in this fastmoving age of ASICs.
Ando's 9047, for example, tests superhighspeed GaAs and ECL memory devices at up
to 200 MHz (MUX) with 700 ps (BiCMOS)
timing accuracy. It even analyzes ASIC logic.
Ando VLSI testers cater to those who
demand the finest, guaranteeing greater
customer satisfaction.
For more information, please call (408)
738-2636 (in the West) or (301) 294-3365 (in the East), or
visit Ando booths #6459-6468, #6559-6567 at Semicon/West '90.

©
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Ando's 9047
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ANDO ELECTRIC CO..LTD. 19-7, Kamata 4-chome, Ota-ku, Tokyo 144, Japan
ANDO CORPORATION 480 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
BOSTON OFFICE: Reservoir Place, 1601 Trapelo Road, Waltham, MA 02154
ANDO EUROPE B.V. "Vijverdam", Dalsteindreef 57, 1112XC Diemen, The Netherlands
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PBX SCHEME USES ANALOG MULTIPLEXING

AN ANALOG SOLUTION
S

OMETIMES IT PAYS TO
revisit old and long-abandoned
techniques with new technology.
That's what aBritish startup, Expander
Systems Ltd. of Basingstoke, Hampshire, found when it wanted to make a
low-cost, high-quality small private
branch exchange.
The goal was aPBX that was nonblocking and easily expandable. Engineering director and company cofounder Greg Neal found that accepted
wisdom in the PBX business offered
only two options: crosspoint switching
or digital time-division multiplexing
(TDM). But the problem with conventional crosspoint matrices is that they
follow asquare law—that is, to double
the number of ports means quadrupling the size of the switch matrix if
the chances of auser finding the system completely occupied are to be reduced to zero.
And though digital TDM can do the
job, it needs relatively expensive digital
signal processing and analog-to-digital
conversion stages.
So Neal's answer was to have another look at the analog time-division systems used by major central office
switch manufacturers such as AT&T
Co. 25 years ago. The result is the EX864 PBX, which provides 64 full duplex
ports in its present form, but which
can be doubled in capacity simply by
adding a new set of printed-circuit
boards. Neal also says that by using
modem analog integrated-circuit technology, the system can provide better
voice quality than equivalent digital
switches, yet retain all their features at
amuch lower cost to the end user.
Neal uses a 12.5-KHz sampling rate
providing a 1.25-µs time frame that is
divided into 64 segments, one for each
port. During each segment, the analog
level of one pair of ports is sampled
and transmitted through the system.
"We have chosen relatively conservative timings that allow expansion to
128 ports without difficulty or impairment of quality," he says.
By comparison, in adigital TDM system, the analog levels sensed during a
time slot are converted from digital

and each is assigned adiscrete binary
code. The binary bit stream is then
switched and must be reconverted to
its analog form.
Neal also claims better speech quali-

ty for Expander's analog TDM PBX
compared with adigital system. That's
largely the result of the higher sampling speed-12.5 KHz compared with
the 8KHz used in most digital switches. Nyquist theory says that the upper
frequency of the sampled signal should
be no more than half the sampling
rate. That means that for an 8-KHz digital system, maximum audio frequency
is limited to less than the 4-KHz band-

N,o matter what the
natuvi
,e of your busi"rtnieàt
11 love our
-,profitabilw overhead
lepriced
-cost
i;ÇI .p1oductive labor force give
your company the
opportunity it needs
to prosper. That's the
real beauty of Utah.

¡Utah
10
Economic
Development Corporation
175 East 400 South
Suite 607
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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width specified for telephone cables.
And that is a limit set in the days of
carbon granule microphones and cotton-covered copper wire, Neal says.
Modem telephone microphones and
wiring are capable of much better performance that can be exploited by Expander System's theoretical analog signal limit of over 6 KHz. At the same
time, the audio quality provided by a
digital system is limited by the number

of discrete codes that it can assign.
Apart from overcoming a specific
technical problem, Expander .has also
found that picking up and modernizing
what some consider obsolescent techniques can prove beneficial in a marketing sense, too. Although just eight
months old, the company has already
picked up its first export contracts for
the system, and has started shipping
"several hundred" units to Poland.

Score Big With Vitelic's
Fast SIMMs.

Ricky SIMM rounds third. Here
comes the throw from center field.
SIMM dives for the plate. He scores!
Put Ricky SIMM on your main
memory team and watch your high
performance personal workstation
score with the customer every time.
With 60 and 7Ons access times,
Vitelic's 256K x36 and 512K x36
CMOS DRAMs are the fastest
SIMMs in the league. Our SIMMs
are the perfect add-on memories
for IBM PS/2

compatibles and advanced 386
and 486 systems. Both devices
come in the standard 72 pin
module.
Ricky SIMM is also available
in 256K x8and 256K x9
configurations in standard 30
pin SIMM and SIP modules.
With access times of 60, 70,
and 8Ons and fast page mode
configuration, these memories
are ideal for PC/workstation
main memory and memory
expansion.
Call Vitelic today at 800-VITELIC
to hear

more
about
Vitelic's
SIMM. Sign
Ricky onto your
team and watch your
PCs and workstations outrun
the competition.

VITELIC
The Emerging Leader
in Specialty Memories

,48É .
are-tradèlnarks of Intel'
and IBM PS/2 are trademarks of-18
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"Because it does not use digital techniques, the EX8-64 falls well within the
boundaries set by Cocom for exports
to Eastern Bloc nations," Neal says.
The system did need some adjustment to meet Polish approval requirements, though. "It can sometimes take
up to 30 seconds to get a dial tone
from the Polish public network," Neal
explains. And then, while dialing acall,
there must be pauses for further dial
tones as the call is routed through different public exchanges.
So he had to provide additional circuitry in the EX8-64 that will pause and

T

HANKS TO MODER \
ANALOG CIRCUIT
TECHNOLOGY, THE NEW
EX8-64 PBX OFFERS
BETTER VOICE QUALITY
THAN EQUIVALENT
DIGITAL SWITCHES AT A
MUCH LOWER COST TO
END USERS

listen for tones at the appropriate time
before transmitting dial pulses. "The
Polish network also differs from most
Western systems in using 60041 balanced lines," he adds.
Ironically, it is in the UK that approvals testing has proven problematic.
'The British Approvals Board for Telecommunications was not certain
whether to specify analog or digital
system test procedures," Neal comments, "since ours is obviously an analog system, but time-division systems
are normally digital."
Finally, it was decided to treat the
switch as a digital system for testing
purposes. Now the system is almost
through approvals testing and has progressed to what Neal calls "red-tape
time." Li

HITACHI AND
VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
ANNOUNCE THE
MOST IMPORTANT
BREAKTHROUGH I
N
RECENT MEMORY.

SRAM 2:HITACHI AND
VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Hitachi and VLSI Technology have
signed apact.
One of the major purposes of this alliance
is to create high-performance CMOS
SRAMs. The kind of high-speed, high-density SRAMs that could only be produced by
combining both companies' SRAM design

and submicron manufacturing expertise with
VLSI's tools.
After over ayear of very close cooperation and teamwork, the first two products of
that pact are here.
Announcing the 35ns 256Kx4 and 32K
x8 SRAMs from Hitachi and VLSI.
Like every chip in the SRAM 2family to
corne, both Hitachi's and VLSI Technology's
new 1megabit and 256K chips share the

same design, the same process.
We're also sharing product definitions,
characterizations, qualifications, and product
intros. The works.
What that means to you is acontinuous
supply of high-density, high-performance
SRAMs from two sources.
Not just for now. But for years to come.
(We're already working together on afamily
of processor-specific cache memories.)

Call 1-800-872-6753, your local sales
office, or Schweber Electronics. Or write
1109 McKay Dr., M/S 32, San Jose, CA
95131 and ask for afree SRAM brochure including our new VT624256 and VT62832.
And see for yourself why SRAM 2is the
biggest breakthrough in recent memory.

VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Fast Memory Products from VLSI Technology, Inc.
Type

Product

Description

1K SRAM

VT7C122

4K SRAM
16K SRAM

64K SRAM

Organization

Access Time

High-speed SRAM

256 x4

12 ns

VT20050

Clearable SRAM, sep. 1/0

1Kx 4

15 ns

VT20C18
VT20C19

SRAM
Auto Power-Down
SRAM (CS), Fast Chip-Select

2K x8
2K x8

20 ns
12 ns

VT20068

SRAM (CE), Auto Power-Down

4K x4

15 ns

VT20069
VT20072
VT20078

SRAM (CS), Fast Chip-Select
Separate I/O SRAM (High-Z Output)
SRAM (CE), Auto Power-Down, with OE

4K x4
4K x4
4K x4

12 ns
15 ns
15 ns

VT20079

SRAM (CS), Fast Chip-Select, with CT

4K x4

12 ns

VT20C98
VT20C99
VT6285H(L)

SRAM
Auto Power-Down
SRAM (CS), Fast Chip-Select
SRAM, Separate I/O, (0/P Track IR)

8K x8
8K x8
16K x4

15 ns**
20 ns**
15 ns**

SRAM, Separate I/O, (High -ZOutput)
SRAM, Separate I/0
SRAM
3-state I/0
SRAM
Auto Power-Down, (low power)
SRAM
Auto Power-Down with C5E, (low power)
SRAM (CS), Fast Chip-Select

16K x4
64K x4
16K x4
16K x4
16K x4
16K x4

15
15
25
15
15
15

SRAM

16K x4

15 ns**

SRAM
Auto Power-Down, (low power)
SRAM (Cr), Auto Power-Down, (low power)

64K x4
32K x8

35 ns
35 ns

*VT62832H(L)

SRAM (a), Auto Power-Down, (low power)

32K x8

25 ns

*VT624256(L)

SRAM

256K x4

35 ns

VT6286H(L)
VT6287H(L)
*** VT6288
VT6288H(L)
VT6289H(L)
VT6290H
VT6291H
256K SRAM

1M SRAM
Dual-Port

Cache Tag

Cache Data RAM

*** VT6208(L)
*VT62832(L)

(a),

(Œ),

(n),
(Œ),
(n),

(n), Fast Chip-Select with OT
(Œ),

(Œ), Auto Power-Down, (low power)

VT7132
VT7142

Dual-Port RAM (Master)
Dual-Port RAM (Slave)

UT7132A
VT7142A
VT71321

Dual-Port RAM (Master)
Dual-Port RAM (Slave)
Dual-Port RAM (Master)

VT71421
VT16DP8

Dual-Port RAM (Slave)
Asymmetric Dual-Port

VT7152
VT7154
* VT62A168
*VT62A188

2Kx 8
2K x8
2Kx 8
2Kx 8

ns**
ns**
ns
ns**
ns"
ns"

25
25
25
25

ns
ns
ns
ns

2Kx 8
2Kx 8
2K x8/1 x16

25 ns
25 ns
70 ns

Cache Tag RAM, Totem-pole match

2K x9

25 ns

Cache Tag RAM, Open-drain match

2K x9

25 ns

8K x16
8K x18

25 ns
25 ns

Cache Data RAM for 82385 t
Cache Data RAM for 82385/82385SX t

*A product of the Hitachi and VLSI Technology, Inc. alliance.
** Available 2nd quarter, 1990.
tAlso compatible with VLSI Technology TOPCAT 386DX/386SX Chip Sets.
"* OEM Products from Hitachi

0VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.

RF/Analog Test Systems
Your system specialist
for signal and
interference measurement

Turnkey systems from asingle source:

consulting, implementation, installation,
training

R&S systems for automation in development
and production are all ready —also for testing
radiocoms, components and audio/video
equipment plus instrument calibration. Call us
to find out about systems tailored to your special
needs.

Proven test systems for
• field-strength monitoring (CCIR)
band occupancy/statistics
• intermodulation measurement
(VDE 0855)
radio/TV antenna amplifiers
• electromagnetic susceptibility
radio, TV, VTR, car radio
• EMI measurement 20 Hz to 1.3 GHz
MIL, CISPR, VDE
• mobile field-strength mapping
cellular radio, radio services,
sound broadcasting

D-8000 München 80
Postfach 80 14 69
Telex 523 703 (rs d)
Telefax (0 89) 41 29-21 64
Tel. internat. +(49 89) 41 29-0

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
CIRCLE 229

An independent concern, founde
1933.
5000 employees, represented in 80
tries.
Design and turn-key installation
of systems with software and servicing.
Calibration, training and documentation.

...we had to
make it small.
Every oak starts with atiny acorn. And every
computer or communications system starts with
thousands of component parts.

keyboards and low-noise, high-speed thermal
printers for advanced man-machine interface
devices. And more.

For over half acentury, Fujitsu has specialized in computers and communications. And
we've grown into the world's third largest computer company and the tenth largest maker of
communications systems.

We've also developed the systems concepts
and experience to see that our computer and
communications components technology is always state-of-the-art.

One reason for our success is the quality
of our component parts. A great many of them
made by Fujitsu.

Whether you're abig oak — or alittle acorn —
we have the specialized components technology
and computer and communications application
experience to help your business grow.

High-density mounting
technologies

Electronic
components

Electronic devices
Semiconductors

.a
:„. . . .„,‘ ., . . .

01111
111111e
technologies

Yours can be, too.

To find out what our experience in electronic
devices and components for computer and communications systems can do for you, call Fujitsu
today.

attpanel display
technologies

We've developed the specialized component
and electronic device technology required for advanced computer and communications systems.
Half-pitch connectors and miniature relays for
high density mounting. Large-screen plasma and
liquid crystal displays. Ergonomically designed

co
FUJITSU
FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH: Lyoner StraBe 44-48, Arabella Center 9, OG./A, D-6000 Frankfurt Niederrad 71, F.R. Germany Phone: 069-66320 Telex: 0411963 Fax: 069-6632122
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.: 3330 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95054-3197, USA Phone: 408-562-1000 Telex: 910-338-0190 Fax: 408-727-0355
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS ASIA PTE LIMITED: #06-04 to #06-07. Plaza By The Park, Na 51 Bras Basah Road, Singapore 0719 Phone: 336-1600 Telex: 55573 Fax: 336-1609
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components, Electronic Devices International Technical Marketing Div.): Furukawa Sogo Bldg, 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chfyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: National (03) 216-3211 International (Intl Prefix) 81-3-216-3211 Telex -2224361 Fax: (03) 215-1961
buy..

Arbitrary waveform generator, AG series
Precise Waveform Evaluation.
Generate simulation signals for any desired waveform.
YOKOGAWA's àrbitrary waveform generator, AG series.

Simulation is amajor element for minimizing risks during product development. Yokogawa's arbitrary waveform
generator, AG series, meets this requirement by making possible the evaluation of virtually any desired waveform.
Waveforms with noise or distortion as well as perfect waveforms are easily generated using this new instrument!
With these and other capabilities, the AG series offers evaluation and analysis that will help you to avoid risk. The
AG series reveals awhole new world of simulation.
• Clock rate max.: 200MHz (changeable with a1Hz
resolution)
II Output bandwidth of analogue signals: 100MHz
• Resolution of output signals: 8bits

MI Clock rate max.: 100MHz (changeable with a1Hz
resolution)
• Output bandwidth of analogue signals: 50MHz
• Resolution of output signals: 10bits

AG2100A
Call for complete information:

YO KO GMA
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
Yokogawa Europe B.V.
P.O. Box 163, 3800 AD Amersfoort
The Netherlands
Tel.: 033-641.611
Telex: 79118, Telefax: (033) 631.202

AG2200

West Germany
NBN Elektronik Gmbh
(08152) 39111

Switzerland
NBN Elektronik Gmbh
(01) 4932144

Austria
NBN Elektronik Gmbh
(0316) 402506

The Netherlands
Koning en Hartman
(015) 609906

Italy
Vianello Spa
(02) 89200162

United Kingdom
Martron Instruments
(0494) 459200

Spain
Atajo Instrumentos
(01) 7330562

Portugal
Decada Espectral
(01) 4101844

France
MB Electronique
(01) 39568131
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Power packed
DSO choices
upto 250 MS/s.

MEASUREMENT

I
L100 MS/s -100 MHz

-1

250 MS/s -60 MHz

MI PM 3355 Fast 250 MS/s sampling simultaneously on both channe 60 MHz analog bandwidth,
4memory registeis, fast-action 'intelligent cursors',
Digitally Delayed Timebase, 6P18/IEEE -488 or

Now, PhihPs offers you more power packed

RS232 -C 'ere/face opens.

chokes in mid-frequency digital storage oscilloscopes.
With anew range of five models, from entry-level to

II PM 3375 Fast 250 MS/s sampling simultaneously on both channels, plus repetitive sampling at

advanced
• PM 3335 20 MS/s sampling rate, large 8K

up to 100 MHz, 100 MHz analog bandwidth,

deep memory, 60 MHz analog bandwidth, full cursor

ease of operation. And each one is priced to give you

measurements, combined 6P18/1EEE -488 -RS232 -C

4memory registers, fast-action intelligent cursors',
Digitally Delayed Tiinebase, GP/8/IEEE- 488 or

unexpected economy.

interface option.

RS232 -C intefface options.

• PM 3350A 100 MS/s sampling simultaneously

To find out mom about the power packed choices i
nmidfrequency OS& just CON8a your local sales office
Austria (0222)60101-1772, Belgium (02)5256692/94, Denmark
131)572222, Finland (0)5026371, France (1)49428080, Germany
(590 501466. Great Britain (923)24050 Ireland el 330338
Italy (039)3635240/8/9, Netherlands (131390112, Norway (2)
741010, Portugal 683121, Spain (1) 4042200. Sweden (8)
7031000, Switzerland (1)4882390.
For countries not larnd write re Philips 16E Tab, Department
8calding T0111-1. 5580 MO Eindhoven. The Netherlands

Each one is abreakthrough in performance and

Operation is simple and intuitive-just like aconventional analog instrument With full analog functionality for real- time signal display and measurements.

on both channels, 60 MHz analog bandwidth,
4 memory registers, fast- acne intelligent cursors:
Digitally Delayed Ttinebase 6P18/IEEE- 488 or

But just select 'digital memory' to get powerful

RS232 -C interface options

DSO facilities. Letting you capture, compare and analyze both siegle- shot and repetitive signals.

• PM 3365A 100 MS/s sampling simultaneously

(ll

on both channels, plus repetitive sampling at up to 100
So check the features and performance of these

MHz 100 MHz analog bandwidh, 4memory registeis,

power packed instruments. And see for yourself why

extra signal- processieg modes, Digitally Delayed Time

they add up to unbeatable value in digital storage.

base, 6P18/IEEE-488 or RS232 Cinterface options

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
MADE TO MEASURE

PHILIPS

urlo Series
CMOS High Speed Gate Arrays

System uri

hip

Design of asystem on chip is now possible with the SLA8000 Gate Array Series.
This large-scale Gate Array from SEIKO EPSON is the solution to the ever-increasing design requirements.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sea of Gates channelless type
Super high speed, high integration
Comprehensive cell library
SRAM/ROM cells are available
Latch-up free
High pincount

SEIKO EPSON has developed the
SLA8000 Series to meet avariety of
logic design requirements in special processor and controller applications. The
large number of available/usable gates
enable the integration of extensive
peripheral functions onto one Gate
Array -an important step forward for
one-chip system design.

Gate Array SLA

8275

8475

8725

8905

81335

Gates (2-input-NAND)

5.304

Technology

Silicon Gate CMOS 2layer Metallization, Sea of Gates

I/O Level
Delay Time

9.416

14.336 1 18.300

22.680

30.000

8J3S
38.550

UL, CMOS
Internal Gates

0,47 ns typ.

Input Buffer

1,4 ns typ.

Output Buffer

3,5 ns typ. CL 15 pF

Total I/O Pads

82

108

136

152

168

194

222

Total Power/GND Pads

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Output Mode

Normal, Open-drain, 3-state, Bi-directional

SLA8000 Series -pioneering the way
towards higher functionalization and
setting new standards.

LADS (SEIKO EPSON's proprietary design
software) running on aPC gives you the
added opportunity of...

...Desk Top Customizing •

EPSON
Where everything is possible.

'e

8FOS

EPSON Semiconductor GmbH
D-8000 Munich 50, Riesstr.15, Tel. 0049.89/14 9703-0, Fax -10 A Subsidiary of SEIKO EPSON Corporation
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PHILIPS

FLUKE

Two displays. One great meter.
Dual displays provide two accurate
measurements. Combined with 16 different
measurement capabilities. The Fluke 45 is
making people take asecond look.
The Fluke 45 has the specs to get the job
done right.
0.02% basic dc voltage accuracy and 100,000
count resolution on both displays. Bask de current
accuracy is 0.05%, making the 45 ideal for servicing
4-20 mA current loops. The fluke 45 measures truerms voltage and current including ac +dc. Closedcase calibration simplibés the calibration process and
increases uptime.
Twice as much information.
The 5-digit 100,000 count dual display give you
more information in less time -and with less effort
For example, measure the VDC output of apower
supply while measuring the VAC ripple. Or check the
amplitude and frequency of an AC signal From a
single test connection!
More measurement combinations.
With the Fluke 45 complex measurements
become simple, with standard features like a1MHz
frequency counter, Min Max, knits testing (Hi/Lo/
Pass). Touch Hold ® and Relative modes. There are
21 different reference impedances for dB
measurements; in the 2Q to 16Q ranges, audio
power can be automatically displayed in watts. The
variety of electrical parameters, measurement
functions and display combinations is incredible.
Even an RS-232 interface is standard.
Connecting the nuke 45 to PCs, RS-232 printers
and modems is as easy as attaching the cable. An
IEEE-488.2 interface and internal, rechargeable lead-

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN DIGITAL MOLT/METERS
Fluke 45 Dual Display Multimeter
Dual Display

d8. with 21 reference impedances, and audio power calculations

Truerms voltage and current including ac +de

Compare and Relethre functions

0.02% basic de voltage accuracy

Min Mar and Touch Hole functions

0.05S5 basic dc current accuracy

Optional PC software for RS-232 applications

1MHz frequency counter

Optional IEEE-4882 interlace. battery pack

85.232 interlace standard

One year warranty

acid batteries

die

available as options.

For further information, call your local supplier:
Austria (0222)601011772 Belgium (02)5256692/94, Denmark (31) 572222
Finland 1015028371, France (049428080, Germany (581)501466
Great Britain (923)24050 Ireland (61)330333 Italy (039)3835240/8/9,
Netherlands 1131390112. Norway (2) 741010. Portugal (11683121
Spain (V 4042200 Sweden (8) 7031000 Switzerland (1)4882390
Fof countnes embed, ente tor Philips I&E. TOM Department,
Sodding TO 1114,5600 MO Eindhoven The Netherlands

PHILIPS

Permanent and soft magnetic
materials from KRUPP WIDIA

Magnet
engineering
that means a
lightning
response.
Magnet engineering is often directly
responsible for safety. From circuit
breakers to anti-lock braking systems
KRUPP WIDIAs magnet engineering
expertise ensures safety by dint of
reliability and lightning response. In
many other areas too KRUPP WIDIA
safely meets the challenge.
The product portfolio covers a broad
spectrum of advanced permanent
and soft magnetic materials and
components. Offering the best of
permanent magnet properties such as
high field strength, minimum magnet
volume and high temperature stability.
KRUPP WIDIAs soft magnetic materials
are outstanding for their high permeability and low losses.
KRUPP WIDIA Magnet Engineering
PO. Box 102161, D-4300 Essen 1
Telephone 0201/725-0, Telex 85 718-12
Telefax 0201/725-3040
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WHAT EVERY MANAGER NEEDS TO KNOW
in this easy-to-use self-study course series
Five programmed learning courses ...50 hours of instruction ...at less than $1.90 per
hour. Study them one-at-a-time, or buy all five courses at aspecial savings. Either way,
15-ilay review option applies. Order toll-free 800-321-7003. In Ohio call 216/696-7000.

1
2
3

Each course in the series is written in programmed learning format, so you can
study at your own pace, in the privacy of your home or office. And when you
complete each course, you can test your own comprehension.
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How to Read a Financial Report — In this course you'll learn how to assess the
financial position of your company through the use of ratio analysis ...analyzing
liquidity, activity, profitability, and coverage ratios
$I
9.50

Fundamentals of Cost Control — You may never design acost control system, but you must know
what cost control is, how to use it, and how to make the best decisions based on the facts your cost
control system gives you
$18.50
How to Make Business Investment Decisions — This course helps you understand how the relationship between money and time affects management decisions. The course covers: Present value concepts, how to use compound interest
tables and equations to calculate the time value of money, and how to use these
computed values and make the best economic decisions. Case studies are
included
$18.50
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14
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16
17
18
19
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22
23
24

Fundamentals of Budgeting — This course shows the non-accountant manager how to use
budgets more effectively. The course presents: 1) the nature of budgets and budget terminology, 2) the manager's role in the budgeting process, 3) the steps involved in budgets, 4) the
major types of budgets, and 5) planning, control and data reports — the media through which
$18.50
you encounter and use budgets

26

The complete Financial Planning Series ...all five programmed learning courses at the
special price of $92.50, a$102.50 value.

29

To order these courses,
complete the coupon below

33

4

Begin your personal financial development program today!
Managerial Accounting for Non-financial managers — You'll work as acompany controller in this course. You'll learn to properly record all the company's
business transactions and how to prepare the company's financial statements.
When the fiscal year ends, you'll prepare the annual report, balance sheet,
income statement, and the funds-flow statement. When you've finished the
course, you'll understand better the role of accounting and how to use the
information accounting gives you to be amore effective manager. Two volumes
...course book and workbook
$27.50
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Penton Education Division
1100 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

and mail to:
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Please send the courses indicated. I
understand that Imay review them for 15 days
I and, if not completely satisfied, return them
I for full credit or refund,
II

Accounting for Non-Financial
Managers
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How to Read aFinancial Report

Name
Company

Sets of all five courses at aspecial
savings

UM MI Mill MIMI MIR 11113

DVisa

E American Express card.

Acct. No.

How to Make Business Investment
Decisions
Fundamentals of Budgeting

For faster service call toll-free
800-321-7003 (Ohio residents call
216/696-7000)

0 My payment is enclosed for postage-free shipment in the U.S. and
Canada.
D Bill my company and include shipping and handling charges. My
purchase order is enclosed.

Fundamentals of Cost Control

Exp date
Title

Address (not P.O. box)
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State

Zip
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Computers and CorrmunIcations

Mind over motor.
PD78322
Spark Coil
Battery
+12V

Solenoid tor EGR Valve
Stepping Motor tor Idling
Control Valve

C PU
16-bit ALU

Fuel Injector

Pre•fetch Function
Register Bank

Real-time
Output Port

Macro Service

ANALOG QUANTITY

8-ch
ROM
RAM

Intake-air Flow
Intake-air Temperature
Throttle Angle
0, Sensor
Battery Voltage. etc

16K
640
10-bit AID

Converter
8-ch

Tester
Display
System

PULSE
INPUT

Serial Port
2-ch

Timer Unit
General-purpose
Input Port

Other
Systems

Interrupt Input
External Expansion

:iPD71P301

ErrDC
Crank Angle
Running Speed

TURBO
ACCESS
MANAGER

DIGITAL QUANTITY

EPROM 16K
SRAM
1K
16-bit I/O

Ignition Switch
An Conditioner Switch
Neutral Switch. etc.

System setup 4 6 8-cyunder Engine Full Sequential Fuel Injection System
Group Ignition Control EGA Control Idling Control

New 16-bit microcontroller offers
integrated electronic controlfor the engines of the 90's.
And an exclusive Turbo Access Manager

register contents without additional

away from the pack in the 90's.

(TAM) lets you access 16k-byte EPROM

software.

The intelligent solution is integrated

and 1k-byte SRAM with all the speed of

elec:ronic engine control.

on-chip memories.

New cars need smart engines to pull

NEC's new 16-bit microcontroller
(8-bit external) gives you higher speed,

Enhanced interrupt response.

Precise real-time control.
The pPD78322 delivers optimum
timing control with its real-time pulse

more memory and improved interrupt

For fast, efficient interrupt handling,

'
iand:ing. That translates into better

the pPD78322 is in aclass by itself. It

running timer, a 16-bit timer/event

fuel economy, more horsepower and

offers two exclusive hardware features

counter and multiple registers.

deaner exhaust for your engine.

that reduce CPU overhead:

An 8-channel real-time output port is

Turbo speed and lots of memory.

Macro Service speeds data transfer
between memory and aspecial func-

unit, consisting of an 18/16-bit free-

provided for per-bit set/reset.
Call NEC today for more informa-

The pPD78322 runs fast. Minimum

tion register. No software intervention

tion about our pPD78322 and Turbo

instruction cycle is 25Ons with 8MHz

reauired.

Access Manager. They're the intelligent
option for integrated engine control,

system clock.You also get faster access

Context Switching automatically

to moie memory.We provide 16k-byte

selects anew register bank for each

anti-lock brake systems and other

ROM and 640-byte RAM on-chip.

interrupt request and saves current

automotive applications.

For fast answers, call us at:

LISA le ,1-600-632-3531 TWX.910-379-6985. W Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960. The Netherlands Tel:040-445-845.
Telex:51923. Sweden Tel:08-753-6020. Telex:13839. France Tel I-3946-9617 Telex:699499. Italy Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355.
UK Te1:119C11 ,691133. Telex:826791. Hong Kong Te1:755-9008. Telex:54561. 7aiwan Tel:02-719-2377. Telex:22372.
Korea Tel:02-551-0450. Fax:02-551-0451. Singapore Te1.4819881. Telex:39726. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.
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UK TRADE GROUP BULL 1SH ON CHIPS
or the British semiconductor industry,
1990 is not going to be so
bad after all. A strong first
quarter has taken industry
analysts by surprise; they
are now calling for a 1990
upturn of 5% to a total of
$2.25 billion.
Those figures are from
the British Electronic Components Industry Federation. Malcolm House, the
trade association's chief
economist and statistician,
predicts total semiconductor sales in the UK in 1991
will grow 17% per cent to
hit $2.5 billion.
'That compares with our
earlier predictions of zero

UK Chip Market Estimates
(Factory prices in Smillions; converted at £1 =-- $1.60)

the final analysis, cooperation amounts to nothing less
than a united front against
the Japanese in chip-making
technology, a sector in
which they are world leaders, just as they are in DRAM
chips.
According to aJessi official, the two partners agreed
to initially pursue two programs: standardization—for

1991*

336
1

352
5

323
15

333
3

ICs
Growth (/o)

1,139
17

1,668
47

1,728
4

1,728

2,000
19

Total
Growth (%)

1,420
16

1,991
40

2,061
3

2,064

2,352
17

be seen in the context of
extraordinary growth of
40% in 1988.
"Expressed in dollars,
growth was even higher, at

JESSI-SEMATECH DEAL SHOULD BENEFIT BOTH PARTNERS

Its official: aU. S. consortium is joining hands with a
European consortium on
semiconductor manufacturing projects. Few observers
were surprised at the agreement forged between Sematech, based in Austin, Texas,
and Jessi, the Joint European
Subrnicron Silicon Initiative.
The way had been paved in
January when Jessi opened
its doors to Sematech member IBM Corp., which then
struck apact with West Germany's Siemens AG to develop 64-Mbit dynamic randomaccess memory chips, one of
Jessi's goals [Electronics,
March 1990, p. 45].
For the two partners, the
transatlantic link could spell
faster progress in semiconductor manufacturing technology, the field on which
Sematech is concentrating. It
also means that work in Europe and the U. S. won't be
duplicated—which should
give the two organizations a
better chance to succeed. In

1990*

1988

281
12

•estimated

growth in 1990,' House
comments, with sales in
1989 and 1990 of some
$2.16 billion. But he adds
that this slowdown should

1989

1987
Discretes
Growth (°/«.)

example, agreeing on common units of measurement,
such as inches or centimeters—and competitive analysis, which entails determining what's available now in
manufacturing
equipment
and which route the technology should follow in the
years ahead.
Also, Sematech will draw
up an "Equipment Improve-

SOURCE: British Electronic
Components Industry Federation

52%," House says. "A major
part of this increase in 1988
can be attributed to the
growth of the computer
sector," he adds. El

ment Program" paper that
will serve as the basis for
possible cooperation in developing semiconductor
manufacturing systems and
materials.
Finally, the two organizations will jointly explore
computer-integrated manufacturing. At a meeting in
Austin this summer, agreements on further endeavors
may be reached. El

PHILIPS DEVELOPS TINY ALTERNATIVE TO BULKY HELIUM-NEON LASER

Smaller, more efficient,
and more reliable lasers that
produce the same red color
as the familiar helium-neon
versions are on the way.
That's the result of work
done by researchers at the
Philips Laboratories in Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
They have built what the
company believes is the first
semiconductor laser that
emits light at the same 633nm wavelength as HeNe.
Its laser length of only 0.3
mm compares with 300 mm

for the HeNe type. The overall efficiency checks in at
1.5% and the differential efficiency (above threshold) at
30%, which means that a
simple battery can power the
laser. It can be produced in
large quantities with standard semiconductor technologies ;Philips says.
Until now, the 633-nm
wavelength could not be
achieved in semiconductortype lasers for practical use because it resulted in excessive
losses in the material. Philips
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has cut these losses so much
that it has made 633-nm versions suitable for most applications. The firm, based in
Eindhoven, the Netherlands,
will offer engineering samples
this summer.
In the new laser, anumber
of very thin layers of acompound crystal of the elements gallium, indium, and
phosphorus form the lightemitting region. These layers—just a few nm thick—
are grown from the gaseous
state on aGaAs base layer. El

The world's most up-to-date production
technology delivers leading-edge ULSI circuits

OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES.

Sub-micron production in full swing, bringing the new age of
4M DRAMs
Oki's Miyagi Plant, benefitting from the latest advances in the company's
system technology, has already reached mass production and shipment of 1Mbit memories and has recently begun quantity production of 4M DRAMs. At
the Miyagi Plant, broad utilization of ultra-fine process technology and stateof-the-art automation combine to assure the high quality of these products.
Old is already well underway with technological innovation enabling production of 16M-bit memories.
High-level automation with ultra-fine process production
Old's 0.8µ process technology used in its second-generation 1M-and 4Mbit memories has been integrated into one of the world's most advanced production lines for reliable mass production of over 20,000 6-inch wafers per
month.
In 1988 Old led the world with the first facility dedicated for production of
sub-micron devices. Today that lead is being extended with the latest advances in
automated manufacturing, such as sophisticated wafer tracking systems for improved
quality and production control monitoring.
From the transportation system, driven by linear motors, to individual production equipment in each process machine group, all are computer controlled.
To assure products of extremely stable quality, automation and every detail of
the production environment are maintained at the world's highest levels.
High performance and packaging flexibility support customers
in awide range of applications
Old's Advanced System Technologies are dedicated to total customer satisfaction. Acomprehensive service system provides flexibility, quality, cost savings and quick turn-around times.

Mivaai Plant featuringo
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Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group

Overseas Marketing Group
7-5-25 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160, Japan
IN Tel: 3-5386-8100 • Fax: 3-5386-8110
•Telex: J27662 OKIDENED
Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstra,2e 2,D-4040 Neuss
West Germany
Tel: 2101-15960
Fax:2101-103539
Telex:8517427 OKI D

Oki Semiconductor Group
785 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel :408-720-1900
Fax:408-720-1918
Telex:910-338-0508 OKI SUVL

Oki Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Suite 1801-4, Tower 1
China, Hong Kong City 33 Canton Road.,
1ST. KLN, Hong Kong
•Tel: 37362336 u Fax: 37362395
•Telex: 45999 OKI HK HX

OKI

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
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Tokyo, Japan

Orbit puts engineering
prototypes within reach.
Now you can cut NRE expense and
save valuable time on engineering prototype runs just by using alittle foresight.
Foresight, Orbit's new multi-project
wafer processing service, puts the engineering prototypes you need within
reach. In record time. And at arecord
low cost.
Orbit's new Foresight accommodates generic CMOS processes with
feature sizes down to 1.2 microns with
maximum die sizes of 300 mils on aside.
Getting in on arun is as easy as supplying
adatabase tape by our monthly start date.
Available processes:
Single Poly/Single Metal
Double Poly/Single Metal
Single Poly/Double Metal
Double Poly/Double Metal

Don't wait until high NRE costs
and slipped deadlines put you in abind.
Design rules and information on Orbit's
new Foresight service are within reach
today by contacting Foresight Marketing
or the international rep nearest you.
Orbit Semiconductor, Inc. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
FAX (408) 747-1263. Or call (800)
331-4617. In California (800) 647-0222
or (408) 744-1800.

SEMICONDUClOR, INC.
Asubsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Canada (514)481-3313 -U.K. Phone (0372) 377779, Tlx 897628 S.G. U.K.-G, Fax (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone (06031) 61076.6031 948,
FAX (06031) 61788 -Australia Phone (8) 223 5802, Th UN1VAD AA89141, Fax (8) 224 0464.
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HOW THE PC HAS RECAST
THE CHIP BUSINESS
IC MAKERS PLOT THEIR STRATEGIES: FASTER TIME TO MARKET,
MORE INTEGRATION, OR HIGH-VOLUME PRODUCTION BY JONAH litc11011

I

TYPICAL AT-COMPATIBLE PC
FLOPPY-DISK SUBSYSTEM
FORMATTER/CONTROLLER
SCSI HOST
ADAPTER BOARD

DUAL ENHANCED
ASYNCHRONOUS
COMMUNICATION
ELEMENT WITH
PARALLEL PORT
ETHERNET LAN
ADAPTER BOARD

VGA
CONTROLLER
VIDEO CONTROLLER
—PERIPHERAL CONTROLLER
I/O MANAGER

ADDRESS
BUFFER

WINCHESTER-DIS
CONTROLLER/
BUFFER
MANAGER

INTEGRATED
SUBSYSTEM
,
MOTHERBOARD

WHERE THE CHIPS ARE GOING
With the PC motherboard and add-in cards as the playing field, the
game is now who can integrate the most functionality the quickest. The
articles that follow explore this phenomenon in a variety of chip sectors.
ELECTRONICS •May 1990
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N A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
global semiconductor market, the
personal computer has changed
am the way chip makers do business.
Semiconductor companies have adopted three strategies to survive and prosper. The fabless semiconductor company lives by innovating new system
products and getting them to market
fast. Medium-size semiconductor companies, unfettered by the need to make
behemoth $100 million investments in
new production capacity, can wait for
markets developed by
fabless companies to be- BUSINESS
come well defined and attack the market with more highly integrated, costeffective solutions. Finally, larger, more
capital-intensive semiconductor companies build high-volume commodity
memories and microprocessors for PCs
and workstations and make their money on volume of products sold.
"In the past, semiconductor manufacturers added value in chip design
and process technology," says Gordon
Campbell, president and chief executive officer of Chips & Technologies
Inc. in San Jose, Calif. "As system
houses increasingly design their own
chips, semiconductor manufacturers'
value-added becomes process technology and manufacturing." Campbell
sees fabless companies like his own as
hybrids between the traditional semiconductor company and a pure system-design company.
By investing only in system design,
fabless proponents can innovate new
systems in silicon quickly to catch fastmoving market windows. "Time to
market is as important as the ultimate
cost structure," says Campbell. Wilfred

J. Corrigan, CEO at LSI Logic Corp. in
Milpitas, Calif., acknowledges the agility of fabless system houses. His response was to establish one: Headland
Technology Inc. in Fremont, Calif., a
wholly owned subsidiary that is diving
into the chip-set market (see p. 76).
The advantage of this arrangement is
that Headland is not burdened with
the research and development costs of
new process technology. It can invest
in new chip designs instead.
The premise for the existence of fabless semiconductor companies is that the
glut in worldwide semiconductor fabrication capacity will continue. "In general,
above 90% is full capacity, and since the
early 1970s only in 1973 and 1984 was
the full capacity of the industry totally
consumed," says G. Dan Hutcheson,
president of VLSI Research Inc. in San
Jose. But others are not so sure. "Specialty companies can survive as long as
there is excess capacity in the market,
but this is not going to last forever," says
Al Stein, chairman and CEO at VLSI
Technology Inc. in San Jose.
Moreover, specialty chip houses no
longer have the element of surprise on
their side. Everyone sees the playing
field as the PC motherboard and its
add-in cards. The game is now who
can integrate the most functionality the
quickest, says Bert Moyer, senior vice
president and chief financial officer at
Western Digital Corp. in Irvine, Calif. In
this environment, time-to-market advantage begins to shift to companies
that can use process technology and

circuit design to come up with amore
cost-effective solution.
"Since Intel owns the CPU, it can
integrate more of the functionality provided by chip-set suppliers on the main
processor," says Michael Slater, publisher and editor of the newsletter Microprocessor Report in Palo Alto, Calif.
Indeed, Intel Corp. has stated it plans
to produce a single-chip 386 PC by
1993. "This is the wave of the future,"
agrees aseemingly undisturbed Campbell. "But I believe system houses,
including us, will have a single-chip
low-end PC based on the 80286 well
before Intel."
But companies such as Western Digital and Cypress Semiconductor Corp.
of San Jose believe that the low-end
market, which is integrating the entire
PC on asingle chip, belongs to smaller
companies. Western Digital contends
that companies best suited to take a
known system design and integrate it
onto asingle chip are those with design expertise that can also make tradeoffs with process technology.
"Dollar per wafer is the key controlling element," says Barry Wiley, vice
president of marketing and sales at
Cherry Semiconductor Corp. in East
Greenwich, R. I. "Specialty chip makers
build more complex, proprietary chips
that have no competition and receive
higher gross margins that offset the inefficient chip size," he says. "Semiconductor houses build the smallest possible chip to get the largest number of
dice off each wafer in building com-

modity products." Here, leading-edge
process technology is the advantage.
Corrigan says that a specialty chip
maker must have multiple sources of
fab capacity to guard against one
foundry going down and leaving the
chip house without product. "They are
forced into accepting the lowest common denominator in process technology, where excess capacity is plentiful,"
he says. Process technology with over
1.0-µm design rules is generally available. Only a handful of companies
have state-of-the-art fabrication facilities
with submicron processing capability.

W

HERE THE SEMICONDUCtor company has the advantage over the foundry-less chip supplier
is its ability to better characterize the
design tools for a given process line.
The problem facing a semiconductor
company coming out with anext-generation process is the inability to accurately simulate the behavior of circuits
at the next smaller process geometries,
says H. C. Amo Penzias, vice president
of AT&T Bell Labs in Murray Hill, N.J.
"When bringing anew fab line up,
we don't have sufficiently accurate
three-dimensional models of the IC materials at the next smaller line widths to
control a new manufacturing process
with a high degree of certainty," he
says. "In debugging the process, we
tweak the models to more closely represent the behavior of devices at the
smaller geometries. Without this interaction between the process facility and
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model builders, outside chip vendors
must wait until the process technology
is sufficiently well understood that it is
generally available in the marketplace
from several foundries. This lag can be
as much as ayear or more."
Cirrus Logic Inc. in Milpitas is aspe
dalty chip company that built its product line using proprietary silicon compiler tools that enable fast design turnaround and very efficient silicon utilization. Though the company has no fab
of its own, it interacts with its foundry's process to achieve higher yields.
Unlike other chip-set vendors, Cirrus
does not buy finished chips, but rather
supplies masks to its foundries and receives processed wafers. Cirrus then
dices, tests, and packages the dice on
the wafer. The company has developed
test methods to monitor fab process
quality and innovative testing techniques that enable it to squeeze higher
yield from each wafer.
The strategy of smaller semiconductor companies is to be more agile than
their larger competitors and exploit
market niches too small to attract the
giant foundries. However, large semiconductor companies produce dice at
the lowest cost and highest yield. "As
the volume of a product made by
smaller fabs begins to rise—static
RAMs is an example—it attracts big
players," says analyst Hutcheson.
Though the investment climate in
the U. S. argues heavily against it, to be
competitive in the worldwide semiconductor market demands massive investments, says Michael Borrus, codirector
of the Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy, a University of
California research project. This fact is
driven home by companies in Japan
and throughout Asia continuing to invest in new semiconductor fabrication
facilities. Recently, machining companies such as NMB Technologies Inc.,
Chatsworth, Calif., and steel companies
such as Kobe Steel Ltd. in Tokyo,
among others, have made the several
hundred million dollar investment it
takes to be aworld-class semiconductor supplier.
"The cost of building new fabrication facilities will nearly double with
each next-generation process technology," says Shojiro Asai, deputy general
manager of the Central Research Laboratory of Hitachi Ltd. in Tokyo. "We are
estimating the cost of developing 4Mbit DRAMs will be something on the
order of $200 million." The chips are
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implemented in 0.8-µm design rules.
'The cost will double to build afacility
able to do 0.45-pm design mies."
Such fabs are being built to make
high-volume commodity devices, and
today that means DRAMs. DRAMs are
the technology driver companies use
to develop next-generation submicron
process technology. But many U. S.
companies, reluctant to enter the volanie DRAM business, are looking for
other technology drivers.

A the view of Richard

BE tIER ALTERNATIVE IN
Pashley,
general manager of Intel's Flash Memory
Division in Folsom, Calif., is nonvolatile
memory. Pashley concedes that DRAMs
are afull generation ahead of nonvolatile
memory in terms of lithography. But he
does not believe U. S. companies need
to build DRAMs to be on the forefront
of semiconductor technology development. He thinks nonvolatile memory will
catch up and surpass DRAMs as amore
cost-effective storage technology.
Wally Rhines, executive vice president
of the Semiconductor Group at Tocas
Instruments Inc. in Dallas, says U. S.
companies approach capital investment
differently than companies in the Far
East. 'The reason that U. S. producers
have more advanced differentiated process technology is to squeeze out the
last drop of performance for a given
ELECTRONICS •May 1990
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design," he observes. By contrast, Rhines
says, Japanese producers generally strive
to achieve the lowest possible cost in
their production capital. The proof is in
PCs and workstations. "Our customers
want the most advanced processors
available as soon as possible," he says,
which is not true in Japan.
The differences in types of production
facilities notwithstanding, the problem
U. S. companies face is the high cost of
capital. "A $100 million investment in
Japan," says Rodgers, "costs $300 million
in the U. S. because of differences in the
investment climate." Borrus says one
way around the problem is to tap the
lucrative capital markets in Asia to fund
next-generation investments, though he
concedes there is some risk of losing
technology. An additional advantage to
building new state-of-the-art facilities
overseas is to penetrate the complex Japanese market.
One good example of this is the deal
between TI and Kobe Steel. The two
will build a$382 million fabrication facility in Japan to make advanced logic
cl ips for the Japanese market. Kobe will
provide most of the funds and TI the
technology. The interesting twist in this
arrangement is that Kobe is acompletely
captive supplier to TI. It will sell TI the
complete output of the facility; TI plans
to resell the chips into the Japanese market beginning in 1992.
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IT'S ABATTLE ROYAL
FOR THE MOTHERBOARD

IN AFRAGMENTED MARKET, PC CHIP-SET VENDORS JOCKEY FOR A
POSITION IN TOMORROW'S MACHINES IV BERNARD C. COLE

T

HE PERSONAL COMPUTER
business is witnessing abloody,
no-holds-barred battle for the
motherboard. At stake is who
will survive and who will thrive in the
computer and semiconductor industries of the 1990s, an arena that's seen
vast changes over the past decade. If
the first wave of chip-set makers servicing the IBM-compatible systems houses
flourished in an atmosphere of architectural standardization, today's players
look out on afragmented landscape.
Where a single central processing
unit once reigned supreme, today there
are at least six. Where once everyone
manufactured just acouple of types of

PC, now there are multifarious madeveloping abroad sweep of products,
chines, from high-end "personal worktrying to be all things to all PC vendors.
stations" to low-end laptops. Where Meanwhile, they're looking over their
MS-DOS was once the only show in shoulders at the workstation gang, chiptown, now two operating
!set vendors that have been
systems must be taken into ISEMICONDUCTORS selling into workstations runaccount—three, counting Unix. Even ning reduced-instruction-set CPUs but
bus architectures are in question in are now setting their sights on PCs as
high-end machines, as IBM Corp.'s Mi- performance rises to the low-end work.croChannel contends with the Extend- station range.
ed Industry Standard Architecture.
On the technical front, the vendors
are, in effect, forcing a rethinking of
All the uncertainties are creating pockets of opportunity for agile vendors the whole idea of the motherboard,
among the 20 or so systems-logic chip says Mark Garetz of market leader
houses that supply PC chip sets. Some Chips & Technologies .
Inc., which
of them are narrowing their focus—say,
boasts about 60% of the PC chip-set
on chip sets for laptops—and others are market. Within the last six months or

NEW GEOGRAPHY
Highly integrated chip sets like the Zymos System 90/SX free up
motherboard space for functions once handled on add-in boards.
Inset: an older, less integrated Zymos solution for 286 PCs.
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so, he says, single-chip logic solutions
have come onstream, highly integrated
devices that leave enough room on the
motherboard for the migration of func
tions previously handled on add-in expansion boards. Some companies are
calling this new breed of VLSI devices
for PCs "superchips."
A WILD CARD IN
THERE'S
this already complex field: Intel

Corp., whose microprocessors power
the vast majority of PCs built worldwide.
The Santa Clara, Calif, megacomprany is
attempting to force its ubiquitous, second-sourced 286 out of the marketplace
and replace it with the sole-sourced 386
CPUs (see p. 78). In the process, it's
throwing many asemiconductor maker's
strategic plan into acocked hat.
With so much activity, the PC motherboard is beginning to resemble a Go
board in the classic Japanese strategy
game, where players use a variety of
maneuvers to encircle board territory—
and/or their competitors' chips—in order to win.
The one point of agreement for most
of the chip makers is that the 16-bit AT
architecture will continue to dominate
for at least the next few years. 'The only
question in many of our customers'
minds is whether it will be the 16/32-bit
386SX or the full 16-bit 80286," says Brian Sullivan, vice president of marketing
at Zymos Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif. 'The
second uncertainty is when 286 sales
will peak, as no doubt they will."
Various market studies reflect this
uncertainty. According to Infocorp of
Santa Clara, unit sales of 286 ATs
should hit 6 million this year, a 50%
gain over 1989, as the 386SX garners 1
million to 1.5 million in unit sales. By
1992-93, however, Infocorp sees the
two processors running neck-and-neck,
at about 2.5 million units apiece. But
the figures from International Data
Corp. of Framingham, Mass., tell adifferent story: IDC expects about 8 million 286 and 6 million 386SX shipments this year, with the 386SX inching ahead by 1992-93.
"Because of the uncertainty, and despite the fact that amuch more optimal
solution is possible by focusing on one
or the other [processor], PC makers are
asking for systems-logic solutions that
will allow them to shift to one or the
other, depending on availability," says
Randy Bachman, product marketing
manager at Via Technologies Inc. in
Fremont, Calif. The idea, he says, is

TYPICAL MOTHERBOARD CONTENT
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MOTHERBOARD INTEGRATION
Peripheral functions in graphics, communications, and storage control
are gravitating to the motherboard. One result: smaller-footprint PCs.
that if Intel is successful in its kill-the286 campaign, aPC company can simply take the 286 out of its socket and
plop in the 386SX. At the same time,
hedging their bets means that if the
current shortage of 386SX chips continues, avendor could fall back on the
286, adds Jack Ordway, vice president
of marketing at Headland Technology
Inc. in Fremont, a subsidiary of ISI
Logic Corp.
By and large, the strategy of many
players is to stake out apiece of the PC
chip-set market and protect it, expanding slowly from that base of strength.
Some companies—such as ACC Microelectronics of Santa Clara, Trident Microsystems in Sunnyvale, and Silicon
Integrated Systems of San Jose,
Calif.—have solid relationships with PC
system vendors throughout the Pacific
region. These manufacturers are building chip sets for the KT and low-end
AT market based on 8088 and 8086
processors to move into laptops and
transportables on one end, and scaling
up into 80286- and 386SX-based implementations on the other.
In amove that Jack Yuan, ACC's director of marketing, believes will break
his company out of the pack, ACC has
established a second-source/foundry
and strategic relationship with semiconductor giant Motorola Inc. across
ACC's entire PC chip-set product line.
"The combination of our expertise
in this portion of the market and MoELECTRONICS* May 1990
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torola's high-volume production capability will open up parts of the market
we have barely addressed to date,"
Yuan says. (Ironically. Motorola is the
progenitor of the 680,00( series, the
processors in the non-IBM-compatible
computers that make up some 28% of
the PC market.)
Alternatively, in its first entry into PC
systems logic NCR Microelectronics of
Colorado Springs, Colo., has chosen to
focus on 386SX systems with its Summit chip set. NCR's edge is that virtually every major function in its three-chip
offering is also contained in its standard-cell library, says Gene Patterson,
director of semiconductor products.
"This will allow us to easily customize
achip set to particular system requirements, if volumes justify it," he says.

A

ISO BETTING ON SYStem customization as the best
entree is S3 Inc. Backed by $6 million
in venture funding, the Santa Clara
company's strategy is to focus on 386
and 486 systems with afamily of modular standard products that allow amix
of input/output types, performance levels, and cost. In an unconventional
move, S3 will let original-equipment
manufacturers add their own integrated circuits using a predefined chip-interconnect scheme developed by the
company.
By comparison, the strategy of market leader Chips & Technologies is ex-

HOIST WITH ITS OWN PETARD, INTEL STRIKES BACK

co
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MILLIONS OF UNITS

o

or HE MERCHANT ENTRE- share of the overall 80286 market bility in the market, as Intel had
preneurs of the 18th and 19th grew from 12% in the first quarter of hoped, the company's actions have
1987 to 33% by the first quarter of thrown the PC market out of kilter.
.centuries had it easy: all they had to
worry about was the "invisible hand"
For one thing, demand for the
1989. During the same time frame, Inof competition to inhibit their actions tel's share of the market shrunk from 386SX has outgrown Intel's ability to
supply chips, leading, says Cornet, to
in the marketplace. By comparison, 83% to only 50%.
In efforts to regain its own ground,
double and triple ordering by originalthe freewheeling PC chip-set makers
of the late 20th century have it a the Santa Clara, Calif., company has equipment manufacturers trying to inwhole lot tougher: they have the very embarked on an aggressive campaign,
sure their supply. Responding to the
visible hand of Intel Corp. placing lim- including a$4 million advertising blitz uncertain supply, systems houses are
its on their activity.
targeting billboards in 10 major U. S.
forcing semiconductor vendors to deBut today's crop of semiconductor cities and full-page newspaper and velop system-logic chip sets flexible
1. vendors working in the personal commagazine ads nationwide. In all the enough to be used with either the 286
puter marketplace could
or the 386SX.
rlearn athing or two from
On the horizon is abig-POWER PROCESSORS TAKE OFF
ger threat to Intel's efforts
Adam Smith, the laissez;faire economist who deto become the sole source
:fined competition as astaof PC processors as the inbilizing influence on the
dustry moves to full 32-bit
economy. When one cornimplementations: clones.
:pany becomes dominant
Some competitors are reto the point where it is
verse-engineering the highable to drive all competiend 386DX and 486 chips
tion from amarket, it turns
in order to build legal, if
into a destabilizing force,
unauthorized,
versions.
Smith held.
One up-and-coming conThis is the very scenario
tender in this arena is
i
the chip makers fear as InNextGen Microsystems Inc.
I]
tel embarks on a deterof San Jose, which is devel1991
1992
1988
1989
1990
,
mined, well-funded effort
oping a five-chip set that
M 80286
R TOTAL 3/486
SOURCE DATAQUEST INC
will emulate 386 and 486
to drive its own 16-bit
80286 central processing
instructions. It will go into
unit out of the market, thereby upsetads, the number 286 is crossed out as aworkstation scheduled for introducif with red paint and "386SX" inserted.
tion later this year. Houston PC maker
ting the strategies of the many companies that supply the logic and memory
On amore concrete level, Intel has Compaq Computer Corp. lent Nextchips that surround this workhorse during the last eight months driven Gen some much needed respectability
CPU in a PC. Intel wants to replace down the costs of producing the more by investing in the firm.
the 286, currently the CPU of choice complex 386SX to arough parity with
Another company that has anfor PC-AT machines and compatibles, the 286, says Jean Claude Comet, vice nounced its intention to produce adewith a slimmed-down version of its president of high-end processors. It vice compatible with Intel's 32-bit pro32-bit 80386, the SX, with an external has also boosted the processor's per- cessors is Integrated Information Tech16-bit bus.
formance. Even as AMD struggles to nology Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif.
For the reason, you need only look move into production with a20-MHz
A third contender is VM Technoloat the market numbers Intel executives version of the 286, Intel has intro- gy Ltd. of Tsukuba, Japan, which has
have watched with dismay over the duced in the last six weeks not only a developed what it calls avirtual micropast several years. During the early 20-MHz 386SX but also a complete processor architecture and is using it
family of comparably clocked system- to build Intel-compatible CPUs. The
1980s, when the microprocessor powfirst such device, in limited production
erhouse was still struggling to estab- logic chips. Finally, aside from an
lish its iAPX86 architecture, Intel en- agreement with IBM Corp., Intel has now, is the VM8600S, which implements the 386 instruction set.
tered into second-sourcing licensing turned thumbs down on secondThis is bound to cause some hand
agreements with other semiconductor source licenses for either the 386 or
wringing at Intel, because VM Technolvendors. At the 16-bit 80286 level, the 486 processors.
Intel is beginning to see some of ogy was founded and the chip demain beneficiaries were Advanced Mithe results it wanted: by the end of signed by Masatoshi Shima, who as an
cro Devices Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif.,
and Harris Semiconductor of Mel- January, says Comet, the company engineer at Intel in the early 1970s dehad identified 168 manufacturers that signed the 8-bit 8080, mother of all the
bourne, Fla.
had incorporated the 386SX into their iAPX processors. While at Zilog Corp.,
By the end of the decade, it became clear that the Intel strategy was products. But other results are not so Shirna designed the Z80, which nearly
working all too well. According to Da- promising for Intel. In fact, it seems stole the nascent PC industry away from
taquest Inc. of San Jose, Calif., AMD's that instead of introducing more sta- Intel in the mid-1970s.—B. C. C.
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pansive. The San Jose company is moving out on all fronts, high end and low
end, and in all formats: ATs, XTs, the
so-called "baby ATs," portables, transportables, and laptops. It supports all
the PC processors from the 8088 to the
80486, and all the various PC configurations—XT, AT, EISA, and MicroChannel—across avariety of clock speeds,
from 6 to 25 MHz.
LOW END, AN
A TarenaTHEmarked
by spiraling

price pressure and competition, Chips
is throwing down a gauntlet in the
form of the entry-level Enhanced AT
(Eleat) family aimed squarely at the
low-end AT-type PC market. Eleat
grows out of SCAT, the company's single-chip logic solution, says Garetz, the
Eleat product line manager.
Using the 82C235 SCAT chip as the
starting point, Eleat integrates system
logic, I/O functions, mass-storage control, and video graphics into three or
four VLSI devices, depending on I/O
configuration. Targeted at the high-volume market for computers priced under $1,000, Eleat eliminates the necessity for add-in boards, which are needed
in "the vast majority of PCs to provide
even basic levels of functionality," Garera says.
With this kind of functionality at the
motherboard level, a system designer
has a number of options. On the one
hand, he can reduce the desktop PCs
footprint from the traditional 12 by 14
in. to 10 by 11—the footprint of ababy
AT—and still have room to add expansion slots for more memory and other
peripheral functions. Or he can retain
the classic configuration and have even
more functionality available.
Another market linchpin is No. 2ranked Western Digital Corp. of Irvine,
Calif., with a share of about 15% to
20%. Through acquisitions, internal development, and strategic alliances, it
has built abroad base of PC product
offerings that Everett Boswell, vice
president of worldwide marketing,
thinks will be hard to beat in the increasingly price-sensitive environment
to come.
The culmination of the company's
efforts was last month's introduction of
three new chip sets addressing virtually
every segment of the PC business: the
WD7500 for 80286-based desktops, the
WD7600 for 80286- or 80386SX-based
PCs, and the WD7600LP for 286 or
386SX notebook and laptop machines.

AT THE LOW END
Chips & Technologies' Eleat chip set makes it possible to build an under$1,000 PC that's comparable to an AT on asingle board.
Integral to the Western Digital approach, Boswell says, is the concept of
"interarchitecture," aprocess by which
core systems logic, video, communications, and disk drive are integrated into
two or three system-specific motherboard superchips.
Targeting mainly systems with performance requirements in excess of 20
MHz is VLSI Technology Inc., whose
Topait family of PC systems-logic chips
is also being marketed by Intel along
with its 20-MHz versions of the 386SX
processor. The San Jose company is offering two versions: the two-chip
V1,82C286, for use with 286/386SX designs below 25 MHz, and the three-chip
VL8C386, for designs above 25 MHz.
Three companies are finding aniche
in high-end systems based exclusively
on the 386SX/DX and 486: startups
Headland and Via, along with Opti Inc.
of Santa Clara. Headland's approach,
says product manager Joseph Nance, is
a series of high-integration chip sets
targeted at specific system configurations. The HIT486, bar example, is a
four-chip solution optimized for 25- or
33-MHz ATs. Via's newly introduced
FLEX-II family contains two chip sets,
one for 386DX- and 486-based personal workstations that require cache, and
another for the lower-performance 286
and 386SX desktops and laptops that
do not need cache. Opti's approach is
a chip series designed exclusively for
high-end 25-MHz-and-above cachebased applications.
ELECTRONKS 8May 1990
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As if the field were not crowded
enough, Texas Instruments Inc. is making waves at the high end with its
83000 family in amove that may cause
many a fabless PC chip company to
reevaluate its market strategy. Until recently the Dallas-based semiconductor
ffiant treated the PC systems-logic market as a regional business, servicing
mostly Pacific Rim companies with its
original 286-based TACIB2000 family,
says Amad Nawaz, worldwide manager
of PC chip-set marketing. The
TAC183000 marks a shift. With the
three-chip set, which is aimed at
386SX, 386DX, and 486 processors, TI
will begin addressing the PC market as
a worldwide phenomenon, Nawaz
says. In its initial offering it is focusing
on the high-performance portion of the
market, 33 MHz and above.
Many of the players on the motherboard address the laptop market with
options reconfiguring their general
chip sets for the low-power and lowcomponent-count requirements. But
Oak Technology Inc. of Sunnyvale is
targeting this segment with a specific
offering the OTI-050 OakHorizen, a
five-chip set that is directly competitive
with the leading laptop chip set,
Chips's LeAP family. The $3.5 billion
laptop-and-smaller segment is the fastest-growing PC market, says Suldçin
Fong, vice president of marketing at
Oak. And it's expected to keep growing 25% to 30% annually, he says.
Motorola is also targeting laptops

IN THE BEGINNING WAS CHIPS...

BACK
1980s,

IN THE EARLY
the nascent personal
computer market was worth $1 billion
ayear. Today that figure is $35 billion
and growing, with some analysts predicting as much as $65 billion in sales
by 1992-93. With every increase in
clock rate and every expansion in market size, new PC chip companies
come onstream to take advantage of
the widening opportunitiçs. The first
wave emerged to reap the rewards of
the standardization created by the introduction of the granddaddies of all
PCs: IBM Corp.'s 8088-based Personal
Computer and 8086-based PC-XT.
The progenitor was Chips & Technologies Inc. of San Jose, Calif., which repartitioned the systems logic and reduced chip count from about 50 or so
circuits to less than 25. Among Chips's
first-wave competitors were Faraday
Electronics, now apart of Western Digital, VISI Technology, and Zymos.
A second generation sprang up
around the 286 processors, including
ACC Microelectronics, Edsun Laboratories, NCR Microelectronics, Silicon
Integrated Systems, Trident Microsystems. and Western Digital. The third
wave, piggybacking off the 386SX and
386DX, includes Acer, Headland Technology, National Semiconductor, Oak
Technology, Texas Instruments, United Microelectronics, and Via Technologies. Also diving into chip sets at this
point were the two microprocessor
mavens,
Motorola
Inc.,
whose
680XXX series goes into non-IBMcompatible PCs, and Intel Corp.
And with the move into volume production of Intel's latest offering, the
80486, afourth generation of PC chip
companies is in the offing. Formed over
the course of the past year or so and
just now entering the market with their
first products are companies such as
Elite Microelectronics, Opti, and S3.
In ternis of broad strategy, the systems-logic companies have divided into
two camps around one question: to fab
or not to fab. Fabless companies prefer
to invest in computer-aided-design and
systems expertise, gambling that the
days of excess capacity at the IC foundries will continue. More traditional semiconductor firms are betting that lowcost production capability will pay off
in market domination in the long run.
In the first category stands the corn-

pany that has had the most commercial
success with the fabless approach:
Chips & Technologies. According to
Gordon Campbell, founder, chief executive officer, and president, the cofounders had achoice at the start: 'We
could play the game the way everyone
else does and lose," he says. "If we
went the way of traditional IC startups
and invested in our own fab, we would
not have had the money to invest in
what we do well—systems design and
CAD tools—to move into the market
quicldy." Instead Chips manufactures
more than 100 types of circuits at 11 diffèrent foundries.
Many vendors follow the same
course, among them afew chips off the
old block—S3, Elite, and Opti, all
founded by Chips & Technologies veterans. Others pursuing afabless strategy
include ACC, Acer, Oak, Silicon Integrated Systems, Trident, Via, and Zymos.
But rather than shop around to different foundries, some rely on strategic
relationships: ACC with Motorola, Acer
with National Semiconductor, and Zymos with Daewoo and AT&T. And
even though Western Digital has its
own fab, it too has struck up afoundry
deal with AT&T.
But traditional IC houses such as Motorola, National, NCR, and 11 see their
manufacturing clout as astrength that
will pay off in the long run. "As the unit
volumes in the PC business climb into
the tens of millions, and as competition
increases at the system level, it is the
company with the lowest cost of manufacture that will be successful in the
long run," says Amad Nawaz, worldwide manager of PC chip-set marketing
at 11 in Dallas.
However, just fab capability alone
isn't enough, says Gene Patterson, director of semiconductor products at NCR
Microelectronics in Colorado Springs,
Colo. A semicustom capability that is
tied closely to standard products is also
important in order to meet the application-specific requirements of many large
PC system houses and at the same time
meet critical market windows.
So are state-of-the-art processes, says
Doug Fairbaim, vice president of the
ASIC Division at VLSI Technology. "If
Intel goes for a 1.0-p.m process for its
processors and periperal logic," he says,
"you had better be pretty sure you can
match it."—B. C C
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and palm-size PCs. Building on its technology-exchange agreement with ACC,
the company has committed extensive
resources to defining anext-generation
laptop chip set, says James Bennebose,
customer-specific-products marketing
manager at Motorola's Semiconductor
Products Sector in Austin, Texas. Motorola is also looking at the possibility
of afamily of chips for apalm-size unit
that incorporates extensive communications capability, Bennebose says.

W

HETHER PLANNING A
laptop, aportable, or adesktop PC, system makers are faced with a
critical decision at the 386DX or 486
level: how best to take advantage of
the full 32-bit architecture these p essors offer. Currently the market is split
between two standards: the MicroChannel bus defined by IBM, which
Big Blue hopes will become ade facto
industry standard; and the Extended
Industry Standard Architecture. EISA,
developed by Compaq Computer
Corp. of Houston, has the backing of
the 10 largest PC systems companies
(excluding, of course, IBM).
Both architectures revolve around the
concept of bus masters, add-in cards
based on the use of powerful coproozbsors to replace the traditional slave processor. A slave processor can respond
only to bus transactions controlled by
the CPU. By contrast, abus-master chip
set allows the adapter to generate its
own bus transactions, operating roughly
in parallel with the CPU.
After an initial burst of activity in
MicroChannel, which offers a much
higher performance level, attention
seems to have shifted to EISA, says
Randy Wilhelm, 32-bit chip-set marketing manager at Inters Folsom, Calif.,
operation. Still, performance concerns
are a big issue. Where the best the
EISA standard offers is athroughput of
about 33 Mbytes per second—assuming system designers fully utili7e the
32-bit architecture of the 486—IBM has
demonstrated MicroChannel cards that
operate at about 40 Mbytes/s. By comparison, the AT's top throughput rating
is 10 to 15 Mbytes/s.
So far about a dozen MicroChannel
system-level products have been introduced along with chip sets from Chips
& Technologies, Intel, and PLX Technology Corp. of Mountain View, Calif. Intel
has developed another chip set for EISA
and NCR has introduced achip set that
supports both of the standards. But the
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AT THE HIGH END
Chip-set vendors track the evolutionary path of the processors. With the 486 they're rising into the performance
range of RISC-based workstations to create a new type of machine, the so-called personal workstation.
EISA ball is rolling for two very good
reasons, says Intel's Wilhelm.
"First, unlike MicroChannel, EISA is
acompletely open architecture, requiring no liscense fees" he says. "Second,
where IBM sacrifices compatibility with
the AT bus to get higher performance
[in MicroChannel], the EISA bus sacrifices some performance to achieve
downward compatibility."
This stalemate may be broken by upcoming products. II is jumping in on
the side of EISA, introducing achip set
later this year. While Nawaz says the
company may ultimately unveil aMicroChannel set as well, "we have conducted
extensive market studies and talked to
literally hundreds of potential chip-set
customers. We believe that EISA is
where the high-volume market is going
to be for the near future."
Offering an interim solution that does
not requite acommitment to either bus
is Zymos, the No. 3-ranked PC chip-set
supplier with 8% to 10% of the market.
Zymos has devised anew AT chip-set architecture that lets 386SX, 386DX, and
486 designers take full advantage of the
32-bit resources available to them in
these chips. It's based on atotally new
local-bus architecture, says marketing
vice president Sullivan.
The first such product is the System
90/SX for 386SX machines. Like Zymos's upcoming introductions, it removes the slow address and data paths
associated with using 32-bit processors
in the 16-bit AT-bus environment without giving up full AT compatibility. "In

essense, we are able to offer cadielike
performance without cache expense,"
says Sullivan.
"In benchmarks we have run, we
have observed an average of 0.1 to 0.3
wait states per cycle," he says, using industry-standard 100-ns dynamic random-access memories and a 16-MHz
processor or 80-ns DRAMs with a 20MHz CPU. "Rather than having to
make an abrupt break with the past by
going to MicroChannel—or a somewhat less drastic one with EISA—going
our route makes the transition avery
gradual one," Sullivan says.

E VEN

AS THE UNIT VOLume of PC shipments soars into
the tens of millions, competition is increasing and unit price continues to
drop. That's happening even with an
extension of the PC into performance
levels traditionally associated with
RISC-based workstations. Based on estimates for PC unit and dollar volumes,
the average selling price of aPC today
is $2,000 to $2,500. By way of comparison, the workstation market sold only
300,000 systems in 1988, but dollar
sales approached $4 billion. That
makes for a $13,333 average selling
price—four to five times that of ahighend PC.
This explains why many PC makers,
particularly in the U. S., are developing
486-based systems edging into a territory many are calling personal workstations or workstation PCs. Such machines boast system throughputs of
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about 8 million to 10 million instructions per second, dose to to the minimum 10 to 15 tnips possible in aRISCbased workstation, with comparable
clock rates.
Only one company so far has
moved into the workstation midstream:
Compaq with its SystemPro. Compaq
uses the EISA bus it helped define to
build a loosely coupled multi-486based system capable of aminimum of
40 tnips.
Never one to ignore a significant
trend, Chips & Technologies has unleashed for this market anew chip set,
the MPAX (for multiprocessing architecture extension), which allows up to
six 486s to operate concurrently [Electronics, March 1990, p. 29]. Such asetup results in an overall system performance approaching 70 mips.
In response, at least two manufacturers of RISC processors based on Sun
Microsystems Inc.'s Sparc are turning
the tables. They are going after the
PC's Achilles heel—price—using the
chip-set strategy that worked so well in
the PC world to push down costs in
Sparc-based workstations.
LSI Logic in Milpitas, Calif., has just
introduced aSparc chip set that it believes will make possible RISC-based
systems for around $5,000 apiece [Electronics, April 1990, p. 26]. What's more,
Fujitsu Ltd. of Tokyo is working with
Via Technologies to develop a VMEbus-compatible peripheral-logic chip
set for its implementation of the Sparc
architecture. I/
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IDT mips
R3000

IDT has the broadest line of MipsTM R3000 RISC products
available today, including microprocessors, modules, and
development tools. You can count on us to provide the most
cost-effective RISC solutions from evaluation through prototyping and into production. We developed the IDT7RS382
RISC Evaluation Board so you can easily evaluate the power
of the winning RISC — and we're offering it for only $895! Call
or FAX us today for complete specifications and ordering information. Or ask us for detailed information about any of the
following product areas:
Ill Evaluation Systems

Module TargetSystems

M ac St a tionTM Development
Systems

D RISC SubSystem
Modules

Software Development Tools

Ell R3000 RISC CPU
and FPA Components

Mips is atrademark of Mips Computer Systems.
MacStation is atrademark of Integrated Device libcimology, Inc.
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\ When cost-effective
performance counts
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Integrated
DeviceTechnology
(800) 345-7015
FAX: 408-492-8454

Imagine aboard tester that thrives on
big boards with jumbo ASICs
960 real pins. Super fast ATO. The GR2286.
It actually makes testing boards with monster ASICs a
pleasure. Because it has the brains and the brawn to test
them quickly. Comprehensively.
For brains, GenRad's ATO gets tough test programs up
and running faster than any other system. Twice as fast,
in many cases.
For brawn, 960 real pins and 3840 total pins give you
the power to handle your biggest test challenges. It's like
testing with cruise control. Just sit back and enjoy the
throughput.
The GR2286. Great productivity. Incredibly high
throughput. Lowering your cost to test.
If you're ready for anew way of thinking about test,
request your copy of "Perspectives on High Productivity
Board Testing."

Call 1-800-4-GENRAD in the U.S., or the GenRad office nearest you in Austria,
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Singapore, Switzerland.

GenRad
The difference in software
is the difference in
TM
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SPECIALTY SRAMs ARE
FILLING THE SPEED GAP

TODAY'S FASTER PROCESSORS DEMAND HIGH-SPEED SRAMs AND
APPLICATION-SPECIFIC MEMORIES BY SAMUEL WEBER

M

ICROPROCESSORS THAT
zip along at 33 MHz place
serious demands on memory. The dynamic RAMs that
formed most of the memory in the first
generation of personal computers can't
keep up the pace, and these chips—
largely Japanese-made—are being augmented in today's PCs by specialty
parts: specialized high-speed static random-access memories and anew breed
of application-specific memories, the
bulk of them produced in the U. S.
These devices are going into PCs
running at 16, 20, 25, and 33 MHz—
the 32-bit 386SX, 386DX, and 486 designs—and they're eating into DRAM
market share. Since memory constitutes about athird of the overall semiconductor content of aPC, the result is
a market that's far from inconsequential. The market for fast SRAMs (70 ns
and below) should hit $975 million
this year and $1.6 billion by 1993, says
Richard Eiler, strategic marketing manager for application-specific memories
at chip maker VLSI Technology Inc. in
San Jose, Calif.
For the standard-parts vendor, wading into this territory is tricky business,
says David Sear, vice president for Fujitsu Ltd.'s standard-parts operations in
San Jose. "As you go from dock rates
of 25 and 33 MHz to 50 MHz, you can
use CMOS technology for access times
in the range of 25 ns or so—possibly
even 15 ru. But after that you need
biCMOS to take you down to 5 to 8
ns, and beyond that you must go to
emitter-coupled logic. You have to
plan correctly to achieve the right kind
of speed to match the speed of the
processors coming out."

Another option to avoid the use of timed ECL and biCMOS ECL SRAMs
an exotic technology, says Sear, is a with speeds in the sub-10-ru range.
slower part that's been especially
But another group of companies is
geared to mesh with, say, the 486, by all too happy to jump into the market
matching the input/output and
with application-specific memousing synchronous timing. "But MEMORY ries. For these vendors—compait's important we don't end up building nies such as Advanced Micro Devices,
custom memories," he says. "It has to Alliance, Cypress, Integrated Device
be specific to the application, but the Technology, Mosel, Motorola, SGSvolume requirements have to make it Thomson, Vitelic, and VLSI Technoloworth our while to have a standard gy—PCs and workstations are prime
part." Fujitsu makes both bipolar selftargets for awide variety of specialized
1N.
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parts. Generally these are data- and
cache-tag devices, which fill the speed
gap between rather slow 90- and 120ns DRAMs and processors with clock
rates of 30 MHz and climbing.
Another way to fill the speed gap
between processor and DRAM is with
processor-specific memories, devices
tailored to, say, Intel Corp.'s 80486 or
Motorola Inc.'s 68040. Such parts add
features that enhance the processors'
access times. What's more, they offer a
cache solution involving fewer chips
than when implementing cache memory in standard fast SRAMs. "It's no
longer atwo-man band out there, not
just Motorola and Intel," says Curt Wyman, marketing manager for Motorola's fast static RAMs. "You've got six or
seven processors out there that are being bred into significance. Add that to
your current designer's attitude that 'I
want aspecial solution tailored to my
particular problem,' and you come up
with avery complex situation."
Motorola's answer lies in "enginespecific" devices, such as the company's MCM62990 SRAM, a 16K-by-16
synchronous SRAM that plays with the
68040, and its 8K-by-24 part that's
geared to Motorola's digital signal pro
cessor. "But we also have specialty
RAMs that play with the MIPS Comput-

35

30

25

20

SPECIALTY MEMORIES
Since DRAMs are too slow to service today's processors, the way is
open for specialty memories to augment them.
One niche is in high-speed static
RAMs with speeds of 25 ns or below.
Another is in application-specific
memories, notably in parts optimized for particular processors.
er and Intel parts, and to some extent
the [Sun Microsystems] Sparc processor," Wyman says.
One of these is the recently introduced MCM62995, a latched address
designed for the MIPS R3000. These
and the forthcoming 64-by-4 M62980
sport aunique feature called "late write
abort," which allows the processor to
correct data-stream errors by aborting
late write cycles if they are "false" during the low period of the clock.
Cypress Semiconductor Corp., too, is
supporting the individual processors
with specialty memories. The San Jose
company's 8K-by-16 CY7C183/184 cache
RAM in 35- and 25-ns versions is geared

15

10

5

SRAM ACCESS TIMES (NS)
El 25 MHz
B 33 MHz B 40 MHz
*EXCLUDING BURST-MODE ACCESS
BUT INCLUDING TIMING MARGIN

SOURCE: VLSI TECHNOLOGY INC.

FAST CPUs, FAST SRAMs
At 80 to 120 ns, the traditional SRAM is too slow for today's processors.
Vendors are now developing specialty SRAMs in the sub-I5-ns range.
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to the 386 processor, and the CY7C157,
a16K-by-16 device in 24- and 20-ns versions, is designed to function with the
Cypress edition of Sparc, the CY7C601.
The philosophy is to let the designer
interface cache RAM and processor with
no glue logic whatsoever and no wait
states at the processor's full rated dock
speeds, says Stewart Sando, Cypress's
marketing manager.
'That's extremely difficult to do,"
Sando says, "and it rails for architectural
innovation to further performance beyond 33 MHz. We are developing a32Kby-9 cache RAM for the 486, with onboard burst-address counter and addressload pins for the 486 and separate load
pins for the cache controller. This configuration wffi support not only the current
25- and 33-MHz 486s, but one of its
speed selections will support future 486s
up to 50-MHz performance." In develop
ment now, this part is set for introduction early next year.
IS! TECHNOLOGY IS TELLing the same story: processorspecific fast SRAMs, says Bill DeMatteis,
director of operations for the Memory
Division. The company's microprocessor-specific cache-data SRAMs typically
include I/O latches or multiplexers,
and special inputs such as clocks, address-latch enables, mode selects, and
address-status inputs, which allow
them to interface directly with agiven
microprocessor without glue logic.
Among the offerings is an 8K-by-16/
18 device for the 80386, the dual 8Kby-20 for the MIPS R3000, and the synchronous 128K-by-8/9 for the Advanced Sparc processor. VLSI Technology also supplies a line of generic
SRAMs ranging from 16 Kbits to 1Mbit
that are used in cache applications.
They range in speed from 15 to 35 ns.
Additional SRAM-based application-specific memories include dual-ports; firstin, first-out devices; and cache-tag
SRAMs. The company is producing
these devices in conjunction with its
Japanese partner, Hitachi Ltd.
All of the higher-speed processors
"are forcing us to do specific things to
produce cache that works better with
them," says Gene Cloud, marketing
manager at Micron Technology Inc. in
Boise, Idaho. "These include going
from asynchronous to synchronous
styles of SRAMs or adding features
such as self-timed write or latched addresses." The upshot, he says, is"a
general moving toward clocked sys-

terns." In addition to 256-Kbit, 20-ns
SRAMs, Micron offers the CMOS
MT56C0816 dual 4K-by-16 or single 8Kby-16 SRAM, a 25-ns part designed to
work specifically as data-cache RAM
with the 386 processor. Soon to be
released is a25-ns 1-Mbit device.

al APPLICATION-SPECIFIC
CACHE MEMORIES

• STANDARD FAST-SRAM
SOLUTION

OF THE NEW MEMM ANY
ory types, be they general-pur-

pose or application-specific, had their
genesis as workstation devices. "Now we
are finding that the lifetime of the products has been extended considerably as
PCs rise in speed," says Thomas Tyson,
memory products manager at SGSThomson Microelectronics. The Carrollton, Texas, company's high-performance
cache-tag and data SRAMs are generalpurpose devices "designed originally for
the workstation market," he says.
Among them is the new MK41S80, a12
ns, 4K-by-4 cache-tag RAM.
IDT has seen the same phenomenon
its its general-purpose data and tag
RAMs, says Larry Jordan, vice president
of marketing at the Santa Clara, Calif.,
company. But IDT is covering all its
bases: it has developed afamily of tag
and data RAMs specifically designed
for use with the 80386SX and DX, the
central processors used in most PCs
now on the market.
Still another niche that semiconductor manufacturers are mining is cache
controllers, specialized coprocessors
that reside in atightly coupled arrangement with the CPU. Cache controllers
contain the interface logic—and, sometimes, the on-chip SRAM—required to
bring the processor and main memory
into sync. This market initially emerged
at the 80386 level with Inters introduction of the 80385 cache controller. Unable to meet the demand for that part
and for even more highly integrated
circuits, Intel has in recent years begun
to share that market with anumber of
new competitors, including Austek Microsystems and Matra Semiconductor
of Santa Clara, as well as Chips & Technologies of San Jose.
Even though the next-generation 32bit processor from Intel, the 80486, incorporates this first level of cache control and SRAM onto the same chip as
the CPU, a new cache-controller market is emerging, says Jordan of IDT.
There's now aneed for asecond-level
cache of even higher density than the
first, he says. This second level will be
as much as eight times as large as the
first-256 to 512 Kbytes, compared

CUTTING COMPONENT COUNT
By incorporating logic on-chip and reconfiguring the memory array,
application-specific memories cut component count by two thirds or more.
with 32 to 64 Kbytes on the 386 part,
says Eiler at VLSI Technology.
One of the first manufacturers to
move into the 486 environment with
an alternative solution was Matra Semiconductor Corp. Its cache-interface
adapter allows designers to implement
a second level of cache control with
two external circuits.
PCs AND WORKSTAFOR
tions that don't aim for blazing

speed, a good choice is the pseudostatic RAM, says Noel Scoggins, marketing manager for Motorola's general
static RAM operations. "We chose to
market the pseudo-static RAM in direct
response to PCs and workstations, because we felt it was a real good
match—especially for portables and
handheld models—because of its low
power consumption," he says.
A pseudo-static RAM uses a DRAM
memory cell with on-board refresh circuitry. Like aDRAM, it's aone-transistor,
one-capacitor cell with direct addressing.
-The pseudo-static and the DRAM will
typically fall within the same technology
generation," Scoggins points out, which
is one leap ahead of full-static RAMs.
"For access times of 70 ns or greater, the
advantages are you get a comparable
speed to aslow SRAM and much lower
cost. Also, if you design apseudo-static
ELECTRONIC* May 1990
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into asystem, more often than not it can
be replaced by an SRAM of comparable
density at the point when they achieve
price parity." one popular example is
Motorola's MCM518128, a 128K-by8
CMOS family running from 80 to 100 ns.
The escalating demands of graphics
workstations are another area of opportunity for semiconductor vendors.
Here smaller companies like Brooktree,
Micron, and Vedic can compete with
the big old-line houses. "Graphics
workstations are an area where we are
seeing alot of activity," says Cloud of
Micron Technology. "They are demanding more functionality in video
RAMs," which can be seen as specialty
DRAMs that have grown into commodity parts in their own right. Micron expects to release within a few months
some new devices, including awhole
set of Jedec-approved video RAMs,
Cloud says.
To meet the demand for better graphics in workstations and also in high-end
PCs, video RAMs must be denser and
have wider configurations and greater
bandwidth. The critical issue here is how
to maintain the same access time
through the denser parts while also
maintaining the bandwidth, says Joe Hartigan, marketing manager for video
RAMs at Texas Instruments Inc. II
Additional reporting by Bernard C Cole
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WHITHER STANDARD LOGIC?
The random SSI and MSI logic once found in aPC (left) is gradually being replaced by PLDs and ASICs.
The general-purpose logic that remains must be faster to support speedier microprocessors and more memory.

IN STANDARD LOGIC, IT'S
AWHOLE NEW BAUM

WITH PLDs AT THE FOREFRONT, MAIN-LINE LOGIC VENDORS
ARE DIGGING INTO SPECIALTY NICHES BY SAMUEL WEBER

0

NCE SOLD PRIMARILY AS
commodities from catalogs,
standard logic functions used
to be offered on a take-it-orleave-it basis. In effect, semiconductor
manufacturers would tell their customers, "Here, this is what we can make.
Do what you will with it." No more.
The advent of gate arrays, standard
cells, and programmable logic devices—all offering the designer increased flexibility and the opportunity
to impose his prerogatives on device
functions directly—was the kiss of
death for traditional logic.
Chip makers are turning instead to
specialty and bus-type logic parts designed to keep pace with the feisty mi-

croprocessors that power today's per- there will ever again be any generalsonal computers and workstations.
logic-family introductions. Ithink what
And some vendors are concentrating you see today is the proliferation in the
on PLDs, which are replacing MSI- and logic world of subfamilies that are foSSI-type glue logic and even VLSI
cused on specific applications."
peripheral logic functions in sys- 1067C
Perhaps in no other segment of
tems. The technological task for all log- the semiconductor industry has the PC
ic makers is to boost speed—the logic eerted such aprofound effect. Before
around a processor must be twice as the microprocessor and the dynamic
fast as the processor itself In effect, random-access memory, standard bipothen, the system designer is driving lar logic families like ITL, emitter-coulogic evolution, and the logic market pled logic, and their CMOS counterhas undergone asea change.
parts were product-line mainstays and
'The era of the general logic family stalwart revenue producers for the big
is over," says Arthur Woodward, direc- chip houses. But now, "It's no longer
tor of advanced bipolar logic for Na- enough to define afamily of products
tional Semiconductor Corp. in South like low-power Schottky and rely on
Portland, Maine. "I think it's unlikely people to pick it up," says Torn WiseBECTRONICS •May 1990
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man, marketing manager for generalpurpose logic at Texas Instruments Inc.
"With the advent of semicustom and
programmable logic, it's imperative to
be more applications-driven."
or HE MARKET FIGURES TELL
the story. According to Ti's estimates, the worldwide market for general-purpose logic has dwindled from a
peak of $2.8 billion in 1986 to around
$2.4 billion last year, with projections
of continuing slow decline. By contrast, PLD sales should hit $1 billion
this year, up from just $475 million in
1987, according to estimates from Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. of
Scottsdale, Ariz. As aresult, the suppliers of standard logic families have been
compelled to find new avenues, aiming
at functions that are not implemented
easily or cost-effectively by PLDs or
gate arrays but which still serve volume
applications.
"When ASICs, gate arrays, and PLDs
came out, we found ourselves with a
lot of competition," says Pete Groth,
marketing manager for advanced bipolar products at National Semiconductor. "So we went to our customers and
said, 'Okay, you're using 'programmable products of various types. Where
are they not doing the job for you?
Where can we develop products—not
to replace those, but to partition your
system more effectively?"
Often, the solution is to concentrate
on integrated bus-driving functions and
high-performance bus applications—
those where logic performs optimally
and where adiscrete circuit works better than an application-specific IC. That
is National's strategy, Woodward says.
Evolving out of National's advanced
CMOS logic line of SSI/MSI functions,
known as FAO', is agroup of enhanced
TTL-compatible functions aimed at higher-speed applications. Dubbed FAO'
FO' and FACT FCTA, the family will
eventually comprise about 60 device
types. The FO' buffer/line drivers and
transceivers will have current-handling
capability of 64 rnA and 7-ns maximum
delay time. The FCTA family, which targets the reduced-instruction-set computing environment, has switching time of
4.8 us and 64-mA current drive.
"One change is in the level of integration that we offer, moving from 8-bit
products to the 16-bit widths, and within
those widths offering more functionality,
such as parity generation and checking,"
says Keith Jackson, National's director of

SMALL, SMALLER, SMALLEST
For optimal performance, Ti's ACL Widebus cornes in a very-small-outline
package. In the background are SOIC packages (center) and DIPs.
advanced CMOS logic. Attention must
also be paid to "not just upgrading
speed and power, but also reducing
noise and increasing reliability," he says.
Clock distribution represents one big
limit on system performance. "You now
have very functionally complex systems
all timed over acommon system bus,"
Jackson says. "A major focus and opportunity for us is to distribute those dock
signals from the dock generators over
the motherboard and to the peripheral
systems with minimum skew. The need
is to combine that with high speed and
low noise generation."
One solution is the F100115 lowskew ECL clock driver, part of a new
National family of ECL parts. 'With the
advent of 33- and 40-MHz RISC and
CISC central processing units, some of
the bus and clock drivers need more
than ITL speed to keep up," says
Groth. "Our ECL product line will
make it easier for designers to integrate
ECL into pockets in their system where
they need the higher speed."
National is offering ECL/TTL translators to ease the transition, he says. "A
high-performance workstation might
have an 80486 or 68040 CPU in CMOS,
and now one of the local buses might
have to run at 30 or 40 MHz or higher
using our parts to keep up with the
CPU," Groth says. "We see customers
translating ECL to a Tri, backplane,
ELECTRONICS •May 1990,
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and we're carrying our product line in
that direction."
Dallas-based Ti is also adapting to
the new realities. The major technological thrust imposed by PCs and workstations is to go faster and smaller, says
Tracy Holmes, strategic marketing manager. To get there, TI, like National, is
focusing on the bus interface. The
company recently introduced the ACL
Widebus series, afamily of 16-to-20-bit
bus interface functions fabricated in
TI's 1.0-jim EPIC CMOS process: line
drivers, transceivers, flip-flops, registers.

P

ACKAGED IN VSOPs—FOR
Ir very-small-outline packages—
with 48 and 56 pins on 25-mil centers,
the family enables designers to place
twice the input/output or twice the
functionality in the same board area
previously occupied by conventional
small-outline IC packages.
To keep up with higher-speed microprocessors with larger data widths, TI
is also developing the biCMOS
SN74BCT logic family. It now comprises more than 60 bus-interface functions and ultimately will embrace
about 90, including most of the standard octal functions. Combining the
high speed of bipolar and the low
power of CMOS, these devices also
provide the higher drive currents needed for today's wider words and the

THREE NAMES
ARE STACKING
UP BIG IN THE
BUS BUSINESS.

If you're designing for bus systems, you
should know these names. VIC, VAC, and
ACL are IC building blocks that can drive
your system to maximum performance levels.
The VIC068 brings real plug-andplay compatibility to the VME world. It's
acomplete VMEbus Interface Controller on asingle chip. Developed with
aconsortium of VMEbus International
Trade Association (VITA) member firms,
its fast becoming the standard for VME
developers, worldwide.
Since it's asingle-chip solution, the VIC068
gives VME designers more board space for other
features. And, it guarantees compatibility foiboards from different suppliers.
The VAC068 is aVMEbus Address CortroIler,
designed as acomplementary chip to the VIC. It
provides address counters and the necessary
hand-shaking signals for block transfers. It also
provides memory address decoding and, ike the
VIC chip, is highly programmable. The VAC068
truly raises the level of integration for high-performance systems.

4e
VTC Incorporated
Hard-Driving Bus Solutions:"
CIRCLE 228

The vic-ec architecture provides acomplete
master interface, with unrestricted memory
access to and from the VMEbus. Both chips
are packaged in a 144-pin plastic or
ceramic PGA.
The VIC and VAC chips drive the bus
directly, using the patented output
drivers from VTC's ACL (Acvanced
CMOS Logic) family. Our Ni parts —
both FCTand ACT — have up to 64mAdrive,
making hem ideal for any high-performance
bus system. And, with significantly less ground
bounce than competitive products, our FCT
gives you better system performance.
VIC, VAC, and ACL are availaple in commercial
and military versions.
And. these three names are just the begiining.
There's more to come in the "total VTC bus soiction." So, get on board! And start driving your
system to the maximum.

IN U.S.A., MR 1-800-VTC-CMOS
{612-851-5200/Fax 612-851-5(99/Telex 857113)
France: 01-42042925
Italy: 02-61290521
Nethedands: 20-5495969
Spain: U1-5344000
Sweden: 08-979020
U.K.: 0732..741841
W. Germany: 8071-2722

higher card counts on the backplanes.
In PLDs, all eyes are on CMOS, a•ne
cessity for the small-footprint desktop
and laptop PCs and increasingly used
in PLDs destined for workstations. But
as processors reach for 50 MHz and
above, the speed places very stringent
requirements on CMOS. "Designers
still want CMOS for power savings and
ease of design," says Al Graff, programmable logic marketing manager at Cypress Semiconductor Corp., San Jose,
Calif. "But they don't want to give up
performance either. Which presents a
dilemma, since the logic around the
processor must operate at least twice
as fast [as the CPU itself]. So if you
have a 30- or 50-MHz processor, the
PLD must operate at 60 to 100 MHz."
To address these requirements, the
company has developed its CYC300
family of pipelined PLDs, the most recent of which is the CYC361. This device hits 125 MHz with little or no
boost in power consumption, using
just 700 mW. Key to the performance
is a radical architectural departure,
namely, the use of asplit-plane architecture and an independent delay path
for the latch-enable signal.
Similarly, Intel Corp. is wringing
more speed from its CMOS PLDs, says
Dave Statasaitis, PLD product marketing manager for Intel in Folsom, Calif.
Intel takes an architecture-specific design approach, he says.
One of its first efforts in this direction
was the 85C508, aCMOS programmable
address decoder introduced last year to
support 386 designs. Its delay time of 7.5
ns equals that of more power-hungry

FASTER LOGIC
As the standard-logic market dwindles, vendors are turning to specialty
parts, notably in bus arbitration.
They're also rallying around PLDs,
which have largely usurped the standard families' place in systems.
In both arenas, the task is to boost
speed: the logic around aprocessor
must be twice as fast as the CPU.
bipolar PLDs. More recently, Intel took
the wraps off the 85C220, a pipelined
CMOS PLD that sports an 80-MHz dock
rate when using an external feedback
and arate of 100 MHz or more using an
internal-feedback scheme.
Altera Corp., the company that pioneered the concept of CMOS PLDs, is
also in the forefront of function-specific
PLDs. These parts combine aprogrammable logic array with specific logic
functions to address particular problems of microprocessor-based systems.
The Santa Clara company's first such
device was the EPB1400 for microprocessor peripheral-logic integration.
More recently it has addressed the
time-to-market issue with devices to
speed the design of add-in cards for
the IBM Corp. MicroChannel bus. One
is the EPB2001, a user-configurable
adapter interface that lets designers
quickly develop PS/2 MicroChannelcompatible expansion cards for modems, graphics, data communications,

GAASING UP PCs: THE NEXT WAVE?

N THE THROUGHPUT VS.
power dilemma facing logic
vendors, does gallium arsenide offer
asolution? Two GaAs vendors think
so. Gazelle Microcircuits Inc. and Vitesse Semiconductor Corp. say they
are finding pockets of opportunity in
high-end PCs and workstations.
The new breed of PC is looking to
GaAs for ITL-compatible replacements
for programmable logic devices, says
Dave McMillan, vice president of Gazelle in Santa Clara, Calif. The company
offers the 30,000-gate VSC30K, a pinfor-pin replacement for existing PLDs.
The initial market for such devices was

in workstations, McMillan says, but
now PC makers see this speedy material as a way to boost system performance, especially in cache-control applications. Indeed, at last year's Comdex in Las Vegas, rumors were flying
that at least four designers of high-end
PCs were using GaAs at critical nodes
in their systems.
Vitesse upped the ante last month
by introducing a2,400-gate TTL-compatible GaAs gate array. The Camarillo, Calif., company's PLR2KT can replace multiple PLDs in cache control.
It can also be used in peripheral control and bus arbitration.—B. C. C
ELECIRONICS aMay 1990
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and memory. The EPB2002 is abus-arbitration chip that works closely with
the 2001 to integrate the logic necessary to add direct-memory-access capability. This allows high-speed transfers
to and from the PS/2 memory, without
disturbing the processor.
"What we've brought to the marketplace is very synergistic with the PC
marketplace," says Stan Kopek, Altera's
strategic marketing manager. "Our
technology's performance has increased markedly over the last five
years. Our first product back in 1984
was at 80 or 90 ns. Now we've got
chips that operate at 12 to 15 ns—the
kind of performance needed to keep
up with a386 or RISC processor."

A

CASE IN POINT IS ALtera's EPM5016 MAX (multiple-array matrix) EPLD, a logic array
that allows propagation delays of 15
ns, system clock rates of 66 MHz, and
counter frequencies of 100 MHz. It can
be programmed to perform several
functions, such as abus controller in a
386-driven system.
At Advanced Micro Devices Inc.,
"we're being driven hard by our customers to continually upgrade our basic devices," says Tim Propeck, vice
president of corporate marketing. In
March, the Sunnyvale, Calif., company
introduced the PAL16R8-5 family of
four 5-ns devices aimed at 40-MHz systems. AMD also recently unveiled a
high-speed, high-density series of
CMOS PLDs dubbed the MACH family
(for macro-array CMOS high-speed/
high density) featuring 900 to 3,600
gates [Electronics, March 1990, p. 75].
That's the equivalent of 32 to 128 PAL
macrocells. Fabricated in the company's 0.8-µ,m electrically erasable CMOS
process, they boast 15-ns speeds.
The MACH family is evidence of customers' clamor for higher density with
no sacrifice in performance. This demand is pushing the lithography down
into the 0.8-µm region, says Scott
Pickett, applications manager for National Semiconductor's PLD group.
Also, he predicts, "you're going to see
new architectures that are specifically
defined for state machines or highspeed decode functions." And anumber of makers will soon offer PLDs
configured for certain bus sizes-8, 16,
or 32—reflecting their increased use in
bus-interface and processor/cachememory-interface applications.
Additional reporting by Bernard C. Cole

DSPs START THEIR MOVE
TO THE MOTHERBOARD
AS PC MAKERS EYE SPEECH, VIDEO, AND MUSIC, THESE
PROCESSORS TAKE ON NEW IMPORTANCE BY JACK SOME

I

N 1988, STEVE JOBS AND
a cadre of futurist engineers implanted a digital-signal-processor
MIZ chip on the motherboard of the
Next computer. Now the question is,
when will the rest of the personal computer and workstation industries follow
suit? The answer is quickly unraveling
from afamiliar nexus of variables: cost,
chip architectures, applications development, tools, and market need.
Industry experts estimate that DSPs
will start commonly showing up on
motherboards within the next one to
four years, depending on the price of
the platform.
"Virtually every major PC and workstation vendor is working on a multimedia platform," says Richard Rinehart,

TODAY

program manager for DSPs in Texas of algorithms for the synthesis and maInstruments
Inc.'s
Semiconductor nipulation of real-world information—
Group in Houston. And although they speech, music, still and video images—in
all have different ideas about what the digital domain.
multimedia is—"most are talking
In Next's case, "We were looking
about audio," he says—DSPs will DSPs for an accelerator for functions such
undoubtedly play arole. Scott Robertas music synthesis and sound," says Rich
son, DSP product marketing manager Page, vice president of engineering at the
for Analog Devices Inc. in Norwood,
Palo Alto, Calif., company. "We can use
Mass., has also seen a high level of that type of computational power with
interest in DSPs. "All major PC makers data communications too, such as afax
are looking at the technology," he says.
modem." Will the DSP make it as a
DSPs are computational engines. Optimainstream part? "It's hard to predict,"
mized to do multiply-and-accumulate he says. "DSPs have to keep pushing
functions, they are ideally suited to exetheir performance up. A year or two
cute input/output-intensive algorithms at down the road, RISC processors will
speeds microprocessors know only in have the same power." Intel Corp.'s i860
their silicon dreams. DSPs are attracting reduced-instruction-set-computer
chip
attention because of the growing library makes the design environment "fuzzy,"
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ICATiONS

•16-BIT
•MULTIPLY ACCUMULATE
PLUS ALU

•24- OR 32-BIT

FUTURE

•PARALLELISM
•EFFICIENT CODE
LOOPING
•SINGLE-CYCLE
ADDRESSING
OF OPERAND
AND COEFFICIENT
•POWERFUL
SHIFTING CAPABILITY

•SPEECH/MUSIC
SYNTHESIS
•SPEECH
RECOGNITION
•IMAGING/
FAX/ MODEMS
•DATA
COMPRESSION
•VIDEO

DSP DIRECTIONS
Prices will have to drop drastically and architectural improvements be made if DSPs are to fill PC and
workstation applications in multimedia and data communications.
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concedes Robertson of Analog Devices.
To break out of its role as a niche
solution for such applications as standalone CCITT V.32 modems and find a
place on or near the motherboard, the
most recent generation of DSPs has
made considerable architectural strides.
More are still to come for both the
chip and the system it serves. Cost, as
always, is afactor. A DSP crunching 30
million floating-point operations per
second costs at least $200. To move
into the PC arena, that price will have
to drop to $20 to $40, says Robertson.
Architecturally, the general-purpose
DSP has been recast by many major
vendors—Analog Devices, AT&T Microelectronics, Motorola, and TI, for
example—to deliver real-time performance in many applications and keep
one jump ahead of RISC engines. "Basically, early DSPs offered multiplying
in hardware and some shifting capability," says Robertson. The new generation—Analog
Devices'
ADSP2100
among them—is more optimized for
signal processing.
For example, two data-address generators running in parallel let the floatingpoint chip address the mantissa and exponent in the same dock cyde. More
powerful shifting capability is being built
in, while retaining some general-purpose
features in the arithmetic logic unit.
"High performance also requires more
efficiency in code looping," says Robertson. When the execution of aparticular
program sequence is repeated many
times, the new DSP architectures do the
loops with zero overhead, he says—that
is, successive loops are executed without
breaking into a branch or condition
statement each time.
Just as the chip architecture has
changed, DSP designers are looking at
ways to improve the motherboard interface. "When a DSP is integrated into a
PC, the bus is anatural bottleneck," says
Frank Ferro, senior applications engineer
at AT&T Microelectronics, Allentown, Pa.
Nexis use of Motorola's 56000 DSP as a
coprocessor represents just the first generation of systems architectures. Next
uses local fast memory to download instructions from the microprocessor to a
parallel bus and then to the DSP. "The
DSP doesn't communicate directly with
system memory," says Ferro. "We want
to remove that bottleneck and utiliw its
full 32-bit bandwidth." A bus-master solution is most appropriate, he says. Both
the Extended Industry Standard Architecture and IBM MicroChannel buses can

HURDLES TO DSP APPLICATIONS
Some see DSPs becoming omnipresent in PCs by 1994, but a number of
obstacles to growth, some of them technological, must be overcome first.
accommodate bus-master architectures.
The obvious first step in the march
to the motherboard is to use DSPs on
add-in cards. AT&T Microelectronics is
working with 35 to 45 board companies in applications such as speech,
graphics, imaging, sesimic analysis, and
industrial control. "Silicon is just onethird of the solution," says Ferro. Another piece of the DSP puzzle lies in
creating the algorithms the chips execute. The third is the need for tools to
develop specific applications.
Ferro believes AT&T Microelectronics
is one step ahead of silicon designers in
algorithms because AT&T Bell Laboratories has chosen its chips as platforms
for Bell Labs' algorithm development. It
is working in anumber of areas including speaker-independent speech recognition, neural networks, imaging, and
graphics. AT&T Microelectronics intends
to integrate these algorithms into its microcode library.
DSP application-development tools
represent a very high hurdle for the
chip makers. "Say, for example, that
you want to do fax, a modem, and
speech recognition all on the same
PC," says Ferro. "You need tools to put
it together. We're working on a highlevel environment, something well
above assembly language." It has only
been over the past year that C compilers for DSPs have entered the market.
TI and Motorola offer them with their
DSPs, but even these tools are in the
first generation. 'They could be better," says Next's Page. "Programmers
need a good development environment and that takes time. Tools for a
MECTRONICS •May 1990
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new architecture generally take along
time to develop."
Sky Computers Inc., Chelmsford,
Mass., has been making DSP accelerator boards for six years, says senior
vice president Gerald Shapiro. Until the
most recent generation—TI's 320C30—
Sky was writing its own C compiler.
Shapiro points out that a C compiler
for a DSP is a tricky business. "DSPs
had the original Harvard architecture—
separate program and data memory,"
he says. Moreover, the data memory is
usually segmented as well. "You can
have alot of memory reads and writes
in the same cycle," he says, "and that
would be very difficult for astraightforward compiler to do."

O

N THE OTHER HAND, A
high-level-language compiler is
not even desirable for all the code. Coding an algorithm ralls for assembly language because executing the algorithm is
what the DSP does 90% of the time.
Efficiency is paramount The remaining
code, which takes up amajority of the
coding effort, is where acompiler comes
in handy, Shapiro says.
In the case of general-purpose
DSPs—as opposed to those dedicated
to specific tasks—there is still debate
over the virtues of floating-point versus
integer architectures and when to
choose 16-, 24-, or 32-bit internal buses. "If you want high-quality audio,
you need a24-bit integer chip such as
the [Motorola] 56000," says Michael
Collins, marketing manager for Motorola's DSP operation in Austin, Texas.
Sixteen-bit integer DSPs can deliver au-

dio approximately equal to a telephone's quality. The 24-bit integer—or
fixed-point—chip runs audio applications faster than a floating-point DSP
because it does not have to operate on
amantissa and an exponent.
"You start to need floating-point for
very sophisticated number-crunching
applications such as graphics and color, where you need a lot of dynamic
range," says Collins. Motorola will introduce its 32-bit floating-point 96000
this month. The 96000 addresses the
integer-versus-floating-point design option in an interesting way: it is software-compatible with the 56000, and
so provides a relatively simple migration path. The 96000's designers managed this feat by using a24-bit mantissa and an 8-bit exponent, as defined by
the IEEE floating-point standard.

W

HILE SOME OF THE
large semiconductor houses
are busy building general-purpose programmable DSPs, other companies are
taking a different route. For example,
C-Cube Microsystems Inc. has integrated the International Standards Organization's standard for still-image compression into a DSP that possesses a
328-stage pipeline. Such massive parallelism—general-purpose DSPs have
four or five stages—executes the Joint
Photographic Experts Committee datacompression standard in real time
[Electronics, April 1990, p. 951. The
choice between programmable and
dedicated DSPs is most likely to be
decided on cost. The C-Cube part,
which is priced at $155, is most likely
to find applications in digital cameras,
desktop publishing, and digital video
cassette recorders, where there is no
need for programmability.
LS! Logic Corp., Milpitas, Calif., has
set its eye on the dedicated DSP market and intends to customize the core
processor expertise it gained in application-specific ICs to provide quick-turnaround solutions in consumer as well
as computer markets. "We can define a
chip set in the mold that was used for
the PC," says Simon Dolan, DSP marketing manager. ISI is interested in customizations for multimedia PCs, video
telephone chip sets, digital still cameras, color facsimile, and, further along,
digital VCRs and digital 1V.
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics is
working both sides of the street. While it
markets a general-purpose DSP, it has
also customized chips for use in image-

compression applications. These indude
discrete-cosine-transform ICs, motion-estimation chips, and color-space conversion ICs, which transform signals based
on the YUV chrominance/luminance
coding scheme to RGB coding, says Teh
Lasley, image-processing product marketing manager.
In another move toward motherboard integration, SGS-Thomson has
also come up with a16-bit programmable DSP that can handle most modem
standards, from the 300-baud Bell 103
to 9,600-baud CCITT V.32. Although its
architecture is optimized for modem
applications, it also offers the flexibility
of being programmable from memory,
says Jean Jacques Vey, product marketing manager for the ST18930. The chip
is also being used as ahard-disk con-

INTO THE REAL WORLD
DSPs are attracting attention because of their ability to synthesize
real-world information—speech, music, still and video images.
But RISC piocessus, such as Intel's
1860, are fast attaining the same power.

JPEG standard will someday be augmented by the Motion Picture Experts
Group (MPEG) video standard.
Although there is still alot of sorting
out to do in hardware and software,
most industry observers speak with one
voice on the subject of applications.
"Most people have asystem-integration
approach," says Motorola's Collins, "so
first they are going to think of putting a
v.32 modem in the box. Once that's
there, they can do fax, and they start
thinking about speech compression for
voice mail and on-line documentation."
As a follow-on to "New Age" systems—workstations and software customized for specific jobs such as brokerage houses or insurance-claim adjusters—Andersen Consulting is prototyping asystem that will store both still
images and audio. "Very often, an insurance claim starts with aphone call,"
says Hugh Ryan, an Andersen partner
based in Chicago. By combining audio
images and transaction-processing technology, Andersen will be able to store
the compressed audio on optical disk
and index it to images of documents
right at the user's personal workstation.

ODAY'S PCs AND WORKstations are essentially mute,
To keep one step ahead of the
and so it is not surprising that Analog
RISC chips, DSPs are undergoing arDevices' Robertson sees plenty of acchitectural boosts and price cuts.
tion in speech recognition. The primary motivating force for this technology
troller and in satellite applications.
will be its universality. "It would be a
No one expects the general-purpose value-added feature across a broad
versus dedicated DSP debate to stop range of tasks," he says. "It can be
soon. "The interest we see on the part used almost the same as a keyboard
of the PC makers is not to optimize a for input." Board-level speech-recogniparticular function but to have an overtion products are already on the marall cost-effective solution," says Rick ket but have not caught on because
Rinehart, DSP program manager for they do not offer speaker indepenTI's Semiconductor Group. "You have dence and have limited vocabularies.
to provide a solution with very few Most of the current applications utilize
chips." In most applications other than fixed-point DSPs to keep costs down.
video, real-time processing is not asys- That is likely to change in the near
tem requirement. By loading different future. "People are planning to use
algorithms into ageneral-purpose DSP,
floating-point chips to do speaker-indeaPC or workstation vendor can offer pendent applications and recognize
audio, modem communications, and connected speech [i.e., the speaker
acceptable image performance.
does not have to stop between words].
There is, in fact, arelatively long list Then there will be no limit to what the
of useful algorithms. In the audio user can do," Robertson says.
world they run the gamut from 2,400To achieve that level of functionality,
bit/s vocoders to 64 Kbits/s for longhowever, the high-end chips will have to
line phone service. CD-ROM-XA—an double their 30-megaflops performance
audio standard for CD-ROM applica- and drop drastically in price. Neverthetions—has its own compression algoless, Robertson expects speaker-indepenrithm. Facsimile uses CCITT Group 3 dent, continuous-speech products to be
and Group 4 standards, and modems available in workstations in one to two
require still another set. In imaging, the years and in PCs within four years. Il
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INFORMATION CENTER
Use the postage-paid card on the facing page;
circle the number of each company you would like to know more about.
CAE CAD SOFTWARE
101 -Aldec—Incremental design made
practical by tools that allow the user to
draw and simulate at the same time. 101
-DAC Conference in Orlando (June 2427) will stress VHDL and incremental design. 102 -More CAE tools are on the
way for controller development. 103 Specialized CAE tools are offering the
best productivity. 104 -Racal-Redac is
selling Susie, areal-time logic simulator.
CHIP SETS

MEMORY ICs
217 -Oki—Subrnicron production is in
full swing, bringing up 4-Mbit DRAMs.
231 -Toshiba—A new high-density 1Mbit video RAM for color graphics.
402/403 -Vitelic—With 60- and 70-ns
access times, Vitelic's CMOS DRAMs
are the fastest SIMMs in the league. Circle 402 for literature, 403 for sales con-

i-

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
216 -Inmos/SGS-Thomson—Parallel C
works hand-in-glove with the Transputer
to simplify software development.
SWITCHES
210 -NKK Switches—Here are more
than 917,000 ways to improve your products' reliability.
271 -Aerospace Optics—The Vivisun
Series 2000 programmable display.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS

tact.

218 -Chips & Technologies—Laptop
Systems Solutions let you pack in alot
more computer without packing in ag
power supply.

ant

gy—The IM7RS382 RISC Evaluation
Board for only $895.

MICROCONTROLLERS

207 -Fujitsu—Specialized technology
for advanced computer and communica-

206 -NEC—New 16-bit microcontroller
offers integrated electronic control.

tions systems.

OSCILLOSCOPES
203 -Nicolet—The only DSO with an ex-

205 -Ando—All the ingredients of VLSI
test confidence.
279 -Anritsu—The highest levels of test
accuracy for communications.
367 -GenRad—A tester that thrives on
big boards with jumbo ASICs—the
GR2286.
212 -Hewlett-Packard—Testing SMT

TEST INSTRUMENTS
COMMUNICATIONS

201 -Siemens—The High-Level Serial
Communication Controller has all the features needed for asuccessful system.
COMPONENTS
472 -Pico—Surface-mount dc-dc converter transformers and power inductors.

pandable 64-to-256K/channel memory.
•Philips/Fluke—More powerpacked choices in midfrequency scopes.
PC-BOARD LAYOUT
242 -P-CAD—Why 8,000 of the world's
leading companies design with P-CAD.

COMPUTER BOARDS
441 -Precision Filters—Meet us on the
new frontiers of precision.
241 -Matrox—The Image Series board

POWER SUPPLIES
208 -Abbott—MiVPac high-density military power supplies.

set provides optimized hardware resources and complete software support.

RELAYS
230 -Teledyne Solid State—Now a

COMPUTER I0DEVICES
471 -Itac Systems—Mouse-Trak: accurate and precise cursor control.

cheap off-the-shelf SSR.
SEMICONDUCTORS
209 -Performance Semiconductor—

CONNECTORS aSOCKETS
211 -AMP—Eurocard is now manufactured around the world, so all the benefits are that much closer to home.
407 -Hirose—Put your hands on the
best little low-cost coaxial around.

Design asingle-board RISC computer with
three new Performance components.
228 -VTC—If you're designing for bus
systems, you should know these names:
VIC, VAC, and ACL.
SOFTWARE

PLANT LOCATIONS
440 -Utah—Big bucks, small bills:
America's choice.

236 -Clearpoint—HP-compatible memory products.
475 -T-Cubed Systems—Reliability prediction software.

MANUFACTURING
215 -United Microelectronics—New
state-of-the-art plant can mass-produce
UISI chips with line widths to 0.65 p.m.
200 -Integrated Device Technolo-

SOFTWARE aDESIGN SERVICES
400 -Presco—An independent engineering facility that specializes in advanced
products and embedded software.
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boards doesn't have to be complex.
213 -Hewlett-Packard—Engineering
managers rate HP highest for reliability.
530 -Lixi—Real-time X-ray inspection.
401 -Pearson—With aPearson wideband, precision current monitor and a
scope, measure pulse or ac currents.
253/254 -Photo Research—SpectraScan SpectraRadiometer brings near realtime testing to the production line. Circle
253 for salesman's call; 254 for literature.
229 -Rohde & Schwarz—Specialist for
signal and interference measurement.
204 -Yokogawa—AG series arbitrary
waveform generator handles virtually any
desired waveform.
249 -Wandel & Goltermann—The
SNA-2 is an ideal instrument for in-depth
signal analysis (100 Hz to 180 MHz).
WAFER PROCESSING
225 -Orbit—Foresight, Orbit's new multiproject wafer-processing service, puts
engineering prototypes within reach fast.
WORKPLACE
404 -Production Industries—Omni redefines the term "work station."

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES
FOR THE LAN ERA

VENDORS THAT INTEGRATE FUNCTIONALITY IN SILICON ARE
CHALLENGING THE OLD-LINE CHIP HOUSES 11,' JACK SHAME
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knew there were a number of com- chip set. Both features are typical of
panies building workstations that telecommunications systems, where efwill handle real-time images and
ficient circuit switching is essential.
voice," says Daniel Sze, president of Now, with working silicon ready to be
the San Diego company. "We
shown at the International
wanted to address those spe- NETWORKS Communications
Association
cial functions in our FDDI chip set."
show in New Orleans later this month,
To do so, the company's chip deIn-Net acknowledges that success designers added circuit-switching and pends on a delicate balance between
asynchronous time-division-multiplex- standards and special effects. "We
ing capability in their three-chip FDDI didn't want to deviate too far from the
standard," Sze says. "We embrace
FDDI's media-access protocol."
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1
ers need strategies that go beyond IC
design. They must assure their customers
Faced with the same market challenge, Cabletron and SynOptics chose
that plenty of systems expertise has gone
distinctly different paths to twisted-pair Ethernet transceivers.
into designing the silicon, and that the
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HEN THE DECISION
makers at In-Net Corp. reviewed the Fiber Distributed Data Interface being
forged by the American National Standards Institute, they were more interested in seeing what the various committees had left out of the standard
than what they had put in.
The reason: In-Net's business is
filling in the blanks with silicon. "We
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A SPECTRUM OF EXPERTISE
Standards
Involvement
Systems
Houses

IC Design
Houses

Full-service
Semiconductor
Companies

System
Design

Chip
Design

Advanced
Packaging

Fabrication
Technology

Primary focus for
early market entry

High level of
expertise

Typically uses ASIC
technology for
in-house designs

Dependent on IC
supplier

Dependent
on fab

Frequently
observer status

Varies from company
to company

High level of
expertise

Dependent on IC
supplier

Uses superset
design rules of
several tabs

Acquired by close
working relationships
with systems houses

High level of
expertise

Frequently offers
substantial cost
sayings

Primary strength
in the market

Becoming more
involved and earlier
in the process
—

1

Three types of companies have emerged offering different strengths in five areas that affect overall performance. They are network-systems houses, IC-design houses, and full-service semiconductor companies.
solution is flexible enough for small—or
even large—systems houses to build in
specific added value.
True to the new gospel that holds
system functionality supreme, Advanced Micro Devices, Motorola, and
National Semiconductor have each addressed the market with more than silicon in their FDDI chip sets. Advanced
Micro Devices Inc. has an extensive design-in effort under way with its multicompany
Advanced
Networking
Group. National Semiconductor Corp.
also solicited the views of systems
houses and has purposely segmented
its standard chip set to allow them to
add functionality with a gate array.
And Motorola Inc. has teamed up with
Digital Equipment Corp. to assure its
entry to the systems market.

Tsign options leading to asemi-

HIS CORNUCOPIA OF DE-

conductor strategy for aLAN system is
afar cry from the "standard-parts and
glue-logic" approach that characterized
the IAN industry less than a decade
ago. It may also be enough to set the
heads of systems-house executives
spinning—but it is the wave of the future.
The key factors influencing their decisions are familiar enough. They are
time-to-market, which is especially important as new LAN standards takes
shape; marketing and distribution
channels; and cost, which becomes
increasingly important as any particular
LAN technology matures. The companies that are offering solutions fall into
three major categories: network-systems houses, IC-design outfits, and fullservice semiconductor manufacturers.
Each brings particular strengths and

weaknesses in anumber of key areas,
including standards involvement, systems expertise, chip-design savvy, fabrication, and advanced packaging.
How deeply acompany becomes involved in standards creation is largely a
matter of choice. But the decision is
limited by the manpower available to
attend the meetings, which means
smaller firms must be more selective
about which technologies they pursue.
Systems expertise is largely the province of the systems houses, and partnerships between them and semiconductor firms to meld the two domains
are becoming more common. Chip-design expertise is a more contentious
issue, with full-service chip companies
vying with foundry-less design houses
for the best talent. Process technology
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and packaging are mostly the realm of
the semiconductor manufacturers.
The first LAN technology to evolve
in this new semiconductor/systems environment was avariation of Ethernet
that runs on conventional, unshielded,
twisted-pair telephone lines. Specifications for the IEEE 10-BASE-T standard
were not clear until mid-1989, yet several companies—among them Cabletron Systems Inc. of Rochester, N. H.
and SynOptics Communications Inc. of
Mountain View, Calif.—were con
vinced that twisted-pair Ethernet would
become abig market.

A the

LTHOUGH THEY FACED
same market challenge
and are approximately the same size—
Cabletron had $55 million and SynOptics $40 million in sales during the last
fiscal year—the two companies have
followed distinctly different paths in
devising asemiconductor strategy.
To get to market early, in 1987 each
began designing an Ethernet solution
that ran on twisted-pair wiring. Since
the 10-BASE-T standard was far from
stable at the time, both solutions were
proprietary: they looked like Ethernet,
they quacked like Ethernet, but they
weren't 10-BASE-T. The similarity ends
there. Cabletron opted for a discrete
solution to implement its proprietary
twisted-pair transceiver, while SynOp.
tics went for agate array.
At the time, "chip vendors were hesitant to develop asemiconductor-based
solution because the standard was not
firm enough," says Chris Oliver, Cableeon's director of engineering. Volume
shipments of the proprietary TPT-2 began in April 1988. Meanwhile, SynOptics chose to implement its transceiver
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using Microlinear Inc.'s gate-array technology. "Our strategic goal at that time
was to get to market and see what we
could do to lower the cost of connections to the desktop," says William Lanfn, vice president for business development at SynOptics. LatticeNet began
shipping in volume in January 1988.

C

ABLEFRON'S TPT-2 WAS ON
the market less than six months
when the company's design team started on astandard 10-BASE-T solution,
this time using LSI Logic Inc.'s gatearray technology. Since the standard
was still being hashed out, the chip's
design was changed five times in 12
months to track the committee's efforts, says Oliver. Beta testing started in
August 1989 and Cabletron was shipping a 10-BASE-T solution by November, he says. Meanwhile, SynOptics
continues to sell LatticeNet and instead
of introducing another gate array, it has
opted to go with a standard part produced by AMD, which will be available
in mid-1990. "Retrofitting will be arelatively simple pictedure," says Lanfri.
The decision to wait until astandardpart transceiver was available was "not
technology-driven," Lanfri says. "Infrastructure, distribution, and support factors drove it. We are not in the right
spot in the sales cycle to reach the
design engineers at the right time."
SynOptics has more than avendor-customer relationship with AMD, he adds.
It lent its expertise in design verification and testing as well as its knowledge of the application to AMD. "We
have alot of experience making Ethernet run on phone wire," he says. "That
is something that AMD would have
had trouble with."
Meanwhile, Cabletron, with astandard
gate-array solution in the market, is not
convinced it wants to go the standardpart route. "It may be afull-custom chip
just for us, or an in-house development,
or astandard part," says Oliver. `We're
looking at what the semiconductor companies will have; it could be better from
acost perspective." In any event, Cabletron will decide in July and be in production with its third-generation solution
by February 1991. Like SynOptics, it has
been deeply involved with specifying the
design of 10-BASE-T silicon with major
semiconductor companies. 'We can influence their designs greatly and get a
better performing chip," says Oliver.
But the teaming of systems houses
with chip makers is not the end of the

evolutionary path in 10-BASE-T. Design
houses such as Level One Communications Inc., Folsom, Calif., strongly believe they have something special to
bring to the parry. "We have more design engineers with this particular fo
cus than there are at the larger companies," says François Crepin, vice president of marketing. 'This is acommodity product and we have to do it better
if we want to win."
Level One integrated on-chip preequalization and harmonic suppression
filters. 'That is something we think no
one else will have," says David Wong,
manager of the IAN Division "And we

AFULL FIELD OF VENDORS
The big chip makers still account
for 90% of sales in communications
chips; they're selling design and
manufacturing expertise and now
are scurrying for systems savvy too.
But they're facing abig challenge
from smaller systems-oriented vendors that are adding value to their
IAN chip sets by designing in special
functions.
can do it in acost-effective way." Level
One also mixes analog and digital circuits on-chip rather than the more
common method of segregating the
two on separate chips.
Level One dearly thinks it has designed abetter mousetrap, but the big
IC houses are no slouches at design either, and they have other services to sell
as well. One is amigration path of advanced technologies. "Systems houses
and design houses do not have immediate access to leading-edge biCMOS and
emitter-coupled-logic technologies," says
Gary Johnson, strategic marketing director at National Semiconductor Corp.,
Santa Clam, Calif. 'They are our crown
jewels. We use them in our most forward-looking products."
Level One's Crepin does not agree
that access to advanced process technologies is the design houses' Achilles heel.
He even considers it something of avirtue. 'We deal with several foundries," he
says, "and our design rules are supersets
of the design rules of the foundries. And
we are using standard 5-V CMOS, not
exotic biCMOS."
National's strategic response to the
rising tide of design houses and systems houses that design their own
BECIRONICS •May 1990
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chips was to reorganize into autonomous business units that address specific markets such as communications.
The result, says Johnson, is an operation as agile as asmall company's, but
with access to National's technology infrastructure. To acquire systems expertise, it teams up with systems houses.
To get a handle on LAN standards, it
participates actively in standards-making bodies. Even though they are defining asystem, not achip, the LAN standards committees these days are overrun with chip company representatives.
"National generally works with anumber of key players," says Johnson. "We
get into standards participation early.
When you look at the big investment
you need, it makes sense to have a
number of partners."
National's strategy is typical of the
way the semiconductor industry is being recast. The shining example of early participation in standards formation
was AMD's FDDI effort, which pro
duced achip set at least ayear before
the competition. "It was intense and
painful," says Tim Propeck, AMD's vice
president of corporate marketing. "In a
complex area such as networking it
really pays to team up with asystem
manufacturer that understands network
management. In our case [with FDDI],
we had access to systems-house customers very early on who were also
members of the committee."

O

NE LUCRATIVE SPINOFF
from the restructuring that the
chip companies have accomplished
over the past few years is anew group
of products that AMD refers to as semistandard parts. "We are making
quite a business of it," says Propeck.
Systems houses begin with the core of
an IC design—the Ethernet controller,
for example—and ask AMD to build
customer-specific functions around it.
"We coined the term semistandard," he
says. "Eighty percent of the part is standard and interoperable and the other
20% is defined by the customer."
Whether it be Ethernet, FDDI, or
some other type of networking, the PC
and workstation have changed forever
the silicon strategy of both chip makers
and chip consumers. "PCs are far and
away the No. 1target market in semiconductor networking products," says
TI's Adams. National's Johnson adds:
"It is interesting to see how many of
our products today come out of the
back of aPC." El

DUELING STANDARDS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TMS340 FAMILY

IBM's 8514/A

• General-purpose programmable
microprocessor

• Hardwired for graphics
functions

• Fast floating-point coprocessor
available

• Delivers resolution of 1,024
by768 pixels

• Especially good at driving
X window applications

• Good for bitbits, line drawing, area fills

• Single source of supply

• Several vendors developing
chips

• Second-generation chip in volume
production
• Top candidate for high-end PC
and workstation applications

• Slow in coming to market
• Top contendor for low- and
midrange PC applications

III AND TI SQUARE OFF
IN POST-VGA GRAPHICS

CHIPS IMPLEMENTING BIG BLUE'S 8514/A STANDARD ARE FINALLY
ARRIVING TO COMPETE WITH THE TMS340 FAMILY

W

ITH THE ADVENT OF
high-performance graphics
chips, personal computers are evolving
into graphics workstations, driven by
add-in cards that execute graphics functions much faster than the host processor can. Now PC users with applications ranging from desktop publishing
to computer-aided design and medical
imaging want ever higher resolution,
prompting chip, board, and monitor
makers to push beyond the 640-by-480pixel standard embodied in IBM
Corp.'s Video Graphics Array.
Less than a year ago, developers of
graphics boards were contemplating as
many as four approaches to achieve resolutions greater than VGA's [Electronics,
July 1989, p. 66]. Since then, the industry
has done some sorting out and appears
to be settling on two primary performance niches. Those niches will be filled

by hardwired chips and boards imple- olutions at least as great as 8514/A.
menting IBM's 8514/A hardware stanSome, such as combined graphics and
dard or by Texas Instruments Inc.'s imaging, also require extensive computaTMS340 family of programmable tion, for which ageneral-purpose micrographics microprocessors.
processor is well suited. 'MA—
The niche for the 8514/A GRAPHICS for Texas Instruments Graphics
standard is characterized by displays Architecture—is described by 11 as an
having 1,024-by-768-pixel resolution
interface that manages communications
and needing fast execution of bitbetween the PC and the 340 processor.
boundary block transfers (bitblts), line An interprocessor communications prodrawing, and area-fill commands. But tocol links an application program or
there's no need for heavy computation.
software-environment driver to alibrary
Those requirements make 8514/A esof standard TIGA or custom-graphics
pecially suitable for executing CAD functions that run on the 340.
programs such as Autodesk Inc.'s popTI is winning sockets because of the
ular AutoCAD.
availability and performance of its
The TMS340 family and its related ar- TMS34010, TMS34020, and TN1S34082
chitecture, on the other hand, are resolu- chips. The 40-to-60-MHz TMS34010, intion-independent. 11's solution appears troduced in 1986, has gained substanto be winning favor to drive high-perfortial software support and market momance displays used in CAD and imagmentum. Its very availability has estabing, applications that usually call for reslished TI in PC and workstation graphRECIRONICS •May 1990
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CRT CONTROL & REGISTER

MEMORY CONTROL

ics. Two months ago, TI
unleashed the 32-MHz
34020, and the compa512-BYTE CACHE
ny cut prices for both
processors, further en32-BIT CPU
hancing their appeal.
ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT,
At least one close obADDER, TEMPORARY
REGISTERS
server, however, isn't
convinced there's yet a
31 32-BIT REGISTERS
substantial market for
BARREL SHIFTER
beyond-VGA resolution,
PIXEL
PROCESSOR
simply because prices
for graphics boards and
ENHANCED
monitors still haven't
PAGE-MODE
REGISTERS
provided enough incentive for PC users to go
beyond 640 by 480 pixels. Michael Slater, editor of the Microprocessor Report in Palo Alto,
Calif., says that both
8514/A and TMS340
backers "are concerned
about how to get people to move out of VGA
into either of those. I
see a reluctance to go
WINNING SOCKETS
beyond VGA, because
TI
has
a
leg
up
on
IBM
because
its
TMS340 family has been out longer than 8514/A
prices need to come
implementations; the second generation is the just introduced TMS34020.
down." Slater points
out that PC users pay
about $1,000 for a VGA board and year. In fact, they say, IBM showed Chu, vice president of engineering at
monitor today versus $1,000 for an substantial support for the standard in the company's Mountain View, Can,
its exhibits both at last fall's Comdex facility—assuming IBM doesn't throw a
8514/A monitor and $500 for aboard.
The latest graphics boards using the show and at the National Computer monkey wrench in the works.
The remaining silicon vendors
TMS340 family sell for almost $4,000, Graphics Association show in March.
known
to be developing 8514/A chips
"IBM
dedicated
about
25
feet
of
but those are for high-performance,
high-resolution (1,280-by-1,024-pixel) counter space to 8514/A at Fall Com- sets are ATI in Toronto, Canada; Chips
applications that combine graphics dex," says Jim Anderson, director of & Technologies in San Jose, Calif.; Integrated Information Technologies in
with real-time imaging. TI is promising graphics product marketing at Headpricing that will result in 34010-based land Technology Inc. "Everything Isee Santa Clara, Calif.; and Trident Microboards selling this year for less than suggests that IBM hasn't done anything systems in Sunnyvale, Calif.
The next 8514/A chip expected to
$600 and 34020-based boards for less to modify its 8514/A support."
reach
volume production will come
than $1,000.
from Chips & Technologies Inc. Roger
Meanwhile, only one company—
EADLAND IS ONE OF
several firms developing chips Reak, director of graphics marketing,
Western Digital Corp.—is known to be
delivering chip sets that implement that implement 8514/A. Rumors have says the company will have silicon out
this month and should be in volume
8514/A, even though it's been almost circulated since Comdex that the Frethree years since IBM advanced the mont, Calif., company had dropped its production soon after that. The singlestandard. The need to address the 8514/A effort, but Anderson says other- chip design is the 82C480 graphics
8514/A standard through aset of on- wise. He's not happy that Headland's controller. Reak points out that bechip registers has hampered chip devel- chips won't be ready until late this cause of the number of players coming
opment, because IBM hasn't provided year, but insists "we're going ahead into the chip segment, the competition
public definitions of the registers it with the project. A lack of focus had will result in 8514/A boards priced in
caused some delays, but we're now the $500 ballpark. "There's a sizable
uses in its own 8514/A devices.
market window for an add-in board at
Further, rumors that IBM will cripple going forward."
As the only chip vendor delivering that price," he says.
8514/A advocates by coming out with
Having chips available from multiple
a standard that goes beyond it have 8514/A silicon in production quantisources
should help to fill the 8514/A
ties,
Western
Digital
is
offering
a
chip
contributed to delays in both chip and
pipeline this year. Dataquest Inc., the
board development. The 8514/A camp, set based on the company's PWGA1
however, appears convinced that IBM graphics controller chips. Western Digi- San Jose, Can, market researdi organiisn't ready to curtail the market with a tal expects this to be the year 8414/A zation, estimates that some 930,000 chip
beyond-8514/A announcement this takes hold in the market, says William sets for beyond-VGA applications will be

sold this year. Of that total, some
400,000 are expected to be 8514/A
chips, with most of the remainder from
the TMS340 family. However, Dataquest
projects ashift by 1993, with 3.1 million
8514/A chips shipping against 1.7 million TMS devices. The estimate "is based
on our expectations that the 1,024-by768 market is ready to start growing,"
says Sohail Malik, Dataquest's graphics
specialist. 'The supply of chips has been
limited until now."
Meanwhile, TI's top-dog position
with the 34010 has generated important early acceptance for the faster
34020. At least three firms have announced high-performance boards that
use the 34020 and TMS34082 floatingpoint coprocessor. For example, Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd., Dorval,
Canada, has built its Image series—
which combines high-performance
graphics with real-time imaging—
around the 34020/34082 [Electronics,
October 1989, p. 102].

500,000 TMS340-family chips this year,
with agrowing number of them being
34020s. TI's TIGA products directory
includes apartial list of more than 40
software applications for which universal TIGA software drivers are or soon
will be available.
Importantly, that TIGA directory also
THER COMPANIES THAT
have committed to the 34020/ numbers more than 260 applications
that run via the Microsoft Windows envi34082 are Imagraph Corp. of Chelmsford, Mass., and Univision Technoloronment. That market "is awhole new
gies Inc. of Burlington, Mass. Ima- animal," says TI's Guttag. "There may be
graph's approach is to offer its 34020100,000 of them shipped this year, and
based ITX-1210 board and an optional we're designed into every X Window
daughterboard housing the 34082 for terminal we know of." That list indudes
high-perforfmance combined graphics terminals from Digital Equipment, Hewand imaging applications.
lett-Packard, Tektronix, and—significantUnivision is also addressing dual ly—IBM itself, with the IBM Xstation
graphics-imaging needs, but has put
120 X server terminal. This unit is part of
both processors on the same board to IBM's new RISC System/6000 [Electronget 1,280-by-1,024-by-32-bit resolution.
ics, April 1990, p. 32]. Guttag says that
Univision's price of $3,895 is $100 less 8514/A isn't easily compatible with X
than Imagraph's, but both are in a Window applications because the chips
price region that's well above the mass
"don't accelerate pixels properly. Even
market for PC graphics.
IBM didn't use 8514/A in its X terminal."
So while 1990 should be the year
Some in the industry see appropriate
that 8514/A chips begin to flow to niches for each kind of chip. Western
board users in substantial numbers, TI
Digital's Chu, for example, sees 8514/A
has already moved into its second-generation graphics microprocessor. Nor
does it appear that TI will be content
to focus primarily on the high-performance, high-resolution graphics appliTo get higher resolution than
cations that begin where 8514/A ends.
VGA's 640 by 480 pixels, the indusThe company has an aggressive stratetry is turning in two directions.
gy intended to make the TMS340 family and the TIGA architecture the next
IBM's 8514/A standard handles
PC graphics standard.
1,024-by-768-pixel resolution but
The TMS340 family is designed into
can't do heavy computation. TI's
more than 200 products to date, says
TMS340 processors can provide
Karl Guttag, graphics strategy manager
higher resolution plus extensive
for TI's Microprocessor Division in Stafcomputation, suiting them for comford, Texas. Industry sources estimate
bined graphics and imaging.
that TI has already shipped well over
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becoming the beyond-VGA PC standard and the TMS340 more appropriate for high-performance workstation
graphics. "At 1,024-by-768 resolution,
users are happy with a 14- or 16-in.
screen, which is more a PC product,"
says Chu. "Going to 1,280 by 1,024
dictates a 19-in. screen. That's the
workstation market, and TIGA will play
very well there."
Slater of Microprocessor Report believes that 8514/A vendors "have a
dunce to get some of the businessgraphics market as it moves up from
VGA, though that's happening slowly.
But 8514/A won't be the high-resolution
standard. The 340 series will be far more
important than 8514/A in the high-performance high-resolution market."
Indeed, says Dataquest's Malik, the
lower- and midrange machines constitute the mass market, "where buyer
behavior favors the 8514/A." But he
sees TI competing for more business
there than some 8514/A backers do.
The three issues that influence the
mass market are price, performance,
and standards-compatibility.
"No matter what anyone tells you,
pricing for TI and 8514/A will be a
wash," Malik says. -I'here's a [price]
comfort level that Ti is already meeting."
As for performance, "the issue is bandied
about alot, but 8514/A chips will perform well, too, so performance will be a
wash, as well." An intangible is IBM's
dout in setting astandard, which Malik
believes will sway buyers to 8514/A.
"Multisynch monitors will drive the retail
part of the mass market, and users will
ask what kind of graphics board goes
with those monitors. And there will be
five shrink-wrapped 8514/A packages for
each Ti package." El

HARD-DISK CONTROLLERS
GET READY TO RUMBLE

AS BUSINESS HEATS UP, MARKET LEADERS LOOK TO HORN IN ON
ONE ANOTHER'S TERRITORY BY JONAH MCLEOD

M

MILLIONS OF UNITS

rects the mechanical operation of the
AKERS OF EMBEDDED Personal Computer AT and compaticontrollers for hard-disk bles. The other two segments involve drive. A microprocessor on the controldrives are gearing up for controllers for drives based on the ler interacts with the host computer
what promises to be an in- Small Computer System Interface bus, doing such tasks as directing overall controller operation and pertense and protracted contest for market (SCSI) standard; one segment
STORAGE forming error correction.
share. Chip makers that now dominate provides the host-adapter chips
Currently, Cirrus Logic Inc. of Milpithe various market segments that make that are placed on the computer's
up the hard-disk controller business are motherboard, and the other makes the tas leads the market for PC AT hard.
setting their sights on one another's controller chips to be embedded in the drive controllers, says Kevin Landis, an
industry analyst at Dataquest Inc. in
territory. Meanwhile, new players— SCSI hard drive.
Recently, a fourth market segment San Jose, Calif. Adaptec's AIC-6110 is
some of which boast impressive crethe leading embedded-controller proddentials—are hoping to claim big por- has started to form: embedded controllers for hard-disk drives adhering to uct for SCSI drives, he says, while
tions of the market for themselves.
NCR's Microelectronics Product DiviAt stake is amarket that will experi- IBM's MicroChannel architecture.
Disk controllers consist of a data sion in Colorado Springs is on top in
ence heady growth for the next few
separator, which extracts digital data the SCSI host-adapter business.
years, most observers say. William P.
Adaptec imently has made forays into
Tai, an analyst in the San Francisco from the continuous analog signal deoffices of investment firm Alex. Brown tected by the disk drive's read/write both Cirrus's and NCR's territory, as well
and Sons, predicts double-digit growth head; a serializer/deserializer, which as into the fledgling market for Microfor the next few years. Adaptec Inc. of converts bits to bytes and vice versa; Channel-compatible controllers. Adaptec's new AIC-6060 is adirect challenge
Milpitas, Calif., one of the companies and the disk controller itself, which dito Cirrus's domicompeting for the
name of the PC AT
hard-drive controlUNIT SHIPMENTS OF EMBEDDED
controller market,
ler market, expects
and the AIC-6260 is
HARD-DISK DRIVES
unit shipments of
a SCSI host-adapter
hard drives with
25product geared toembedded controlward the burgeonlers to jump from
ing market for lap2014 million units
top computers.
this year to 25 milCirrus, meanlion units in 1992.
15while, recently reHard-disk conleased the CLtrollers for personal
SH265, an updated
computers
and
10version
of its
workstations generSH260 PC AT conally fall into one of
troller, and is rethree categories.
5turning Adaptec's
The first includes
fire with the new
controller chips
CL-5H255, an emthat work with
o
bedded controller
drives connecting
1989
1990
1992
for SCSI drives.
directly to the bus
SOURCE: ADAPTEC
The three market
of the IBM Corp.
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leaders have more than one another to
worry about. Western Digital Corp. of
Irvine, Calif., is posing a strong challenge to NCR's hold on the SCSI hostadapter market with its second-generation offering, the WD33C93A. Chips &
Technologies Inc. of San Jose now offers products for all three segments.
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa
Clara, C.alif., has been hinting at a
move into the hard-disk embedded
controller market as well.
And a number of disk-drive manufacturers, including Seagate Technology of Scotts Valley, Calif., and Milpitasbased Quantum Corp., are building
their own controller chips using foundry services from such vendors as Texas
Instruments Inc. of Dallas.
Because of the increased competition, Landis doesn't see boom times
ahead, even if unit sales grow sharply.
'The hard-disk controller market will
be worth $400 million in 1990," he
says. "Because average selling prices
will fall, revenue growth will be flat by
1993." G. Venkatesh, marketing manager at Adaptec, agrees that prices will
begin to fall, but not nearly enough to
flatten revenue growth. 'There will be
adrop in average selling prices on the
order of 20% to 25% ayear, but there
will be revenue growth on the order of
50% to 60% per year," he says.
Adaptec is counting on that revenue
growth to help sustain its aggressive
moves into other market segments.
The company's new AIC-6060 is pinand register-compatible with the Cirrus
CL-SH260, which now reigns as the de
facto industry standard for PC AT embedded hard-disk controllers. Venkatesh claims that the AIC-6060 outperforms the SH260 by 50% and offers
additional write-only branch registers
that give makers of controller boards
and hard drives more flexibility in programming the device.
According to Venkatesh, Cirrus has
about 60% of the embedded PC AT
controller market. With the AIC-6060,
Adaptec hopes to wrest half that market share away from Cirrus, he says.
Cirrus, of course, isn't ready to relinquish its position; this month, the company is slated to roll out the CL-SH265,
an enhanced version of the SH260.
Mike Liccardo, marketing manager
for Cirrus, says the SH265 is built to
handle the variety of new performance
demands brought on by faster central
processors and quicker, more powerful
disk drives. Newer hard drives pack

more bits inside each track and use
encoding schemes to compress even
more data inside each track. Combine
this with the fact that the new drives
rotate at higher speeds, and the result
is higher data transfer rates.
'The SH265 can handle data rates up
to 25 Mbits/s," Liccardo says; previously, data rates of 7.5 to 10 Mbits/s were
the norm. The chip also features an
improved proprietary error-correction
code (ECC).
"As data rates rise, better ECC is
needed to detect and correct errors,"
he says. "Ile code must allow the controller's embedded microprocessor to
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computers, fax machines, and other office equipment.
Along with Cirrus and Adaptec,
Western Digital has a major stake in
the PC AT embedded controller business. Western Digital uses its WD42C22
controller in the hard drives that it
manufactures itself. Liccardo estimates
that Western Digital ships several hundred thousarid drives a quarter. "Because we're in the disk-drive business,
we don't have alarge OEM base," says
Rich Rutledge, marketing manager of
the Storage Products Division at Western Digital.
While Cirrus continues to focus on
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HARD-DISK OPTIONS
In early ST506 drives, controller functions were assigned to aseparate
board; newer PC AT and SCSI drives include controller functions.
correct the error on the fly and still
handle data coming off the drive."
Disk-drive makers are also increasing
storage capacity by cramming more
tracks onto the disk surface. In such
designs, keeping the read/write head
accurately positioned over a narrower
track that is positioned closer to adjacent tracks is aproblem, particularly if
servo information is located between
sectors. Newer drives now put servo
information inside the sectors, along
with data. The SH265 is the first lowcost chip that supports this feature.
The SH255 is aimed at the low end
of the PC product line rather than highend systems like workstations. 'Me
chip sells for tens of dollars, not hundreds," says Liccardo. He sees the new
low-cost asynchronous SCSI chip doing
well in small systems, including laptop
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the AT market, Adaptec has jumped
aggressively into the embedded drive
market for the MicroChannel bus as
well. The AIC-6190, unveiled last September, is the first mass-storage controller for the MicroChannel architecture. The AIC-6190 was designed to
handle the complex I/O activity between the MicroChannel bus and disk
drives. It features a programmable sequencer that enables it to be used with
hard, floppy, tape, and optical drives,
Venkatesh says. The $30 chip can emulate all three PS/2 disk-control register
set and enables the user to implement
all of the disk-control interface of the
PS/2 Models 50 and 80.
One drawback of having embedded
controllers that are designed for aspecific computer bus, whether it be the
PC AT, MicroChannel or, EISA (Extend-

ed Industry Standard Architecture), is
that each chive requites aunique software driver that may or may not
change with each new generation of
embedded chive. A less restrictive solution is to build a SCSI port on the
motherboard and then daisy-chain as
many as eight different peripherals on
the SCSI bus.
With its AIC-6110, Adaptec accounts
for about 75% of the market for embedded SCSI chives, Venlçatesh says.
However, just as Adaptec is invading
Cirrus's turf in the embedded PC AT
market, Cirrus is going after the SCSI
market. Last November, the company
rolled out its CL-SH350 chip, which is
aimed at the workstation market; this
month, it is set to unveil the CL-SH255,
aSCSI chip for the PC market.
The CL-SH350—which is based on
SCSI-2, the latest implementation of the
SCSI standard—employs synchronous
and asynchronous initiator and target
protocols and can handle data transfer
rates of up to 5Mbytes/s in synchronous mode. SCSI is a master-slave architecture that requires an initiator on
the host side to direct I/O requests to
target SCSI devices on the device side.
The chip can be embedded on the
drive as a target processor—it cannot
initiate SCSI bus operations—or it can
serve as an initiator on the host adapter
that interacts between the host's system bus and all peripherals.
Also in the SCSI arena, Western Digital offers the WD-33C93A. Western Digital boasts two impressive customers:
IBM is using the chip in the 320-Mbyte,

CONTROLLER WARS
M akers of controller chips for hard
drives are challenging one another's
market strengths.
Although unit sales of embedded
controllers for hard drives will grow,
prices are expected to fall sharply.
For makers of SCSI controllers, laptop computers and workstations represent major opportunities.

3.5-in, drive it has announced for its
R6000 Unix workstation, and Exabyte
Corp. of Boulder, Colo., is using the
WD-33C93A in its EXB-8200, the 2.3Gbyte tape drive that is being sold
with the IBM workstation. In addition
to endorsing SCSI for its R6000, IBM
has embedded SCSI drives for its PS/2
Models 60 and 80.
The battle over the host-adapter portion of the SCSI design may become as
intense as the market wars regarding
PC AT drive controllers and embedded
controllers on SCSI drives. NCR
achieved the first big design win in this
market, when Apple Computer Inc. of
Cupertino, Calif., chose the NCR 53C80
as the host adapter for its Macintosh
computers. The 53C80 or an equivalent
is found in all Macintoshes.
The market for host-adapter chips is
splitting into two segments: one for
lower end PCs, the other for worlçsta
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CONTROLLER FUNCTIONS
In adisk controller, adata separator extracts digital data via the
read/write head, and the microprocessor interacts with the host's bus.
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tions. For example, last August NCR
rolled out the 53000 SCSI host-adapter chip designed specifically for workstations. The main difference between
the 53000 and chips targeted at PCs is
speed.
53000 does all the commands for getting on and off the SCSI
bus in microseconds instead of the milliseconds of other devices," says David
Skinner, NCR product manager in Colorado Springs. Instead of connecting
into acomputer's I/O bus, the 53000
is designed to plug into the much faster processor-to-memory bus, which enables very high-speed data transfers.
At least one NCR competitor thinks
NCR's approach is less than ideal.
"Plugging directly into the processorto-memory bus could create problems
for system design," says Jeff Miller, vice
president of marketing at Adaptec.
'The chip has to steal processor cycles
from the CPU to perform those highspeed transfers."
NCR's main competition in the SCSI
host-adapter business for PCs and
workstations so far has come from
Western Digital, with its 33C93A, and
Adaptec, with its AIC-6250. Both companies see an opening to topple NCR
from the top of the pile. 'The 53C80
needs microprocessor intervention,
while the 33C93A has astate machine
on-chip to manage the SCSI interface,"
says Rutledge of Western Digital.
"What takes other chips up to 12 interrupts to do, the 33C93A does in only
three interrupts."
Adaptec is introducing its newest offering for the SCSI host-adapter market,
the AIC-6260, this month. The company hopes to dominate this business for
PCs and laptop computers just as NCR
established its position in the Macintosh. The AIC-6260 can sustain synchronous or asynchronous data transfer rates as high as 4Mbytes/s. It supports second-part direct memory access
transfers and has a 128-byte buffer for
programmed I/O operations.
The low price tag of the chip (under
$30), its high level of integration, and
its special power-down features make
the AIC-6260 well suited for laptop
computers, Miller says. He believes
SCSI will find greater acceptance on
the motherboard in portable products
because the lack of plug-in cards demands one port to drive avariety of
different peripherals. In Miller's view,
the company that wins the battle for
the PC motherboard will win the embedded-control market war. LI
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LOTUS DEVELOPMENT

ALLIANCE YIELDS BROADER SOFTWARE PRODUCT
BASE, STRONGER MARKETING REACH FOR EACH

LOTUS-NOVELL MERCER
SURPRISES INDUSTRY
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equally benefits both
sides, then the recent Lotus-Novell marriage is an
ideal match. In one surprising leap, Lotus DevelSPORTING GOODS
opment Corp. by merging with Novell Inc.
overcame any lingering
image that it's a onete'•
product company, and at
the same time put itself
on a near-equal footing
in competition with archrival Microsoft Corp. of
Lotus is tailoring 1-2-3 release 3 for multiple
Redmond, Wash.
platforms; this version runs on Sun workstations.
The resulting corporation, whose two sides should benefit derived primarily from sales of the
from being able to market each other's company's ubiquitous application softproducts, will top $1 billion in reve- ware, the 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Lotus has a
nues this year. The combined catalogs substantial direct-sales force that hanencompass a range from application dles corporate accounts and retail comprograms to operating systems, and puter stores. The merged company is
from spreadsheets through data bases expected to have 1990 sales of some
to the critical networking environment.
$1.2 billion. Analysts project Microsoft's
Being able to offer that spectrum will
1990 sales to come in at about $1.1 bilonly heighten Lotus's ability to comlion at the end of June.
pete with Microsoft, which by itself
When the intent to merge was anwill crack $1 billion this year using a nounced last month, Jim Manzi, Lotus
similar product breadth.
chairman, president, and chief execuNovell, the Provo, Utah-based supplitive officer, termed it "an absolute
er of the NetWare network operating merger of equals." Manzi retains those
system software, will become awholly titles; Ray Noorda, formerly Novell's
owned subsidiary of Lotus under terms chairman, president, and CEO, beof the merger, which is expected to be comes vice chairman of Lows and reblessed by the boards and stockholdmains CEO of Novell. Manzi says the
ers of both companies in July. Novell
two organizations will remain as two
had 1989 revenues of $422 million, stand-alone businesses because "it
mostly through value-added resellers would be ludicrous to disrupt that."
and systems integrators.
Noorda sees the world as one of
Lotus, based in Cambridge, Mass., changes, which companies can resist,
had revenues last year of $556 million, adapt to, or cause. He and Manzi delade
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Regulated
5Watt to 30 Watt
• 386 Standard Models
• Single, Dual and Triple Output
• Output Voltages of 5, 9, 12,
15, 24, 28 and 48 Volts DC
Standard
• Ambient Temperature Range
—25°C to +70°C with No Heat
Sink or Electrical Derating
• All Units Shielded
• 500V DC Isolation Input to
Output
• New PLR Series Features
.300" ht.
• New NR Series, up to 30 Watts50 Models-30 Triple Outputs

I

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
•Expanded operating temp (-55°C to +85°C)
•Stabilization Bake (125°C ambient)

•Temperature Cycle (-55°C to +125°C)
•Hi Temp, full power burn in
(100% power, 125°C case temp)

Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc

453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free
IN NEW YORK CALL

800-431-1064

914-699-5514

PICO also manufactures over 700
standard DC-DC Converters, AC-DC
Power Supplies and over 2500 Miniature...)
Transformers and Inductors
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dded together to cause achange, "but
our corporate mission at Novell has
always induded adedication to growing the industry, and this merger will
do that," Noorda concludes.
But the move caught industry watchers by surprise. Steven Frankel, alongtime Lotus watcher, says he wasn't expecting a merger, "but when you sit
back and think about it, it makes sense."
Frankel, who is vice president of Adams,
Harkness & Hill, aBoston research brokerage firm, points out that application
software and networking functions ate
rapidly merging, "and the degree to
which application products are networlcable' is avery important selling point"
for both lotus and Novell. He sees the
merger "leveling the playing field for Lotus vis-a-vis Microsoft"

Lback after a1988 drop in earnOTUS

HAS

BOUNCED

ings that resulted mainly from an 18month delay in getting 1-2-3 release 3
to market. Net income dipped 18%—
from $72 million on 1987 revenues of
$395 million to $58.9 million a year
later, when revenues reached $468.5
million. Then net income jumped 15%
last year to $67.9 million. Novell also
entered the merger from aposition of
strength, zooming from below $200
million in 1987 sales to $281 million in
1988 and then topping $400 million
last year.
"Networking and the desktop are a
significant part of what our customers
are worried about, so our ability to integrate desktop tools across a network
makes our conversations with our customers more compelling," says Robert
Schechter, Lotus's senior vice president
and chief financial officer. Those tools
indude the various versions of 1-2-3, Lotus data-base software, as well as a
newer product, Lotus Notes.
The latter allows the exchange of
information among popular word-processing, spreadsheet, graphics, and
data-base application programs [Electronics, January 1990, p. 23]. Notes
mus on IBM, 3Com, and Novell personal computer networks, selling for
$62,000 in aconfiguration that accommodates up to 200 users. Schechter
says Notes is especially well suited to
be sold through the Novell VAR and
system-integrator distribution channels.
On the Novell side, Kanwal Rekhi,
Novell's executive vice president for
development, expects that one of the
merger's chief benefits to Lotus will be

the access it provides to those very
distribution channels. Reithi says Novell needs the VAR/SI channel because
anetwork product requires asophisticated sell. 'These are high-end people
who add value, and the merger gives
Lotus access [to them]."
Manzi has no quarrel with that view,
pointing out that Novell has targeted
small and medium-size companies
through the reseller channel. "We
hadn't been strong there and had
wanted to develop that channel. The
merger gets that for us," he notes.
On the other hand, Lotus has strong
overseas sales, and has developed a
market in Japan that will benefit Novell. "We have a strong presence in
Japan, where Novell is just getting started," Manzi maintains. "We can assist
with that." Schechter adds that PC networking is"at a very nascent stage
there, and Novell should be able to

leverage our strong base."
The glitch in the Lotus earnings
growth curve two years ago was a
symptom of fast growth and too little
control of product development. Since
then, Manzi has hired Frank King from
IBM Corp., whom Manzi says has no
equal in running alarge-scale softwaredevelopment organization. King is senior vice president and head of Lotus's
Software Business Group.
Lotus has also launched its cross-platform strategy, which is to offer 1-2-3 for
important standard platforms. The strategy is paying off. Versions for Sun Microsystems Unix workstations, IBM mainframes, Digital Equipment VAX computers, and for OS/2 and Presentation Manager have been introduced. Still to come
is 1-2-3 for the Apple Macintosh. Having
Novell as a partner and NetWare as a
product should augment sales of all
these products. El

KONTRON REKTRONIN

WEST GERMANY'S KONTRON SEEKS SUCCESS IN
THE EXACTING U. S. COMPUTER MARKET

HERE'S THE BMW OF
INDUSTRIAL PCs
BY JOHN HOSCH

F

IF ANY, EUROPEAN
'
computer
companies
have
made it in the U. S. Even the likes of
Siemens AG and International Computers Ltd., although successful at home,
have shied from the world's most demanding computer market because
their products lack the extra punch that
American users are looking for. So
when a small West German firm is
poised to aggressively compete in the
U. S., it must have something special
up its sleeve.
Kontron Elektronik GmbH, a $190
million company in Eching, near Munich, is convinced that it has. Recently
acquired by Bavarian Motor Works—
the BMW of car fame—Kontron has
readied a32-bit PC that it claims is the
first portable system for industrial applications built around an Extended Industry Standard bus architecture.
The IP LITE—for industrial, portable,
ELECTRONICS •May 1990
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and lightweight—will hit global markets this month. The system is to the
industrial PC world what aBMW is in
autos, says Wolfgang Aurich, aformer
BMW executive whom the cannaker
picked late last year as general manager of Kontron.
Aurich supports his comparison with
the argument that the IP LITE sets new
standards in quality and performance
for industrial PCs, standards that put
the machine ahead of competing systems and therefore give it an excellent
chance to become awinner even on
the exacting U. S. market.
"Other companies have thrown their
weight behind laptops and are busy
making them smaller and lighter for
commercial applications, right where
the volume is," says Klaus Trox, Kontron's marketing manager for industrial
computers. "We, by contrast, are gunning for industrial applications, aselec-

1
--

tive PC market with
to $9,995, deperng
not many firms comon processor and
peting in it so far."
hard-disk capacity.
Although industrial
Kontron is no newPCs are a niche seccomer on American
tor, they have enormarkets. But it has
mous growth potenkept afairly low protial-45% annually
file so far with its
for the forseeable fuIP286/386 portable
ture, according to
industrial computers
Trox. He figures that
and IR286/386 indussales of industrial PCs
trial workstations.
will by far outpace
With the IP LITE,
those of PCs generalhowever, "We want
ly in the years ahead.
to go aggressively afTrox's projections
ter the U. S. market,"
are close to those of
Trox says. Given the
Advanced Manufacsystem's quality and
turing Research, a
performance, Trox
Cambridge, Mass.,
thinks Kontron now
market research orhas agood chance to
ganization that tracks
General manager
get firmly established.
industrial computers.
Wolfgang Aurich.
Its three U. S. operaThere will be about a
tions will provide
million PCs on factory floors world- sales, service, and marketing support.
wide this year and 1.4 million next
Kontron is not a computers-only
year, says Ted Rybeck, an industry anafirm; it's active in instrumentation and
lyst at AMR. By 1993, AMR says, the to- image analysis as well. Among its prodtal will be 2.75 million.
ucts are industrial computers based on
Meanwhile, back in its home market,
the Z80 microprocessor and the EuroKontron is determined to hold its No.
pean Computer Bus, which Kontron
2 spot behind Siemens, the Munich- defined, high-performance logic analyzbased electronics giant. And in the ers, emulators, transient recorders, and
U. S.—where one of its competitors digitizers. In 1989, Kontron made big
will be IBM Corp.—"we want to grow news when it became Europe's first
faster than the 45% average and rank company with aboard based on areamong the first five suppliers within duced-instruction-set processor, the Inthree years," Trox says.
tel i860. It also became the first compaThe IP LITE is the vehicle that's to do ny in the world to offer a universal
it. Designed for rough industrial environ- emulator for Intel i486 chips.
ments, the machine comes in adie-cast
Kontron's resolve to demonstrate
housing of magnesium, which shields it more strength in the U. S. is in line with
from electromagnetic interference and
the strategy that BMW has mapped out
makes it mechanically sturdy. The systbr the company it bought from Hofftem can take considerable abuse—it will mann LaRoche, the big Swiss pharmastill work after a3-ft drop.
ceuticals manufacturer, last summer.
About the size and weight of an up"BMW wants Kontron to develop into
market laptop, the 22-lb system fits un- an independent and internationally comder aplane seat. It operates in a50°C petitive firm," Aurich says. "We want to
environment, compared with about grow faster than the average in electron30°C for a laptop, Trox says. Interna- ic markets." Kontron's sales of $190 miltional norms together with integrated lion last year were up about 14% from
safety functions such as temperature
1988's revenues.
and voltage control make the IP LITE a
For the big autoinaker, Kontron is to
contribute to BMW's know-how in elechighly reliable system.
The Kontron-designed central-processtronics and develop certain automotive
ing-unit boards are based either on the components. "But Kontron will engage
Intel Corp. 80386SX or 80386DX 32-bit in such development and production
processors. The company is now design- only if it agrees with its own product
ing aversion based on the 80486, which planning and philosophy," Aurich says.
will put the IP LITE in the performance "In no case will Kontron become just an
class of high-end computers. In the U. S., extension of BMW's assembly line." Ei
the initial versions will sell from $8,395 Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran
ELECTRONICS •May 1990
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PEARSON

Wide Band, Precision

CURRENT
MONITOR
With aPearson current monitor and an
oscilloscope, you can measure pulse or
ac currents from milliamperes to kiloamperes, in any conductor or beam of
charged particles, including those at
very high voltage levels.
This monitor is physically isolated from
the circuit. It is aterminated current
transformerwhose output voltage precisely follows the current amplitude and
waveshape. Atypical model gives an
amplitude accuracy of +1%, —0%, 20
nanosecond rise time, droop of 0.5%
per millisecond, and a3db bandwidth
of 1Hz to 35 MHz. Other models feature 2nanosecond rise time, or adroop
as low as 1% per second.
Whether you wish to measure current
in aconductor, an electron device, or a
particle accelerator, it is likely that one
of our off-the-shelf models (ranging
from 1/
2"
to 103
/ "ID) will do the job. We
4
also provide custom designs to meet
individual specifications.
Contact us and we will send you
engineering data.

PEARSON
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1860 Embarcadero Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 494-6444
Telex 171-412 •FAX (415) 494-6716
CIRCLE 375

MARKETPLACE
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

Quality Assurance Engineer-Electronic Connectors, 40 hrsiwk. 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m., $40,000/yr. Longterm planning & development of
quality plans. Review and test connector product designs, performance and functions; act as liaison
with Sales Engineer for customer interface; statistical analyses of performance of equipment using CP and
CPK studies. Implementation of
new tooling qualification methods
for manufacturing equipment. Advise company's foreign manufacturing operations of systems required
to qualify them as suppliers of connectors for the automotive industry.
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering as well as two years experience as a Quality Assurance Engineer-Electronic Connectors or as a
Quality Assurance Engineer required. Associates degree in electrical engineering plus two years experience as a quality assurance
engineer would be acceptable in
lieu of a college degree. Previous
experience must include the development of long-term quality plans
to implement preventative measures. Applicant must be willing to
travel 40% of the time. Send resumes to: ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT
OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, 401
South State Street - 3 South, Chicago, Illinois 60605, Attention: Connie M. Evans, Reference #V-IL1078-E, AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.

Thomson Consumer Electronics, manufacturer of RCA and GE brand consumer
electronics products, is redefining the future of home entertainment. The Indianapolis advanced development facility is part of aglobal network of R&D centers located
throughout Europe, Asia and The United States. The development of new generations
of television technologies, including High-Definition Television, has created opportunities for innovative Electrical Engineers to join us in our efforts to bring exciting
new products from concept to reality. Current opportunities are available in:
•VIDEO SIGNAL PROCESSING
Digital, Analog, Digital Logic Design and IC Design
•DEFLECTION DEVELOPMENT
•MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT
Software/Hardware
•AUDIO DESIGN
Circuit Development and Acoustics
•CAD/CAE
Your qualifications for these positions must include astrong academic background
including a B.S. or advanced degree and demonstrated competence in one of the
above areas.
Thomson offers excellent salaries and benefits, plus exceptional opportunity for professional growth and recognition with aglobal leader in consumer electronics.
Please send your resume, in confidence, to: Dave Lovell, Professional Relations,
M.S. 27-134E, Thomson Consumer Electronics, P.O. Box 1976, Indianapolis, IN
46206-1976, or FAX your resume to us at (317) 231-4203. An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Reif
Thomson Consumer Electronics, Inc.

Looking for

MANAGERS Across the OEM
Marketplace?

SOFTWARE

80,076

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
ReiCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC ,
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today tor $25
T-CUBED SYSTEMS
(816) 991-0057
FAX

31220 La Baya Drlye

(818) 991-1281

Read

"110

Westlake VIllage. CA 91362

Electronics

CIRCLE 380

FAX YOUR ORDER!
To Advertise in
Penton Classifieds,

Every Month
To reach them with a
recruitment ad, call:
Penton Classifieds
at 216-696-7000,
ext. 2520

FAX: (216)696-4135
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EDGE

HERE'S WHERE IDEAS
BECOME PRODUCTS

BY JACK SHANOIE

ENGINEERING HOUSES OFFER SERVICES FROM
SOUP TO NUTS, BUT THERE AREN'T MANY OF THEM
E VEN THOUGH THE BACK
pages of many electronics industry magazines are chock full of advertisements for engineering services of
one sort or another, few companies
offer truly one-stop shopping. "You
have an idea and we bring it to production," says Tom LePera, vice president of marketing for 4th Generation Systems, Newtown, Pa.
"You could get aconsulting engineer, but then they would have
to go to someone else to build a
prototype and somebody else to
manufacture it."
Such soup-to-nuts engineering
houses are rare birds, but the legions of would-be entrepreneurs
who have good ideas but not the
foggiest notion of what to do
next are looking for just that.
'They find us in the damnedest
ways," says LePera. "Sometimes
it is word of mouth, but alarge
proportion of the people we do
business with have worked for
larger companies that are also
our customers."
Big systems houses—often
companies with easily recognizable names—account for the lion's share of 4th Generation Systems'
customers, but that formula does not
hold true across the board. One competitor, NewConcepts of San Diego,
counts about 10% of its customers as
large international companies, says
Don Millerd, NewConcepts president.
Another 50% are small to midsize companies with revenues of $250,000 or
less. Another 30% are startups and the
remaining 10% are inventors and entrepreneurs, says Millerd.
Besides having afull complement of
design and prototyping services, New-

Concepts offers all its customers confidentiality and substantial cost savings.
NewConcepts has avery small in-office
staff. Most of its engineers and designers work out of their homes or private
offices and telecorrunute. "There are
some who Ionly see once ayear," says
Millerd. The result is a reduction in

NewConcepts' overhead costs of 25%
to 30%, a savings that Millerd passes
on to customers in the form of competitive pricing.
Among the services offered by concept-to-completion engineering companies include circuit design, printed-circuit-board design, embedded systems
software, packaging, mechanical design, thermal analysis, and designedfor-manufacture prototypes. In some
instances, the work—for example, chip
design—is subcontracted, but that is
transparent to the customer.
ELECTRONICS* May 1990
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Making sure that the prototype can
be efficiently manufactured and comes
into the market at acompetitive price
is akey focus for both 4th Generation
and NewConcepts. Often, a startup
company "will want to use the latest
and greatest of every technology," says
LePera. "We will try to talk him out of
that if his product does not need all
that performance. For example, [Intel
Corp.'s] 386s are still not that plentiful
and they cost afortune. A more mature
processor might cost just afew dollars
and be all he needs."
Millerd typically assists the customer
beyond the prototype stage. "We handle the bidding process for our clients
rather than have them source it themselves," he says. By having NewConcepts source the contract under its own
name, says Millerd, contract manufacturers cannot bias their bids depending
on whether Millerd's client is a
large company or astartup.
A large company—presumably
with deep pockets—that used its
own name would be likely to
see high bids. On the other
hand, astartup that used its own
name could have a credibility
problem with manufacturers.
Although concept-to-completion businesses are growing fast
and welcome new customers, especially smaller companies, both
LePera and Millerd make the
point that they are not venture
capitalists. "At least once a
month, somebody comes in and
wants to trade us apiece of the
action instead of paying for our
services," says LePera. "We are
not a venture house here. We
have to weed customers out by
their checkbooks."
A successful product is the result of a
successful collaboration, says Millerd.
"When someone wants to propose an
idea to a contract manufacturer," he
says, "he has to realize that he [the contract manufacturer] may have afive-year
plan of his own and that he's also getting ideas from his employees all the
time. We give our dients the ammunition to answer that, and that indudes a
prototype, manufacturing costs, and
even profit margins. If you don't have
those things, the contract manufacturer
won't have any time for you." U
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NEW!) 8051/52 family
In-Circuit Emulators
The most advanced 8051 ICE on the market

80c31/52/c154
80515/c535
80c552/652/451
80c751/752
80c152/51FA

• Rugged Versions For Testers 8 Emulators
• Volume Versions for OEM Applications

Custom Design
For
Control Computers
• Electronic Design Contracts & Services
• Industry & Commercial Grade Design
• Rersearch & Development

.
.
.
.
.
•
.
•

Source level debugger for PL/M-51 and C-51
IBM-PC/Xi/AT windowing interface w/mouse
Complex Hardware real-time breakpoints
Breaks on SFRs and Internal Data RD/WA
32k*80 hardware Trace Buffer with filtering
Performance analysis with histograms
Hardware Pass counters, 8 level sequencer
Interchangeable Pods for other uControllers

• Socket Converters :
• DIP-PLCC

932 Crenshaw Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90019
TEL (213) 936-6471
FAX (213) 936-2598 BEEPER (213) 704-6849

• OFP-PGA. at
• Pln laceladors 8 Pin Monitors for
• DIP (6 -64 pins)
• PGA (44, 52, 68, 84, etc.)
• PLCC (20, 28, 32, 44, 52, 68,84 8 1CO)
• Tranamission Line Extension Cables for ICE,
• Stacks - -Multilevel Sockets for Acid l8 %dins PGAs
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EDI

Corporation

P.O. Box 366, Patterson, CA 95363

171 E.Th. Oaks BI., Thousand Oaks CA 91360

(805)371-4608

General Purpose 8 DeWce Specific

• PGA-PLCC

SIGNUM SYSTEMS

Computer Enterprise

GENERAL DYNAMICS

• PLCC Plugs

Tel:

telex: 362439

(209) 892-3270

Fax: (209) 892-3610

..18, Toby Electronics, Ltd. (0295) 271-777
West Germany: i-Systern GmbH (08131) 25083

SIGNUM SYSTEMS
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68HC11

PC-based emulator for 68HC11
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EDI

Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals In less time than it takes to
flip aswitch.
THE SOWTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
Z-LINE°
POWER UP WITH — — —

,
4 4
‘
41.11,

RUGGED AND HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
WITH FOLD DOWN KEYBOARD AND VGA MONITOR
FOR RACK, BENCH OR PORTABLE APPLICATIONS

SEE EEM 89/90

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:
•12 SLOT PASSIVE BACK PLANE, 250W POWER SUPPLY
•80386 CPU CARD AT 20/25/33 MHz. JP TO 8MB OF ZERO WAIT
STATE RAM
•SONY TRINITRON TUBE, HIGH RESOLUTION VGA (640X480)
MONITOR AND CARD
•ROOM TO MOUNT THREE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES
•2SERIAL, 1PARALLEL PORT. MS DOS/GW BASIC

• PC plug-in or RS-232 box.

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 80486 OR 80286 CPU CARDS IN VARIOUS
CONFIGURATIONS, FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Please see us at Electro —Booth #1121

IBI SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 AVE.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309. 305-978-9225
FAX: 305-978-9226 TELEX: 529482 IBI SYSTEMS
IBI SYSTEMS

Paean D 132 4-1326

• Pull-davn menus with full window support, combined with
command-driven Llser Interlace.
• Up to 33 MHz (E clock) real time emulation.
• No intrusions to the 66HC11's resources.
• 48 bit wide 16K deep trace All functions usable without
disturbing emulation. Time stamping. Two level trigger
• Symbolic and C Source Level Debugging, including in-line
assembler and disassembler.
si Supports A. E, D and F parts.
Prices: 64K Emulator and pod $2591r 4K have $1995•

noHau

$1 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX (408) 378-7869

••

Multiple Time Delay T. circuitry
sequences your power up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surgeS. EMI 8. RFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on /off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.
Our proprietary

All Pulizzi Engineering MTDT° controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $453 TO $317
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!
1,11/I ENCINIJIiiINC INC.
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062

CORPORATION (408) ees-9820
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NOHAU CORP.
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Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD
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IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
PROFESSIONAL PCB-DESIGNERS
de-

SC/FOX - High Speed Computer Boards
SC/FOX PCS32 (Parallel Coprocessor Systern32) 15 MIPS, 70 MIPS burst,
general purpose PC/XT/AT/386 32-bit piug-in board, 64K-1M byte
0-wait-state static memory, uses 32-bit SC32 RISC microprocessor.

ULTI3 O

£

COMPUTER AIDED PCODEsike.

SC/FOX SW (Sirbgie Board Computer) 18 MIPS, 60 MIPS burst, for standalone or embedded operation, 100x160mm, 1serial, 1punter port. 32K-512K
bytes 0-wart-state stabc memory, uses 16-bit Hams RIX 2».
SC/FOX POS (Paraliel *processor System) 15 MIPS, 50 MIPS burst,
general purpose PC/XT/AT/386 plug-in board, 32K-1M byte 0-wait-state static
mernory, muthple board operation. uses Harris RTX 2000.

v4.1: now all features
in all inodels 1

Advanced features, i.e. Real-thne Design Rule Check real
time reconnect, force vectors and histograms, Reroute
while move and trace shoving. Forward- & backannotation

SC/FOX SCSI I/O plug-in daughter board for the PCS or SOC with SCSI,
floppy, serial, and parallel ports. and driver software.

to Schematic Packages (incl. new ULTIcap system). Ail angle
traces, arcs & cirdes, full polygon support with trace ploughing,
power- & groundplanes with automatic thermal reliefs.
-Prices vary with design capacity, from alow-cost Entry Level
DOS System up to a32-bit hip-end System.

ti
ar
a

tectmotogr
— H—Lt

le/(mb (40)439 8941

t-b Gamey IOU) VOM/1

Ideal for embedded real-time control data acquiSdion, and signal processing.
Forth development software inciuded. OEM pricing.

LIO734IILX
let litsls1 ,311 259 44124
Vb.

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY
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SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322 8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306
SILICON COMPOSERS
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New Low Profile Socket Strips
for .025" Square Headers
New Samtec SLW Series is only .180" tall
with choice of single or double row. The
new Samtec CES Series has a low .200"
profile and is available with straight or rightangle solder tails. Both connectors are
available from 1to 50 positions per row.
Samtec, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1147, New Albany, IN 47150
Telephone: 812-944-6733.
Telefax: 812-948-5047.
SAMTEC
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Analog Circuit Simulation

Cb

THE HOUSE
OF CLEAN AIR

Completely Integrated CAE from $95
From Schematic
Entry through

SPICE
SImuletion to
Post Processing
IsSpocE $95, the
complete
SPICE
%le

4'

program, runs on all
PC's.

Is.S..acs/386 $386, The fastest PC based Spice program
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.
SPICENET $295, a schematic editor for any SPICE
simulator. Generates acomplete SPICE netlist.
brruScove $250, a graphics post processor that
performs all the functions of adigital oscilloscope.
PRESMCE $200, extensive model libraries, Monte Carlo
analysis, and parameter sweeping.

FGARO USA, INC.

Twr
,

1000 Skokie Blvd. Suite 555, Wilmette.IL 60091
Tel (708)256-3546
Fax (708)256-3884

FIGARO USA
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intusoft

Please Write or Call
P.O. Box 6607 (213) 833-0710

San Pedro, CA
90734-6607

30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

INTUSOFT
1MM
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Full Line of PQFP Adapters
• At the prototyping stage, use aPQFP Adapt-A-Board:"
Extends leads for easy wire wrapping.
• For emulation, use an Adapt-A-Pod:" like the one shown
here for an 80386 PQFP package. Just plug and play.
• For production testing, aBug Katcher - turns your PQFP
into an IC so you can start testing—ASAP.
• we stock all types of PQFP adapters. Quick turnaround
on custom orders. Free catalog.
Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-6 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

Malang

EZ-ROUTE VERSION II

.

. ...

...• .....

88188484811•
:8 6684 4 ,f;

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0001 inch to 0255 inch. flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and printers
Schematic Capture 5100. PCB Layout $250. Auto Router $250.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 13051 975-9515
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N W 65 Place -Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 123

6800/6809 MICRO MODULES.
OEM 6800/6809 MICRO COMPUTER MODULES for
dedicated control and monitoring. Interfaces for sensors, transducers, analog signals, solenoids, relays
lamps, pumps, motors, keyboards, displays, IEEE488, Serial I/O, floppy disks.
WINTEK CORPORATION,
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993.
(317) 742-8428 or (800) 742-6809
MICRO MODULES
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PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
With smARTWORKW create double-sided printedcircuit boards in a fraction of the time hand taping
requires. It features continual design-rule checking,
automatic Dad shaving, and text for all 3 layers.
smARTWORK with autorouting is $895 (without, $495)
and comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee.
Credit cards welcome.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette. IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428.
WINTEK
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EZ-WRITERTM
(E)EPROM MULTIPROGRAMMER '

Best Portable (E)EPROM
Programmer Money Can Buy.

*100% USA
Made

DIT EMI/RFI Filters
Low Cost Requirements
ApOcabon:
Safety Approvals Available
Rated Voltage:
Current Range:
Leakage Current
Operating Temperature:
IEC Input Connector
Output Connectors:
Delivery:

1A5 Series
for products that must conform to
FCC part 15 Regulations
UL, CSA, TUV, VDE, SEAM
125/250 Vats AC or DC
1A, 1.5A, 3A ei 6A
10 microA, .35mA, .50mA or .70mA
—25 Deg Cto +85 Deg C
Solder lugs, .187" or 250' Fast-on
Stock-3 weeks
500 pcs $3.00 each

DIT, 2277 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ma, CA 92705
Tel: (714) 556-1228 Fax: (714) 556-2350
STCCOMPONENTS
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Stand-alone
Remote Control
40-pin Micro Option
All models with 40 char. LCD
GANG/SET (E)EPROM Option
RAM expandable to 16 Megabit
Model KF. with Parallel Port for fast Up/Download
Universal (E)EPROM Support including 40-Pin Devices
Model K3C3. easy 3key Operation
Data 10" Compatibility features

MODEM

1-800-523-1565

In Florida (407) 994-3520
Fax: (407) 994-3615
CA (408) 437-2414
•Data 10 Is aregistered trademark st DATA 10 Corporation

BYTEK
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WE'RE BENDING THE RULES
FOR CIRCUIT DESIGNERS
BEND/FLEX", the bendable board
material flexible enough to bend into
any multi-plane shape. Eliminates
stiffeners, flex-hardboard connectors.
May reduce cost of two- and three-plane
interconnect systems by as much as 30%!
Rogers Corporation, Composite Materials Division,
One Technology Dr., Rogers, CT 06263
(203) 774-9605
ROGERS CORP.
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EPROM PROGRAMMER
FOR THE PC $139.95

Complete Hardware and
Software Solutions
Platforms: EISA, PC/XT/AT, PS/2,

386, RI
PC, Macintosh Plus/SE/II, Sun, DEC, Apollo,
MASSCOMP, 3B2, Q-BUS, UNIBUS, VMEbus,
MULTIBUS, STD Bus, S-100, and SBX Bus

with
a
,
(9 14 7a te
any
24, 980,32
pin )(DEC PlOnt
(2716-97060)

Operating Systems:

DOS, OS/2, XENIX,
UNIX, 386/ix, Domain/OS, SunOS, AIX, RI,
RSX, VMS, ULTRIX, VAXELN, PDOS, VERSAdos, RMS-86, Z-DOS, STD-DOS

i0Jd CIKI.all Optional
tenon*,
pocks
preen 19* port
nitre with roost Cross deveroPrnOnt
PCs. Unix systems molten°
and Macs
avaistrie

Support Products:

Extenders, Expanders,
Converters, Controllers, Buffer, Analyzer

Call for FREE Catalog
(800) IEEE-488 •(512) 794-0100

The PROMCE Sari Intelligent Micro-Controller based
unit having optional Analysis Interface far Firmware
Debugging Support For more information, call or writer

airm
Nffli
rms

0

rite Seeman Ss Me inairwasewt

u.
ni

innonesvAncoent

6504 Bridge Point Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

Self-mot diagnose
up-loact down-load
heuorbiueyd.t.

Grammy Engine, Inc.
3314 muse Rona
Colsnbie,, Oho 43231
614(471-1113
In P,,,c1fic and M.o., r
415532-2252

For more information, call (916) 924-8037
NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS
4539 Orange Grove Avenue •Sacramento, CA 95841
(Monday -Friday 8:00 am -5:00 pm PST)
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GRAMMAR ENGINE

CIRCLE 129

• 2716 to 2Meg, updateable to 32 Meg Wi:2211
• Programs 2764A In 10 seconds
16/32 bit split programming
• Menu driven software
• No personality modules required
• Adapter for 8748, 49, 51, 52, 55, TMS 7742, 27210,
57C1024, and memory cards
• 1year warranty •10 day money back guarantee
• Made in the U.S.A.

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS
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eelrf

STD BUS
PRODUCT GUIDE

DatfiCOn Division

Scondic Technologies lemprporated

COUNTER/FREQUENCY I/O CONTROLLER
TO USE IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

8051 Emulator -$1250

STD BUS PRODUCT GUIDE

The CV10-20 is an STD Bus board delivering 20 channels of 16-bit all purpose counters, each having 18
different operating modes. Uses ncl: an interface to
transducers w/frequency I/O, high resolution programmable duty cycle wave omis, coincidence alarms and
complex pause generation. $435.

Brochure details line of STD bus boards, including counter frequency card, STD Bus processor cards, RAM memory cards, parallel I/O
cards, serial communication cards, chassis
and backplanes, power supplies, and other
STD Bus cards.

STIfflatricon Corp.

STI DATRICON DIVISION

Sil DATRICON DIV.

Cybernetic Micro Systems

31069 Genstar Rd.
Hayward, CA 94544
1.800.221-7060

31069 Genstar Road
Hayward, CA 94544
1/800/221-7060 or 415/471-9717

Sil DATRICON DIV.
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PAL9PLD SOFTWARE

,

d2ICE is a low cost, Full Speed, real time 8051
Emulator.. Powerful user interface for Hi-level
multi-window source code debugging. Uses
IBM-PC COM1/2. No Slots! Portable, fits in
shirt pocket. Assembler and test bed included.

PO Box 3000 • San Gregorio CA 94074
Ph: (415) 726-3000 • Fax: (415) 726 3003
CIRCLE 133

Interactive/Real-Time

Sets The Standard

CYBERNETIC MICROSYSTEMS
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/gnu
Tango-Schematic Series II:m
It simply works better.
We listened to your suggestions and built the best in PC-based
schematic capture. More versatile than OrCAD.'" More
features than Schema.'
5 Easier to use than
DASH?" Thanks to our streamlined

Analog Circuit Simulation
ECA-2 Electronic Circuit Analysis offers the best MonteCarlo and
Worst-Case analyses with the capability to concurrently plot random
samples or Min/Max/Nominal values.

CUPL - PLD compiler, the most powerful language
for state machine logic design, now allows front
end design entry with popular schematic capture
packages such as OrCAD, P-CAD, Schema or
Hi-Wire. CUPL supports all PLDs and carries the
most extensive update program. Available on
MS-DOS-,Apollo -,Sun - VAX - and most UNIX based platforms.
1201 NW 65th Place

LOGICAL
INC.
LOGICAL DEVICES

OBVICBS,

Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309
305-491-7404

1-800-331-7766
CIRCLE 135

• AC. DC. Transient. Fourier. and Temperature Analysis •Interactive or batch modes •Full nonlinear simulator •Sine, Pulse, PWL,
SFFM, and Exponential generators •IBM PC/Mac/SUN •Multiple
plots •On-line real time graphics -2to 50 times faster than SPICE
•Over 500 nodes •Advanced component parameters •Component
Sweeping • Full editing. built-in or external • Detailed 525 page
manual

Call for FREE DEMO!

Tatum Labs, Inc.

3917 Rematch Park Dr. II-1, Arm Arbor. MI 411105
3134631110
TATUM LABS
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interface and integrated approach,
Tango-Schematic makes creating
complex schematics simple.
Compare for yourself.

Tango-Schematic features SEDCO
libraries, with over 8,000 parts guaranteed
for accuracy; integrated component creation; true
ANSI/IEEE support; forward- and back-annotation;
PostScript and D/CF output; free tech support; and much more.
It's all there for just 095—guaranteed.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
800433-7801 619 554-1000 619 55-61019 Fax
ACCEL
echnologies •6825 Flanders Drive •San Diego. 1:5 92121 USA
International ',Dees nun tail. Contact us for the distributor nearest tisa.

ACCEL TECHNOLOGIES
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INDEX

E

UPTURN ISN'T MUCH,
BUT IT IS LIKELY
TO KEEP ON GOING

180 —

O

EM SUPPLIERS SEEM TO EXPECT A
continuation of the modest seasonal upturn seen thus far into the second quarter. Although the strength of this rise has been nothing
to write home about, it certainly is better than
nothing. The second half of 1989 was particularly
weak, so improved earnings are likely by fall if
business just keeps up its current pace. Pricing in

140—

110—
100

F

I

12/85 -

12/86

12/87

12/88

ENDING 4/3/90

commodity markets remains difficult, but spot
shortages of leading-edge chips indicate demand
is not falling apart.

12'89

12/90.

SOURCE: McDONALD & compANy

•

Since the beginning of the year, the index has held its own
against a slightly down ma rke t.

In addition, some encouraging pockets of strength are beginning to
appear among the ranks of the distributors. Anthem, Pioneer Standard,
Avnet, and others report better March order patterns.
Electronics stocks outperformed the market smartly in January, February, and March. What's more, Commerce Department data also shows
nothing to indicate that there are any major problems on the horizon.
There will be arecession eventually, but it looks as if 1990 is not the
year for it.

COMMUNICATIONS E
NEW ORDERS
:1 ONE MONTH `/0 CHANGE
12 MONTHS % CHANGE

0%
0/0
0% 40%

30% Meanwhile, worldwide trends in interest rates have been worrisome, but
the consumer has been building up what several economists have labeled i20% :
10%
war chests. What this means is that the consumer is far from tapped out,
and just appears to be catching his breath. The dollar is strengthening
o
versus the yen, but at the same rime it has been weakening quietly against
'
10%
the West German mark and the French franc. Because U. S. nade with Eu- i40%
ropean countries is still much larger than with those of the Far East, the tler/
trade-weighted dollar has barely budged in the face of double-digit appreci12/84
12/85
12/86
12/87
12/88
12/
ation of the yen. Further, news reports indicate that there is the possibility
ENDING 2/28/90
SOURCE: McDONALD & CO.
of an improving outlook for trade with Japan. //
Orders have risen since June 1989, recently
The index is prepared by Mark Parr of McDonald & Co., Cleveland.
8% to 10%. But February dipped 3%.
III, II

7

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
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COMPUTERS/OFFICE EQUIPMENT
NEW ORDERS

e

_
20

ONE MONTH % CHANGE
12 MONTHS % CHANGE
11111.1111111,1,11111,1

12/84
ENDING 2/28/90
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12/86

,
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12/87
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12 ,89

Trailing 12-month orders stabili ze d a t5% to 6% th e
past four months. In February, th e y rose 3% .
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12/84

SOURCE :McDONALD &COMPA NY

ENDING 2/28/90

12/85
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11111111 I

12/86
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12/87
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12 ,89,

SOURCE: McDONALD &COMPANY

Orders stabilized last June and have been growing
1% to 4%. But February is up 14%.
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Sometimes, it doesn't matter what kind of triggering you have.
If your DSO's memory capacity proves hudequate, missing that rare event becomes avirtual
certainty And that could prove costly.
This is precisely why we designed the high precision Nicolet 400 DSO Series with expandable
64K-256K memory per channel. (That's 5to 10 times more than the nearest competition.) And an
optional 44MB removable hard disk, also only from Nicolet: to make sure the 400 you buy doesn't
draw ablank when you might need it most.
With seven different models and over 200 configurations, you're able to choose the number of
channels, memory, speed and resolution right for you. Each 400 features aLEARN mode to help
automate test sequences, along with FFT and averaging for complete waveform processing.
Even an optional dual timebase, or powerful Nicolet-Windows PC software for
instant remote control.
TM

So learn more about the 400 soon. Send for details now, or
call 1-800-356-3090.

Nicolet Test Instruments Division
5225 Verona Road, Madison, WI 53711-4495

Nicolet
INSTRUMENTS OF DISCOVERY

608/273-5008 or 800/356-3090
CIRCLE 203

Taking &CMOS SR
technology to 0.8 microns
is our business.

Exploiting it is yours.
Rev up your system clocks.
Here are the world's fastest 8K x8SRAMs,
leading our family of 64K BiCMOS SRAMs,
with access times of just 12 ns.
Rev up your assembly. This is production
BiCMOS with proven production yields, run
on the same Cypress Semiconductor fab lines
that have been cranking out millions of 0.8
micron CMOS parts for years.
Save on cost and real estate.
These parts are available in
World's 300-mil-wide plastic DIP, as well
Fastest. as ceramic DIP, SOJ, and LCC.
Simplify expansion. The
CY7B160, with on-chip memory decoding,
lets you build memory 64K deep with no
speed, space or power penalities.
Save on power. You get our proven, cool,
low-power, high performance CMOS, integrated with bipolar gates in the critical speed
paths, for apart that sets new records in high
/ density SRAM performance.
Simplify your qualification process with
our complete family of highest performance
4
CMOS and BiCMOS SRAMS.
Including seven different 64K

CY7B161, 16K x4
Separate I/0

CY7B160, 16K x4
On-Chip Decode

MOW
CY7B162, 16K x4
Separate 1/0

I

RMO

MOP

CY7B164, 16K x4
Common I/O

CY7B166, 16K x4
Common 1/0, OE

011111.11
CY7B185, 8K x8

CY7B186, 8K x8

BiCMOS parts, in 16K x4and 8K x8
organizations.
Start now, just by calling for our
1990 Data Book. It's yours, free,
for afast phone call.
Call today to get your
1990 Data Book.
Hotline:
1-800-952-6300,*
Ask for Dept. (95
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1-800-387-7599 in Canada. (32) 2-672-2220 in Europe.
©1990 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Strut,
San Jose, CA 95134. Phone: (408) 943-2600,
Telex 821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD, TWX: 910-997-0753.
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